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.New. In Brief
"We Treat You Right In Murray" has been adopted as the community theme to complement "It's a Trick or Treat Homecoming" at
Murray State this weekend, Oct. 30-31. This effort is sponsored by the
Chamber of Commerce Promotions Committee, co-chaireck by Steve
Andrus and Bob Winn, and.the Ambassador Committee chaired by
Donna Herndon.
Businesses are encouraged to use this theme in their advertisements, specials, etc. On Wednesday, Oct. 28, the Student Alumni
Association at MSU will be filling the 200 treat bags to be given out at
the Homecoming game Businesses and individuals wishing to contribute to this effort are asked to phone the alumni office at 762-3737 or
762-3738 no later than noon Wednesday, Oct. 28. Window painting by
MSU students can be arranged by phoning the Chamber of Commerce office at 753-5171 by Wednesday.
All businesses are encouraged to use their marquees to welcome
Homecoming guests and to support the MSU Racers.

By JOHN STRAUSS
Associated Press Writer
Whether at a campaign stop at a
plant gate or a luncheon with
business leaders, two phrases can
be counted on to warm the heats of
constituents, no matter what color
the collars on their shirts.
The magic words are "jobs"
and "economic development."
The candidates for governor in
Kentucky have spent countless
hours on the hustings promising
increased state support for
economic development. For the
white-collar owners and managers
of Kentucky businesses it's the
promise of greater access to
growth capital and markets. To
their blue-collar employees the
public policy language translates
to more jobs, security and oppor.e

James Watt to lecture at MSU
James Watt, former U.S. Secretary of the Interior, will be speaking
in Lovett Auditorium at Murray State University on Thursday. Oct.
29.
The lecture, sponsored by the University Center Board, will begin
at 8 p.m. and is titled "The Courage of a Conservative," Watt will
speak about topics which appear in his book of the same name, as
well as focus on current events.
Watt was regarded as a controversial figure during his tenure as
Secretary of the Interior under the Reagan administration. Many of
his decisions and comments as secretary angered environmentalists
and sparked public criticism which prompted his resignation.
in addition, Watt is a former board member of the PTL Club, which
Is currently under federal investigation in light of the scandal involving evangelist Jim Bakker.
The lecture is free and the public is invited to attend.
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Subscribers who have not
received their home delivered
r opy of The Murray Ledger 8.
Times by 5:30 p m Monday
Friday or by 3:30 p m Saturday
are urged to cull 753-1916 bet
ween 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m..
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday.
Office Hours
S a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday thru Friday,•a.m.-12
p.m. Saturday.

Benton gun enthusiast Ronnie Stress takes a close look at some rifles on
display at the annual Murray Kiwanis Club knife and gun show, held
over the weekend at Calloway County Middle School. Proceeds from the
event help support charitable youth programs in the city and county.
ustt pboto by Do%id Tuck

(Cont'd on page 2)

NEW YORK (AP ) - Stock
markets turned bearish today a
week after their collapse as prices
plunged in foreign markets, and
the Dow Jones industrial average
fell more than 110 points in the
first III; hours of trading.
Stock prices fell in Tokyo and
London and the negative sentiment continued in New York,
where declining issues outnumbered advancing ones about
13-to-1.
In Washington, President
Reagan opened talks with congressional leaders on deficitreduction measures given extra
urgency by the weakness in stock
markets.
The Dow industrials fell 508

points last Monday, by far the biggest one-day decline in history, as
the value of all U.S. stocks fell by
more than half a trillion dollars.
The Dow average was down
110.58 points at 1,840.18 at 11 a.m.
EST in the first day of trading
after its biggest weekly decline in
history. The average lost nearly
300 points last week.
About 110.3 million shares were
traded in the first hour, compared
to 72.5 million in the same period
last Friday.
Last week's panic was tied to a
wide variet of concerns, including
worries about the weakness of the
dollar and rising foreign interest
(Cont'd on page 2)

Budget talks begin, but options limited
WASHINGTON (API - President Reagan and the leaders of
Congress are seeking speedy accord in deficit-reduction talks, but
neither side is sure where compromise might be reached on
taxes or program cuts.
Reagan, under pressure
because of last week's Wall Street
crisis, has declared that
everything's on the table except
Social Security. But it is clear that
neither he nor the Democrats see
the table as piled high with
options.

Forecast
Cloudy tonight with a continued 60 percent chance of
showers. Low around 50. South
wind 5 to 10 mph. Clearing
Tuesday. High in the lower 60s.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for slowly clearing and cooler
conditions Wednesday, clear
conditions Thursday with increasing cloudiness
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

355.1
355.2

Seminar set
on hazardous
waste is first
part of series
A seminar titled "Hazardous
Wastes: Managing the Problem"
at Murray State University on
Tuesday, Nov. 17, is the first of six
in the second annual series sponsored by the Department of Safety
Engineering and Health on the
campus.
Scheduled from 1 to 6 p.m. in the
Barkley Room of the Curris
Center, the first program in the
Selected Seminars in Safety and
Health series will feature four experts on hazardous waste management. They are:
Benjamin Ross of Region IV of
the U.S. Occupational Safety and
Health Administration in Atlanta;
William C. Burger III of the Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet;
John Clerici, engineer, safety officer and associate with Golder
Associates, an Atlanta consulting
firm; and Bob Quier, director of
(Cont'd on page 2)

1

tunity for advancement.
Kentucky already has a variety
of mechanisms at hand to aid
business. What Republican John
Harper and Democrat Wallace
Wilkinson are suggesting is that
the programs be fine-tuned and
the resources be spread more
evenly to all parts of he state.
"The Harper administration
will develop and put in place a
sliding scale of incentives to
benefit the areas of our commonwealth that have not been able
to attract industry," Harper said.
Harper'splan would weigh such
factors as the unemployment rate,
gross value of manufactured
goods in a given area, and the
types of industries already present

Senate Minority Leader Bob
Dole, R-Kan., one of those meeting
with the president today. said Sunday he didn't think the major entitlement programs beyond Social
Security, such as Medicare and
pensions, would be part of any
package of spending cuts.
While the presidential hopeful
offered few hints of what he might
support, he said the $23 billion in
deficit reduction called for under
the Gramm-Rudman law "is not
going to make that much of an
impact."

"We ought to do more" and it
should be a multiyear plan, he said
in an interview on CBS-TV's
"Face the Nation" program.
Sen. Lawton Chiles, the chairman of the Senate Budget Committee, said on the same program
he didn't see people favoring other
domestic restraints. An acrossthe-board budget freeze, as suggested by some, might mean
layoffs at law enforcement agencies, he said, an unlikely thing for
Congress or the White House to
support.

Chiles, D-Fla., said he'd go
along with the president in ruling
out many types of tax hikes.
The president's chief economist,
Beryl Sprinkel, appearing on
ABC-TV's "This Week With David
Brinkley," declined to say what
new tax increases the president
might accept. Asked what he
would consider not harmful to the
economy, Sprinkel said, "Well,
some would say closing certain
tax loopholes might be non(Cont'd on page 2)
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WASHINGTON - A U.S.-Soviet summit might not occur in the remaiming months of the Reagan administration if Soviet leader Mikhail
S. Gorbachev continues to throw roadblocks in the way of an arms
control agreement, Secretary of State George P. Shultz says.
NEW ORLEANS - Congressman Buddy Roemer promised a new
era as governor and praised rival Gov. Edwin Edwards for "a lot of
class" in deciding against pursuing a runoff.
PASKL'167'ON - China has sold Iran as many as 96 Silkworm
4ti-ship missiles under a $1 billion-a-year program that increasingly
Is angering the Reagan administration and complicating efforts to
end the Iran-Iraq war, U.S. officials say.
WASHINGTON - George Bush got his tax line down just right. "I
am not going to raise your taxes. Period," the vice president said,
climbing on board Reaganomics a few days before President Reagan
hopped off.

1

I. nique friendships

A group of Brownie Girl Scouts cheer after they successfully "untangled" themselves during outdoor atiivities at Brownie Fund Day, Saturday at the Curris Center on the campus of Murray State University. The
day's events included a movie, lunch and a carnival inside the Currls Center.
stein pholo by Donna Nrwromb
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Calloway speech team wins
tournament in Nashville
Jones, third; and Cathy Carmode,
fourth;
Dramatic Interpretation: Mott,
first: Jason Woods, second; and
Shelly Burnett, fifth;
Duet Acting: Angie HerndonWoods, first; Scottie RiceCarmode, third;
Humorous Interpretation: Beth
Henninger, second; Stephen
Lovett, third; Rice, fourth;
Poetry: Herndon, second;
Laura Jones, fourth.
Prose: Heidi Heiss, fourth.
The CCHS speech team continues to accept orders in its annual Citrus Fruit Sale. Those interested in purchasing the fruit
should call 753-2532.
Director of Forensics for
Calloway County is Larry
England. Assistant coaches are
Carnie Paschall, Tim Black and
Lynn Paulk. Herndon is the director of Public Relations.

Calloway County High School
added anoiher victory to its season
record by capturing the Hunters
Lane High School Invitational
Speech Tournament in Nashville
this past weekend.
Calloway County finished first in
the sweepstakes honors with 83
points. Battle Ground Academy of
Franklin, Tenn. was second with
67 points and Dobin Bennett High
School of Birmingham, Ala. placed third with 40 points.
There were 27 schools from Kentucky, Tennessee and Alabama involved in the competition.
The Laker team qualified 19 entries for the final rounds. Those
receiving individual awards were:
Extemporaneous Speaking:
Tracy Ross, second place; Jon
Rose, third; Lori Jones, fourth;
and Johnny Phillips, sixth;
Original Oratory: Lori Jones,
first; Debbie Mott, second; Laura

trading, the yield on the government's bellwether 30-year bond
fell to 8.93 percent, while its price
jumped about $16.25 per $1,000 in
face value.

Stocks...
(Cont'd from page 1)
rates.
Analysts said world stock
markets were trying to achieve
equilibrium.
"There is no consensus as to
what value is in the stock market.
That punctures confidence in a
day-to-day sense. Once that
breaks down then you have enormous volatility because then you
don't have an anchor," said
Robert Hormats, vice chairman of
Goldman Sachs International
Corp.
Also in New York today, interest
rates fell and the dollar moved off
the lows it reached in overseas
trading. Analysts suspected central banks had intervened to support the U.S. currency.
The dollar moved off the lows it
reached in overseas trading, and
analysts suspected central banks
had intervened to support the U.S.
currency. In early domestic activity, the dollar was trading at
141.70 Japanese yen and 1.7715
West German marks, down
moderately from Friday's closing
figures.
Meanwhile, in early New York
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The share index on the London
Stock Exchange fell nearly 110
points in the first minutes of
trading today, responding to a
record drop in Hong Kong
Six minutes after the British
market's opening, the Financial
Times Index of 100 leading shares
was down 109.7 points to 1,685.5.
By late morning the index had
plummeted 131 points.
Brokers said there was scant
selling, and that prices were
marked down automatically in
response to a 33-percent drop in
Hong Kong, where trading ends as
Europe's business day begins.
The Hang Seng index, the Hong
Kong market's prime gauge of
blue chip stocks, closed at 2,241.69,
down 1,120.70 points for a one-day
record fall.
The loss by far surpassed the
previous record drop of 420.81
points, set last Monday.
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New erecutive units with factory warranty
WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS

Proclamation signed jointly
designating Higher Aducation
Week in Murray and Calloway

Pictured above are two of the national tour operators who visited Murray and several other cities in the area this past weekend. Tour
operators from Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, Missouri and lows
were invited by state and local tourism agencies to lean) about West
Kentucky's attractions, accomodations and restaurants. Tourism officials hope the visitors will return to the area with their own tours. The
group visited Paducah, Mayfield, Murray and several state parks during the weekend. While in Murray, the tour operators had lunch at the
Holiday Inn and toured the National Museum of Boy Scouts of America.

Seminar...
(Cont'd from page 1)
education and training with the
J.T. Baker Chemical Company of
Phillipsburg, N.J.
The seminar is intended to be of
special interest to regional
employees and supervisors, as
well as to students in the safety
engineering and health program
at Murray State. However, anyone
who is interested may attend.
Industry representatives are encouraged to pre-register at a fee of
$20 for each seminar or 5100 for the

Talks...
(Cont'd from page 1)
deleterious. But if you happen to
be the one whose loophole got closed, that's not so good."
Congress' two top tax-writers.
House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Dan Rostenkowski,
D-Ill., and Senate Finance Committee Chairman Lloyd Bentsen,
D-Texas, appeared on the same
program as Sprinkel.
The two chairmen also spoke of
closing loopholes and both said the
president's plan to sell off more
government assets should not be a
main part any agreement.
"I'd like to know what they object to in the bill that the House
and the Senate have put together,
as opposed to suggesting (asset
sales 1." Rostenkowski said.
"Asset sales is a one-time hit.
That does nothing for the deficit in
the out years, and that's what's
important."
Bentsen said asset sales might
be a way to exceed the $23 billion
minimum deficit reduction of
Gramm-Rudman for fiscal 1988.

MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS

entire series of six. A fee of $2.5 will
be charged for each seminar at the
door. Continuing education credit
is available.
Upcoming seminars in the
series during the spring will focus
on transportation safety, the
modern mission of the safety pro,.
fessional. robotic safety, industrial toxicology and disaster.
Interested persons may preregister or obtain additional information by writing or calling: Safety and Health Seminars, Cheryl
Rose, Department of Safety
Engineering and Health, Faculty
Hall, Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071, i502) 762-2488.

2 For 1 Sale
Buy one at the regular price,
and get 1 FREE
_
(Small Monthly Payments)

There can't be a better way or a time •
•iNe will also give two wills and a Family
---Eiriaidiffidif-Guide -- A must for every family

6 pairs crypts for sale — $100000 savings/pair
Markers can be purchased also during this sale.
MAIL THIS COUPON TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR SALE PRICES

NAME
ADDRESS
Street

City

TELEPHONE
Mail Coupon to: Murray Memorial Gardens, Rt. 2 Box 37-A-1, Murray, KY 42071
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ment and improvement of this
community depend in large
measure upon the academic programs and public services of our
institutions of higher education;
and
Whereas, the theme of this
year's Higher Education Week is:
-We the People Believe in
Education,"
Now, therefore, we. Holmes
Ellis, mayor of the city of Murray,
and George H. Weaks, judgeexecutive of Calloway County, do
hereby proclaim the week of Oct.
24-31, 1987, as Higher Education
Week in Murray and Calloway
County and call upon all citizens
and enterprises to recognize in appropriate ways during this week
that we the people of Murray and
Calloway County do indeed
believe in education, and hold it to
be the foundation of our prosperity, our progress and our very
freedoms, and further urge all our
citizens and enterprises to support
actively our institutions of higher
education in all their endeavors on
our behalf.

Tiger Band captures five
trophies at band festival
The Murray High Tiger Band
captured five trophies this past
weekend at the 10th annual Todd
County Festival of Bands. Murray
won honors for Best Percussion.
Best Auxiliary, Best Field Commander in class and overall, and
Best Band in class Murray's
drum major is Jenny Hammat.
The band's performance earned
them an 81.9 giving them a
superior rating. This rating entitles the band to compete in the
KMEA State Contest on Oct. 31.

Besides trying to quickly agree
on a deficit reduction plan to
reassure financial markets, the
president and lawmakers are
seeking to avoid having the
Gramm-Rudman law
automatically cut the $23 billion it
requires in deficit reduction.
The spending cuts will take effect Nov. 20 if an alternative plan
isn't enacted before then.
Under the law, half of the spending cuts would come out of
The Calloway County Fire
military programs, with the ex- Rescue responded to several calls
ception of the payroll. The cut over the weekend including two
means that weapons procurement, field fires and a flue fire, accormaintenance and other military ding to CCFR reporter Mike
spending could be cut 10.5 percent. Sykes. .
A broad span of domestic proAt 11:4'5 a.m. Saturday, county
grams would absorb the other fire fighters were called to a field
$11.5 billion reduction. Sobial fire located on U.S. 641 North
Security, veterans benefits and which burned approximately one
welfare programs are exempt, but acre of grass and trees, Sykes
everything from AIDS research to said. The fire was started by burnFBI investigations would be slash- ing trash, he added. Three units
and seven men responded and
ed 8.5 percent.
were on the scene for 45 minutes.
At 2:30 p.m. on Sunday. another
field fire at the Marshall-Calloway
County line in Dexter burned one
acre, Sykes said. Four units and
nine men responded and were on
the scene for 45 minutes.
Also on Sunday, at 7:30 p.m.,
The Land Between The
firemen were called to the home of
Lakes/Tennessee Valley Authori- William J. Holt on Gibbs Store
ty earned the top award, the Best
of Show trophy, for its poster.
which was also named the Best Attraction Promotion at the recent
Awards of Excellence Conference
on Tourism in Lexington. The conThe Murray Fire Department
ference was sponsored by the Kenextinguished a car fire Friday at
tucky Tourism Federation.
approximately 5 p.m. Friday in
Five judges, all representatives
the parking lot of the Murrayfrom the communications field in
Calloway County Hospital, accorthe Lexington area, selected the
ding to a report from the
winning entries from those subdepartment.
mitted by tourism organizations
The vehicle suffered damage to
from the entire state.
the engine area where the fire
Scott Seiber and Ann Wright acoriginated, the report indicated.
cepted the awards.

"Looks like I'll be loading the bus
one more time." said band parent
Roy Weatherly.
Murray's repertoire includes:
"At the End of the Day," solos by
John Daily and David Gish;
"Looking for the Right One," solo
by Chris Edwards; "It Don't Mean
a Thing," solo by David Weatherly and "Music is my First Love."
solo by Vicki Woods.
Senior band members will be
honored at the MI-IS football game
Friday night at Ty Holland Field

Calloway fire-rescue squad
responds to weekend calls

LBL-TVA earns
tourism award
from federation

Murray's firemen
extinguish car fire

Candidates...
If you haven't selected cemetery spaces prior to your death, then it
will fall upon the shoulders of loved ones. This decision should be made
ahead of time and together.

A joint proclamation
designating Oct. 24-31 as Higher
Education Week has been signed
by Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
and Calloway County JudgeExecutive George H. Weaks.
More than 1,000 colleges and
universities in the United States
and Canada are participating in
the seventh annual national observance sponsored by the Council for
Advancement and Support of
Education. The theme for the
celebration planned as part of the
200th anniversary of the U.S. Constitution is "We the People Believe
in Education."
The proclamation reads:
Whereas, the week of Oct. 24-31,
1987, has been designated as National Higher Education Week;
and
Whereas, Kentucky's institutions of higher education have a
long and distinguished history of
educating men and women who
have made significant contributions to all the enterprises and affairs of this community; and
Whereas, the growth. develop-

(Cont'd from page 1)
as a basis for deciding which counties or regions to target for
development support.
"In simple terms this is putting
the jobs where the people have the
greatest need for jobs and encourage that by offering incentives at the state level and also by
ameliorating over a period of
years local tax measures to encourage the industries to locate In
areas of the state in desperate
need for industry," Harper said.
Too much development attention, both candidates say, has been
directed at the so-called "Golden
Triangle" bounded by Louisville,
Lexington and Covington at the expense of western Kentucky and
other parts of the state.
Wilkinson, for instance, was an
early and ardent critic of the $125
million in state incentives to lure
Toyota to Georgetown, a plan that
Harper supported. The incentives
will eventually cost the the state
$169,000 per job, Wilkinson has
said.
The Democratic candidate has
promised management
assistance, seed capital and bank
participation in venture capital

funds for small businesses that
show promise. The "Kentucky
Enterprise Development Corp."
that Wilkinson proposes would be
financed privately.
"This new entity will be
capitalized by the private sector
through a tax exemption against
the Kentucky income tax,''
Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson also wants the state's
universities to participate in
small-business assistance programs and to help develop new
technology, and he promises more
aggressive efforts to sell Kentucky
products in foreign markets.
Among the economic development programs already at work is
the Kentucky Development
Finance Authority, which has
loaned more than $7.5 million to
more than a dozen companies during the past three years. In
roughly the same period, the
Bluegrass State Skills Corp. has
provided more than $1 million in
employee training grants to
General Electric, Clark Equipment, C. Itoh Steel, Procter and
Gamble, Hitachi and other
companies.
The Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, through its six-year-old
Certified Cities Program, has pro-

Road, to a serious flue fire. Sykes
reported.
CCFR workers extinguished the
fire after being on the .scene for
one-and-a-half hours. The house
suffered only smoke damage inside the house. Sykes said.
The cause of the fire was
creosote build up, he added Three
trucks and 13 men responded

Farniington man
escapes serious
injuries on Friday
John Lane, 38, Rt. 1, Farm-'
ington, escaped serious injuries
Friday after a car pulled into the
path of his motorcycle on U.S. 641
North in front of Central Shopping
Center at approximately 4:14
p.m., according to a report from
the Murray Police Department.
Lane was north-bound on 641
when the car. driven by Linda S.
Adams, 38, Rt. 4. Murray, pulled
from one of the shopping center's
exits, and was crossing the northbound lanes in order to go south,
the report indicated.
Adams told police that she did
not see the motorcycle.
Lane was treated and released
at the Murray Calloway County
Hospital. Adams and a passenger
in her car, Jason Adams, 8, were
not injured, according to the
report.
vided free advice to communities
seeking to lure business
investment.
Many business and political
leaders in western Kentucky
believe their region needs greater
assistance, said Jeff A. Eger,
public relations director for the
chamber and director of the
program.
• "The folks in western Kentucky
are working real hard to put
themselves in the position of being
attractive_ to. industry, but they
don't feel like they're a real part of
what's going on," said Eger.
"They feel like they're out there
on the end. But the people are
working real harMink they're
not going to wait to be recognized
by the rest of the state, they're going to go out on their own."
The Kentucky Economic
Development Planning Commission thinks what the state needs
perhaps most of all for its
economic development programs
— whether they are Harper's or
Wilkinson's — is continuity.
Under the present system, the
officials who run many of the
state's development programs
enter and leave office with the
governors who appoint them.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1987

PERSPECTIVE
Higher education
deserves support
Our national commemoration of
the 200th anniversary of the U.S.
Constitution has given us all cause
to reflect and to give thanks for the
wisdom and foresight of the 55
delegates who met in Philadelphia
in 1787 to frame the document that
continues today to serve as the
basic law of the land.
Their handiwork marked the
beginning of the end for the concept
of the divine right of kings. Its
themes instead were freedoem and
opportunity — with education as
the foundation upon which to
"secure the blessings of liberty to
ourselves and our posterity. . ."
Americans are leing urged now
to observe the sefOtgh annual National Higher Education Wbek Oct
24-31 sponsored by the Council for
the Advancement and Support of
Education and based on a "We the
People Believe in Education"
theme.
Its intent is to celebrate the contributions of colleges and universities to American society and to
focus on the need for excellence at
all levels of our educational
system. Although the environment
of today is far different from that
of colonial times, the message of
the vital importance of education
has echoed down through two centuries with the same clear urgency.
Thomas Jefferson, perhaps the
most learned and eloquent of our
nation's founders, was also one of
the most outspoken advocates of
education as a guarantecragainst
losing the rights and privileges
enunciated in the Constitution.
Ironically, Jefferson was not a
constitutional convention delegate;
he was still serving as a diplomat
in France when it met. However, he
later applauded the Convention and
its product as a happy demonstration of the power of reason in the

statecraft.
His views on education included
these quotes:
"I look to the diffusion of light
and education as the resource most
to be relied on for ameliorating the
condition, promoting the virtue,
and advancing the happiness of
man.
"Enlighten the people generally,
and tyranny and oppression of body
and mind will vanish like spirits at
the dawn of day. If the condition of
man is to be progressively
ameliorated, as we-fondly hope and
believe, education is to be the chief
instrument in effecting it.
" "Education is the true corrective
of abuses of constitutional power.
Every government degenerates
when trusted to the rulers of the
people alone. The people
themselves therefore are its only
safe depositories. The most effectual means of preventing the
perversion of power into tyranny
are to illuminate as far as practicable, the minds of the people.
"Above all things, I hope the
education of the common people
will be attended to: convinced that
on their good sense we may rely
with the most security for the
preservation of a due degree of
liberty."
His tone leaves no doubt. He
would have endorsed and supported National Higher Education
Week with enthusiasm. And he
would have considered no political
expediency sufficient to compromise his stance on the necessity of an educated public.
As emphatic as Jefferson was in
the 18th century in stating his
philosophy, our times call for us to
recognize that education is even
More imperative today than ever
before for "advancing the happiness of man."

Looking Back
Ten years ago
A stretch of Chestnut Street,
closed since Sept. 12 to build a
pedestrian overpass on Murray
State University campus, may be
open for traffic by Nov. 3.
A double pasge feature about
Murray Training School and a picture of students, teachers and staff
on April 10. 1928. is published. The
story is by Dr. L.J. Hortin. An allschool reunion is planned Oct. 29
at the Expo Center. Speakers will
include James 0. Overby, class of
1935, Wells Lovett, class of 1940.
Charles Magness, class of 1951,
Hamp Brooks, class of 1961, and
Jay Richey, class of 1968.
The Quota Club of Murray will
behost club for the annual 23rd
conference of Quota International,
Oct. 28-30. at L.Ike Barkley Lodge,
according to-Linda Carter, Murray president.
Twenty years ago
Joe Forsee, Ken Thomas David
McKee, Glenda Dale, Kim Pennington and Diane West, all of Murray, are new members, of Murray
State University Choir.
Cadette Girl Scout Troop 69 has
returned from a three-days' back
packing trip to Southern Illinois.
Eleven girls and the leader, Sue
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Kemp, made the trip.
Lillian Lowry, Dr. Frank Kodman, Mavis McCamish and Donnie Foust were members of a
panel discussing "Pressures on
Today's Youth — Home and
School" at a meeting of Sigma
Department of Murray Woman's
Club.
"Bought two white dogwood
trees yesterday for 55 cents each.
Not bad. They are about three feet
high," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams.
Thirty _years ago
A. Carmon was elected as director of State Agriculture Council at
its meeting held in Louisville.
Leroy Eldridge also attended the
meeting.
The 44th annual meeting of First
District of Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs will be Oct. 29 at
Murray Woman's Club House, according to Mrs. J.I. Hosick, Murray president.
Dr. Frank Steely spoke about
"United Nations" at a meeting of
Murray Rotary Club held at Murray Woman's Club House. Tom
Winchester was in charge of the
program.
Cheerleaders at Almo High
Scool are Rita Chapman, Rita
Hargis, Brenda Johnson, Margie
Duncan, Lutricia Hale and Myrna
Hargis. Bill Miller is basketball
coach.
Forty years ago
A fund drive was started to purchase Murray Hospital in an opening meeting at Calloway County
Courthouse on Oct. 24. George
Hart, president of the Board of
Constituency of the hospital, said
that $16,050 was received by
subscription at the meeting.
Needing for the community purchase will be $45,000.
William 0. Spencer was named
as chief of Murray Fire Department by Murray City Council. He
succeeds Harold Oglesby who
resigned to devot full time to
operating a trucking business
here
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By Mike Royko

Even the darkest day has a bright side
As the Dow Jones plunged, I nervously pondered the possibility of
another Great Depression and
wondered what I should do to
survive.
So I called my wife and said:
"Buy coal."
"Why should I buy coal?"
"Because when I was a kid during the Depression, if you had coal
in the basement for the furnace,
you were all right."
"But we have a gas furnace."
"Buy some coal anyway in case
they turn off the gas. The utilities
are heartless. And buy potatoes."
"Why?"
"Because I remember that we
ate a lot of potato pancakes. Cheap,
and the stick to your ribs. And
remember to switch off the lights."
But after we spoke, I turned on
the TV and heard a financial expert
say the stock plunge might merely
be a long-overdue adjustment, and
there is no reason to climb out on
a window ledge.
Even more important, he said
that this could be the time to take
advantage of some shrewd buying
opportunities.
Not wanting to miss any shrewd
opportunities, I immediately headed for LaSalle Street, the heart of
Chicago's financial district.
I saw a well-dressed young man
stumbling along, holding his hands
to his face and moaning.
"Excuse me," I said, "but can I
ask you a personal question?"
"What is it" he cried. "Make it
quick, I'm heading for the nearest
bridge."
"Are you a yuppie?"
"Yes, I a devout yuppie."
"And you wouldn't happen to also
be an MBA, would you?"
"To my lasting regret, yes."
"And are you a broker or a
trader?"
"Yes, yes but why are you asking me these questions."
"I just wondered what kind of
watch you're wearing."
"A Rolex, of course. What kind of
yuppie MBA broker-trader do you
take me for?"
"Would you care to sell it?"
"Would I?" he cried, yanking it
off and thrusting at me.
I stuffed a few greenbacks in his
hand and said: "Is that a Burberry
trench coat you're wearing?"
"Yes, brand new," he said, tearing it off. ''You want it?"
"Deal. And I can't help but notice
a Mont Blanc pen in your pocket.
Would
you.
"Name your price and you've got
it. I've already used it to write a
farewell note to my sweetheart, an
assistant aerobics instructor."
"Thank you. And what about that
Hermes scarf and the Porsche
designer sunglasses, lunnimmm?"
"As you can see, the scarf is newly tear-stained, so I'll knock off 10
percent."
"Make it 20. Now let me ask what
kind of wheels you have?"
He fell back against a wall as if
stricken.
"You mean my. . ." And he
began weeping.
"Is it a BMW?"
"Of course. Hand washed every
second day since I've owned it. Oh,
my Bavarian beauty."
"I know how you must feel But
at a time like this, you really should
consider divesting yourself of this
asset. It is a drain on your cash
flow."
He took the car keys from his
pocket and said: "It has a list price
of. . . ."

DEBT RELIEF
1. Fresh Start-Ch. 7
2 Debt Adjustment Chs. 12 & 13
3. Reorganization-Ch. 11

753-8900
Free Consultation
J. Wm.Phillips, Atty.
This Is an advertisement. Ky law
does not certify specialties of legal
practice.

I shook my head. "You don't
understand. Now that the Dow has
hit 1,700, the market is glutted with
them."
"I stuffed a few more bills into
his hand and took the keys.
"Anything else?" I said.
"Well, there's my Olin skiis, my
Lotus Elan bike, and my espresso
machine.
"Where are they?"
"At my condo."
"Ah, you have a condo.
Lakefront, I assume?"
"Are there condos elsewhere?"
"I'm sure we can agree on a

i

We offer full service Installation
Other Services Offered:
•Chlmney Cleaning •Masonry
'Bird Screens
•Chimney Hoods

A-1 Enterprise
Call 436-5355

"No, it's my. . .membership in
the East Bank Club. With my own
locker."
"Ah, poor devil. But I'll take it.
And to show you I'm not without
heart, I'll bring you there one last
time as my guest. Well, nice doing
business with you. Bye."
"Wait," he said, as he searched
through his pockets. Then he
withdrew a small metal container.
"Here," he said. "You might as
well have it all."
"What is it?"
"My coke," he said.
"No thanks, I prefer Pepsi."

" risS A JONI EFF-ORf.. 1t4E YA-e.E.1.6 ARE OFF AN AMERICAN WAGON AND THE HOOP'S AN OLD SONY Tv CRATE"

Philadelphia Carpet in-Stock Sale!
First Quality — Many Colors to Choose From
Reg.$22.49 Value Sales/3" sq.,pvt. Reg. $13.99 Value Sale $10$9 'a, yd.
Reg. $18.95 Value Sale $12"sq. yd. Reg.$15.99 Value Sale $1O' sq. yd.

"You Won't Want To Miss This"
In-Stock

Heavy Berber Carpet.... Reg. $10.99 Sale
Congoleurn's

Entire Line

"Focus-On-Fashion"
Sale
Factory
$ 00
Rebate

Order-In

sq yd
on Esteem Fashion Floor,
Reflections and innovations

DeVoe
Paint
Entire Line

1 5% off
We're Your
11-11.1 Wholesale Dealer
ttri for gas and wood
burning appliances

reasonable price, including furnishings, Deal?"
"I have little choice."
"Fine. Have we missed
anything?"
"Well, yes, there is my. my. .
.no, I can't bring myself to part
with it."
"Be realistic, What is it?"
"No, I can't, it's more precious
to me than anyting else."
"What is it, you home
multimedia
center?
Your
Kangaroo golf bag and all-graphite
clubs? Your Prince racket? You
can't take them with you."

Custom Colored

$699 sq. yd.

World, Queen
Galazy, Horizon,
Cabin -Craft and
Columbus Mills

"The Holidays are just
Kirsch
around the corner."
Give A
Custom-Made
Beautiful
Blinds
Lamp

4042/0 off from our fine selections

JOE SMITH
CARPET
Hwy. 641 N. 753-6660
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MURRAY TODAY
Harmony singing
practice will be
'held on Thursday
The second song practice of the
year for Southern Harmony Singing will be Thursday, Oct 29, at
7:15 p.m. at the Benton Library.
The group now has an adequate
supply of books since the University Press of Kentucky published
1,000 copies of a reprint education
of William Walker's classic,
Southern Harmony on Oct. 17.
Twelve members of the Society
made the trip to Lexington on Oct.
17 in a bus supplied by Benton
Church of Christ. They were joined by about 12 more lovers of
shape note singing in the
Bluegrass area.
The University Press under
director Evalin Douglas treated
the Marshall Countians to a dinner
on the grounds at Memorial
Chapel on the campus of University of Kentucky.
Dr. Glenn C. Wilcox and wife,
Helen, of Murray, were editors.
The reprint was dedicated to
Loman Trevathan, a former song
leader and Benton Big Singing enthusiast. The Bank of Marshall
County sponsored this dedication.
The national retail price at
bookstores is $20. when ordered
directly from the University Press
$2 must be included for shipping.
The Society in Benton has bought a
number of copies to have here for
the $20 price. The Press gave the
Society bookstore status so they
will make a small profit on each
copy bought from them, plus the
buyer will save the $2 postage fee.

et;10‘z
, 753-0881
CENTRAL
CENTER

Schweitzer-Barrow wedding Nov. 27

The Murray Elementary School PTO will present the musical production, "Pinnochio, Don't Smoke That Cigarette," on Tuesday, Oct. 27, at 7
p.m. in auditorium of Murray Middle School. The musical treatment of
the "just say no" approach to the problem of drug ant alcohol abuse
features the third and fourth grade students of music teacher Joan
Bowker. The PTO will announce the winners of its essay, poster contest
on the "just say no" theme before the musical begins The community is
invited to attend, a PTO spokesman said.

Thanksgiving luncheon planned
Ladies of Murray Country Club will have their annual
Thanksgiving
luncheon on Wednesday, Nov. 11, at 11:45 a.m. at the club.
Reservations
must be made by Monday, Nov. 2, by calling Ella Mae Quertermo
us or
Mary Moore Lassiter, co-chairmen. Other hostesses will
be Annette
Alexander, Rowena Cullom, Charlotte Gregory, Emma Sue
Hutson,
Nancy Haverstock, Rebecca Irvan, Ellen Jones, Jean
Lindsey, Pam
Mavity, Laura Miller, Charlotte Parker, Martha Sue Ryan,
LaVerne
Ryan, Mary Lou Rayburn, Veneta Sexton, Peggy
Shoemaker, Mary
Warren Sanders, Virginia Schwettman, Polly Seale,
Mary Taylor,
Diane Villanova. Terri Quertermous, Rebecca West, L.arue
Williams.
Martha Battle, Ruby Howe, Sara Massey and Gail Hendon
Bridge with
Toni Hopson and Mary Ann Clark as hostesses will be
played at 9:30
a.m.

Larry C. Kendall dismissed
Larry Clifford Kendall of Rt. 2, Murray. was dismissed Thursday
from Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He underwent surgery on
Wednesday. The Kendall was left off in the hospital report for Thursday
in Friday's issue of the Murray Ledger & Times.

Stephanie Leigh Schweitzer and
William Scott Barrow to marry

Drug's effects
cause concern

7:111

Ultrasonic
Humidifier
with Humidistat

753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT
Where the students
major in assault
,3
7:
2
"THE PRINCIPAL" (R)

Model 49259

Cheech Mann in
"BORN IN EAST L.A."

20
9:06

Matsushita transducer for ultra-quiet
operation, automatic shut-off, 360
degree adjustable nozzle, power indicating light, U.L. Listed.

(R)

Cheek

$41.47

our Halloween

Weekend Special
Mon Sat

1 1 arn

10pm Sun 1 urn 10prn

OVLEm
Tti
mEr
Cheri Theatre Lobby

Wholesale Electric
Supply Company
206 E. Main

4te

Murray

753-8194

MONDAY & TUESDAY ONLY

Captain D's,

990SPECIAL!
Buy one 2-Piece Fish Dinner
for $2.99, get another one for 99c
Each 2-piece fish dinner includes I wo
golden-brown fish fillets, natural-cut french
fries, fresh cole slaw, and two Southern -style
hush puppies

many people. it does have serious side
effects, the most devastating of which
affect vision. Plaquenil-treated patients must be closely monitored for
eye damage. Other complications of
therapy include emotional changes.
irritability, headache, weakness. anemia, abdominal cramps. vomiting, diarrhea. lassitude and bleaching of the
hair The manufacturer of Plaquenil
does not list menstrual irregularities
Toopie Thomas Moore, tour director for Murray-Calloway County
or sexual dysfunction as adverse reSenior Citizens, has planned a trip, "Country Christmas" at Opryland
actions to the drug.
Your hair changes are probably di- Hotel, Nashville, Tenn., for Dec. 16 and 17. This includes transportation.
rectly'attributable to Plaquenil Your tickets to arts, crafts and antique fair, one night and two days' stay in
menstrual problems and loss of sexu- deluxe accommodations, and reseve tickets to the dinner and musical
al interests are probably not. At age review. Also included will be "Trees of Christmas
" at Cheekwood's
46. you are more likely to be experi- Botanical Gardens. Reservations
with a $50 deposit must be made by
encing the consequences of meno- Sunday. Oct. 8.
For more information call Mrs. Moore at 753-8274 or
pause. In some women, alteration in
753-0929.
sexual interest seems to result from
hormonal imbalances that are common during the change of life.
Express your concerns to your docAlzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday. Oct. 27, at 430 p.m in
tor. In particular I think you should
review the situation with a gynecolo- the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This will be a
gist. The doctors, working together, group discussion meeting. For more invormation call Cindy Ragsdale.
will be able to define the causes of L.S.W.. at the hospital. 753-5131, ext. 199.
your symptoms. If they agree that
Plaquenil is not the cause of your sexual problems, perhaps hormone reSteven I). Wells. a Murray State University Baccalaureate Candidate,
placement would help you
To give you more information. I am will present an exhibition of his sculpture in the upper level Clara M
sending you a free copy of my Health Eagle Gallery, fourth floor of Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU, from
Report on MENOPAUSE. Others who Wednesday. Oct. 28 to Sunday, Nov. S. The title of his exhibition will be
want information on the subject -Business umps." which includes small sculptures
of, bronze and
should send $1 and their name and ad- aluminum and ink drawings
and
etchings.
Wells
is
the
son of Mr. and
dress to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland.
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to ask for the Mrs. David A Wells. There will be a reception at the gallery on Friday.
Oct. 30. at 7 p m The public is invited to attend and admission is free
Health Report on Menopause.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I'm 31 and
work the 11-p.m.-to-7-a.m. shift. Does
it make any health difference if I
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Vaughn of Baton Rouge, La -are the parents of
sleep eight straight hours, or three in
son,
a
Michael Derek. born on Monday, Sept. 28. Grandprents mr and
the morning and five in the evening"
Mrs.
Claude
Butler Jr. and Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Vaughn of Benton
DEAR READER — From a health
standpoint, you are probably no bet- Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Rex Humphrey and Mrs. Ruby
ter off sleeping a full eight hours than Butler, all of Benton, and Mrs. Madie Vaughn of Murray.
splitting up your sleeping time. The
human body has a requirement for
sleep that varies from six to eight
hours. Some people seem to feel reMr. and Mrs. Barry Harrell of Murray are the parents of a son, Jordan
freshed after two or three short sleep
Seth. weighing seven pounds 10 ounces, measuring 21 1,4 inches, born on
cycles.
Nonetheless, many people, whether Thursday, Oct. 22, at 9:27 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
by habit or genetic programming, be- They have a daughter, Elisabeth. 14. The mother is the former Lisa
come irritable or ill if they are pre- Holsapple. Grandparents are Mr, and Mrs. Burlon Holsapple of Hazel
vented from getting all of their sleep and Mr. and Mrs. Dan Harrell of Murray. Great-grandparents are Mr.
in a single dose. If you feel comfort- and Mrs. Charles Wilson of Hazel and Mr. and Mrs. Ulis Woods of Murable and are alert with your sleep pat- ray. A great-great-grandfather is Hobart Morgan
of Murray.
tern, then it is OK for you to continue
it.
DEAR DR. GOTT — Can humans
get heartworm from dogs?
DEAR READER — Heartworm is
transmitted to dogs from mosquitoes.
Humans are not involved in the life
cycle of the parasite and appear to be
The ladies of the Oaks Country
"Come on out and play golf,
immune to the infection.
Club will have their final golf play
have lunch and have a good time
If you have questions about HIA- of the current season on Wednes- to end our golf
season," said
TAL HERNIA,you can get answers in day, Oct. 28, at 10 a.m.
Shirley Wade, publicity chairman
Dr Gott's new Health Report on the
Murrelle Walker, phone for ladies' golf activities.
subject. Send $1 and your name and
Winners of golf play on Wednesaddress to PO. Box 91369. Cleveland, 753-4517, will be golf hostess. Pairings will be made at the tee.
OH 44101-3369.
day, Oct, 21. have been announced
Bridge with Joyce Nunnally, by Mary Montgomery, hostess, as
753-0334, as hostess will be played follows:
at 9:30 a.m.
First place team — Sue Lamb,
Grace James, Floence Hensley,
Mary Montgomery and Shirley
Wade;
Second place team — Murrelle
Walker, Nancy Rogers, Bronda
Parker, Linda Roach and Dottie
Kraemer.

'Christmas Tour' is planned

Exhibition by Wells planned

Michael Derek Vaughn born

.Jordan Seth Harrell horn

Golf, bridge and luncheon
planned by Oaks' women

-

SPECIAL:
Large Bar-B-Q
Sandwich &
French Fries
$219
Special Good Oct. 26-31

t

CaptainIA

,A great little seafood place.

700 N. 12th

Murray Area Vocational Center will begin a class in Income Tax
Reporting on Monday, Nov. 2, at 6 p.m. The class will be held on Mondays and Thursdays from 6 to 9 p.m. for 31-2 weeks. Robert K. Martin.
local CPA, will be the instructor. Instruction will be given in how to fill
out the 1987 federal and state income tax forms This class is good fro individuals, small business owners and those who do tax preparations for
the public. The cost will be $5 payable on the first class meeting night.
To register, call 753-1870 between the hours of S a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday
through Friday.

Alzheimer's group will meet

ONLY

(R)

Income tax class scheduled

years ago. Within three months of
starting this medication, my eyebrows and eyelashes became white.
My menstrual cycle went wacky and
I've lost all interest in sex. Any
connection?
DEAR READER — Plaquenil (hydroychloroquine) is used to treat malaria, as well as two diseases of connective tissue: lupus erythematosis
and rheumatoid arthritis. Because
malaria is a rarity in the United
States,
most patients are prescribed
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
Plaquenil for lupus or rheumatoid
DEAR DR GOTT — I am 46 and arthritis.
started taking Plaquenil about three
Although the drug is effective in

f DR•
, GOTT

Michael J Fox
"THE SECRET
9 Oa
OF MY SUCCESS" (P0-13) ONLY

A terrifying love story.
"FATAL ATTRACTION" 7 MI

DATEBOOK
PTO musical planned Tuesday

The approaching marriage of
Miss Stephanie Leigh Schweitzer
and William Scott Barrow has
been announced.
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald L.
Schweitzer of Dighton, Kan., and
the grandson of Mrs. Freda
Scherling of Wichita, Kan.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert R. Barrow of
Hazel and the grandson of Mrs. ha
Davenport of Hazel.
Miss Schweitzer is a 1987
graduate of Murray State University. She was previously employed
by National Scouting Museum of
Murray.
Mr. Barrow is a 1979 graduate of
Calloway County High School and
a 1986 graduate of Kentucky State
Police Academy. He is presently
employed at Post 3, located in
Bowling Green.
The vows will be exchanged on
Friday. Nov. 27, at 11 a.m. at First
Christian Church, Murray.
A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.
Only out-of-town invitations will
be sent. All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

War at its worst
"HAMBURGER
HILL" (R)

He met his matchl
"THE PICK-UP
ARTIST" To-13)

Milerray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkcen, cditor

753-9383

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

T.J's
Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.
753-0045
MUfT8V

BRIDAL
REGISTRY -

tie are pleased to an- nounce that Tabethia
Johnson, bride-elect of
• Kevin Crawford has made
her selections from our
- bridal registry for
decorative accessories.
•
Tabethia and Kevin will
be married Nov.4th, 1987.

Pierl
imports
Bei-,41r Oestfer
MOEN

Professional
Hearing Care

FREE HEARING TEST
•thearing Aids Solid On 30 Day TAO
•Batterkes/Service AN Makes
Board CortNied
Hearing Aid Specialists

753-8055
STONE-LANG CO.
Hisarkm Aid Center
204 S Oh, Murray
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Man's Carelessness
Turns Golden
Treasure Into Trash
By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: A few years ago I remember the pain of having
(Du you hate to write letters because
purchased some gold coins, which their fingers whacked with a you don't know what to say? Thankrepresented several thousand dol- ruler, the torture of performing you notes, sy mouthy letters, congratulars. It's not a great fortune, but I'm at recitals, the odious halitosis lations, how to decline and accept
not a wealthy man and could not of their teachers, and the re- invitations and how to write an
afford to throw it away. I foolishly sentment of being forced to interesting letter are included in
Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters
kept these gold coins hidden in a practice through their tears.
for All Occasions." Send a check or
shoe box in my closet.
All right, I asked for it. money order for $2.50 and a long,
stamped (39 cents), self-addressed
I had not told my wife about it, Enough, already.
envelope to: Dear Abby. Letter Bookand as you may have already
let, P.O. Box 447. Mount Morris,
guessed, she cleaned the closet and
61054.)
threw out the shoe box!
The morning after our trash was
collected, I realized what had
happened, so I went to the trash
disposal company at 6 a.m. I was
told that the trash collected the day
before was already at the landfill,
and my chances for retrieving the
No Blank Spots—No Stripping
shoe box were one in a million.
Nevertheless, I went to the landIn The Express Tan 360 Booth
fill where the foreman told me that
1 Visit—$4.00 6 Visits—$21.00
had I followed the truck the previ10 Visits Only $32.50
ous day (as one woman had done.to
search for her wallet) I may have
had a chance. He informed me that
the only other alternative was to
rent a bulldozer ($65 an hour) and
S 13th & Poplar
753-3492
sift through the 40,000 cubic feet of
rubbish. He said a woman had
recently hired the bulldozer hoping
4,
to find the $200,000 she had thrown
Monday-Saturday, Oct. 26-31st
out by mistake.(She never found it.)
Abby, I'm sure many of your
readers have squirreled away small
fortunes in their homes, so please
(Poly Wool)
print this. If my letter saves just one
500. Savings On
person's fortune, my loss will not
Sale
a '195 Value
have been entirely in vain.
LEARNED THE HARI) WAY
•••

"Get A Cool, Clean Tan
In Only 15 Minutes!"

Shriners working for hospitals
Rizpah Temple Shriners near their $100,000 Crippled Children's Hospital goal. Potentate Dr. Thomas L. Riley,
HopkinsvWe, (left), Treasurer Roger L. Kellner, Paducah (center),and Terry Jacobs, Henderson (right),
Paper Sale Chairman, watch the "Thermometer" as it goes over $95,000 to date from various fund raising acUvities. A recent paper sale conducted throughout Western Kentucky produced over $79,000 of the total. All ex.
penses for the hundreds of children served by the 22 Shriner's' Hospitals for Crippled Children are paid by
Shriners from such contributions. Murray Shrine Club of Murray is a part of this special project of Rizpah
Temple.

Murray Hot Tubs, Spas
Tanning and Body Conditioning

AI

Coming community events listed
Monday,Oct. 24
Widows Support Group will be
organized at 7 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library. For information
call Peggy Carraway. 435-4501.
after 4:40 p.m
- - -Pack 57 of Cub Scouts will meet
at 7 p.m. at Baptist Student
Center. Chestnut and Waldrop
Streets
--- Halloween party for preschool
through fourth grade will be from
7 to S p.m. at Murray Country Club
with Kathy Kopperud, Gayle
Foster. Mona Blankenship and
Jennifer Hewlett in charge.
- --CLOZE-I'LL:S. fall computer
assisted reading program. will
start at 7 p.m. at Murray State
Univesity. For :
. Information call
762-2446

Tuesday,Oct. 27
Mothers' Morning Out will meet
at 9 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.
•11. ••••

Health Express of MurrayRacer Club will meet at 6 p.m. Calloway County Hospital will be
at Water Valley Ceramics from 9
at Seven Seas Restaurant.
to 11 a.m. and at Pilot Oak
B--ible,Study
ncin- Grocery from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Blood pressure, diabetes and
denominational I will be at 7 p.m
at New Life Christian Center, 115 anemia tests, plus $4 Colo-rectal
cancer kits will be offered.
South Fourth St.
------ Alzheimer's Support Group will
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group will meet at, 7 p.m. at meet at 4:30 p.m. in board room of
Murray -Calloway County
Calloway Public Library.
Hospital.
- -----Murray High School PT() will
Cancer Support Group will meet
have its annual "open house" at
at 2 p.m. in board room of Murray.
7:30 p m. at school.
Calloway County Hospital.
----AA and Al-Anon will have closed
Living with Diabetes will meet
meetings/ at 8 p.m., at Masonic
at 2 p.m. in third floor classroom
Lodge, 1315 Main St., Benton. For
of Murray-Calloway County
information call 759.4059, 762-3399.
Hospital.
753-7764 or 753-7663.
------New Concord Ladies Bible Class
Parents Anonymous will meet
all denominations) will meet at 1
at 6 p.m For information call
p.m. For information call 436-2518
762-6862 or 762-6851.
or 436-2231.
------Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Senior citizens' activities will be
Church will be activities in the
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center;
gym for children up to aged 12 at 6
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
p.m. and basketball for teen age
Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. 10 3
boys and younger men at 7 p.m.
p.m. at Ellis Center.
-----Tuesday, Oct. 27
Murray Moose Lodge officers
Murray Elementary School
will meet at 7 p.m.
PTO will present a musical, "Pin-- - nochio,'Don't Smoke That
Murray High School Chapter of
Cigarette," at 7 p.m. in
Future Homemakers of America
auditorium of Murray Middle
School
Memorial Baptist Church will
have its churchwide skating event
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Roller Skating
of Murray.
---Eva Wall Circle of Memorial
Baptist Church will meet at 2 p.m.

Less • Wal Mart Sells

for

Men's Fine Tailored Suits

Tuesday, Oct. 27
will have its Daddy-Date Night at
Kenlake Hotel.
---Murray State University Lady
Racer volleyball team will play
University of Evansville at 7 p.m.
in Racer arena. Admission is free.
---Murray Civic Music Association
will present pianist Leo Bates in
concert at 8 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State University. Admission is by MCMA
membership card or student ID
card only.

•••

Murray Art Guild is scheduled
to have a business meeting at 10
a m. at the guild.
---Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's
Club House.
---Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County Health
Department.
---Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m., 3:30 p.m. and 6:30
p.m.

Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be played at 7:30
p.m. in Parish Center, St.- Leo's
Catholic Church.
---AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 pm. at The
Homeplace-1850.
-- -Wednesday,Oct. 28eHealth Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Larry Seay's Marker, Lynn-.
ville, from 9 to 11 a.m. and Tri City
Grocery from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Blood pressure, diabetes and
anemia tests, plus $4 Colo-rectal
cancer kits will be offered.
- --Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.
---Ladies' events at Oaks Country
Club will be bridge at 9:30 a.m.,
golf at 10 a.m. and sack lunch at
noon.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Baketmaking
Workshop from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1 : 3 0 p.m. at The
(Cont'd on page 6)

94.50

Polyester Suits
Sale 62.50
50% Savings on a '125 Value

DEAR LEARNED:Thanks for
giving me the opportunity to
dispense some valuable advice:
Despite the restrictions on the
hours of accessibility, the ideal
place to keep valuables is in a
safe-deposit box at the bank.

*Noble Manor and Bardstown Labels Available
Visa-MC-Layaway Available

At New Location — East South and 5th Sts.

DEAR ABRY: I am 51 and my
husband is 58. We have been
married for 10 years. It's the second
time around for both of us. What's
bugging me? He always uses the
words "I," "my" and "mine" instead of saying "we" or "ours."
In conversations with others, it's
I, I, I. It's driving me up the wall.
What are your thoughts on this? I
love the guy.
WOE IS ME
DEAR WOE: I think it's time
you looked this guy in tht eye
and said:"I love you, but I have
had it up to here with your
chronic 'I' trouble. Just listen to
all the 'I's' and `me's' in your
conversation and give me a
break because I feel slighted."

(Dijon Manulacturmg Bitig
Mayfield, KY
247-2757

-

Mon., Tues., & Wed. Special

•

Sweaters
i;$4 29
I

No Limit

Expires 10-28-87

Shirts
One HOUR
DRY
cLeaneRs

Laundered to perfection. On
hangers or folded. Bring in
before noon .for same day
service.

85!.or 5 For $379

Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-9525

All Week
Services Offered:
•f••
•Werldino Gown Preservation
'Leather & Suede

DEAR MRS. KING: You're not
the only one who wrote to say,
"I'm glad I quit." I received
letters from readers — some
now in their 70s — who still

11

•Dritperi Cleaning
•Waterproofing
•Alterations & Repairs

11,11111111111111111111111111111111

REMOTE
CONTROL

AENOW
Extra Remote

with any Zenith 19'doagonai,
20 diagonal, 25"diagonai,
27 diagonal Remote
Control TV
LIMITED TIME ONLY OCT 15 THROUGH NOV 15, 1987

.With
9

Coupon

Sitting Fee

13 COLOR PORTRAITS
ONE 8X 10 • TWO 5 X 7's* • TEN WALLETS

$2"

610-

QUALITY PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING

BONUS DAYs

9SC

;•
-

///''

* * *

DEAti ABBY: You wrote: "Many
have written to say they are sorry
they quit taking piano lessons, but
not ,one person ever wrote to say
that he or she was glad they quit."
Well, let me be the first. From age
5 to 13, my mother forced me to take
piano lessons. I advanced all the
way to "The Skater's Waltz." Then
one day, my teacher yelled at my
mother. '.Madame, you_are wasting
my time, your money and your
daughter's energy. Give up!"
Abby, I still adore that teacher's
memory. That honest, fearless man
taught my mother and me that
talent need not be musical.
I arp now a happy artist. I draw,
paint, create and guide others to be
creative. I'm glad I was allowed to
quit taking lessons. Today, I
wouldn't touch a piano with a paint
rag.
MRS. H.F. KING,
LAWTON, OKLA.

1".
Art

f.

Less • Wal-Marl Sells for Less

Plus0

Mon.-Sat. 9-5

WHOLESALE STORES, INC.

set

NOW ONLY

$

/A 4

19" Model ISD1911W
With Remote Control
Walnut Finish with Accents
Sale 34995

OFF

*Bank Financing
*90 Days Same As Cash
to Qualified Buyers
'Layaways Available

One Coupon Per Sublect

Save $200 ON OUR REGULAR
$995 portrait package
OFFER GOOD ON DATES LISTED BELOW

poses onty Limit one special
subescl Black and white backgrounds and special
portraits NOT available in advertising package

Advertised

SpeClaill include trieldtOrsal

25" Model eSC2513G
With Remote Control
with MIS Stereo Sound
Nutmeg Oak Finish

package per
effects

Christmas background •vailatert 'Approximate sire

All Ken Holland
PRINT IN STOCK

40%on
FRAMERS GALLERY
i

Shooting Oeye/Dates: Wednesday
thru Monday Oct 28-Nov 2
Photographer Hours: Daily 10 am - 7pm
Sunday 12-5 30 p m
Hwy. 641 North, Murray

WAL-MART

and Center
L101,4 IPM

• 5.541 • %cal 101

Sale

6999
'

Zenith/The quality goes in before the name goes on
ALL AGES • FAMILIES •
GROUPS • INDIVIDUAL

Tucker T.V. Sales & Service

Gi,oups Si 50 eorsi per person
•

POCPs

wic•ctIOn

PRESENT THIS AD TO PHOTOGRAPHER

WI KEEP ANIIMCa SMILING

"Murray's. Zenith Dealer
Where You Get Service Oter the Sale"
753-2900
1914 Coldwater Rd.
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Your Individual Horoscope
FOR TUESDAY,(KTOFIER 27, 1987
ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr 19)
Nit
Despite a productive workda,.
there could be some late night
irritability with a close tie. Your
thinking now is inspired A hunch
could really pay off big.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Partners make plans for a special
holiday together Some are drawn to
metaphysical pursuits. A dream may
be significant. Watch impatience on
the )ob.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 201
An argumentative mood could
spoil p.m dating plans. Work towards
the realization of long-term goals.
Deal with insurance, banking and
estate matters.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
It's really a lovely time for promoting romance and getting along with
close ties. Don't let moodiness set in
tonight to spoil what would otherwise be a fine day.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Common sense and intuition combine to bring you career gains now.
You must exercise some patience.
though, with a colleague. It won't
take much to get your goat

VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
What you say now makes sense to
a child. It's a stellar day for creative
work of any kind. The unusual in
entertainment appeals now Romance
is favored.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to t /et. 22)
You may be in the mood for some
home decorating. Try not to force
your will on others at home base.
Judgment is good regarding shopping
and domestic interests_
SCORPIO
(Oct. 2:1 to Nov. 21)
41€
Tap your creative potentials on this
day when you're truly inspired. Make
your views known to others. You're
articulate' and convincing. Overlook a
slight tonight.
SAG ITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
def
You're the wheeler-dealer from
behind the scenes now. Don't let
others in on your financial plans.
Avoid arguing with a friend about
money after dark.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jam 19)
Your psychic awareness is
increieeing. You're very sensitive to
others' feelings now. Group activities
are favored, but downplay ego with
higher-ups.

._
.W- „41r- - .10% - ' 001.We Haw Sonierthind Spscial
V
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Tram Dositcenter. t;
........-

Be! Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
On
A week

7 DAYS
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Kentucky nursing homes have shortage

Frances Drake

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP ) —
Hospitals are finding it increasingly difficult to fill nursing
AQUARIUS
vacanices, but Kentucky nursing
kJan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Your powers of observation are homes are having an even tougher
good now. Read between the Lines time, according to a survey last
and be aware of subtleties in business month of the state's homes for the
dealings. A slight aggravation could elderly.
occur tonight.
The nursing shortage has not
PISCES
caused "a tremendous com(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
.4611
41111Ir promise" in the qualit
y of care at
Socially your star is on the rise. Be
nursing homes, but it could get
sure to accept invitations. Do avoid
lending or borrowing money at worse, says Mary K. Ousley,
present. Welcome news comes from a president of the Kentucky Association of Health Care Facilities.
friend who lives afar.
The survey by the association of
YOU BORN TODAY thrive on
challenges and do not know the health care facilities found that 17
meaning of the word defeat. Though percent of registered nurse posiconcerned about the welfare' of tions in intermediate- and
skilled.
others, you are every inch the care nursin
g homes were empty,
individual. You do not like to take and 20
percent of licensed pracorders and are happiest in a top
tical nurse jobs were unfilled.
position. Both literature and philosoIn comparison, 10 percent of
phy are likely to appeal to you. You
regist
ered nurses' jobs and 4 percould become a great writer. teacher
or counselor. The medical field is also cent of LPN posts in Kentucky
likely to appeal to you. Birthdate of: hospitals were empty in June, acTheodore Roosevelt, US. president, cording to a study by the Kentucky
Dylan Thomas, poet; and Roy Lich- Hospital Association.
tenstein, artist.
Changes in the way the government and private insurers pay
hospitals for medical care have
caused them to discharge sicker
patients to nursing homes, Ousley
said. That is aggravating the nursing shortage by forcing nursing

A

homes to hire more nurses to treat
the sicker patients.
In some instances, care has
already suffered because of the
shortage.
One reason the Louisville
Lutheran Home was cited by the
state last spring for providing inadequate care was that it "did not
have available qualified staff to
meet the needs of the residents"
and was using temporary nurses
from an employment agency, according to a list. of deficiencies
cited by inspectors.
Marianne Keller, the facility's
director of social services, said
the temporary employees were
hired because pafmanent nurses
could not be found.
The health care facilities
association estimates that the

state's nursing homes need 148
more registered nurses. When added to the 789 RNs that hospitals
need, according to the hospital
association, the shortage of nurses
is equivalent to almost a year's
worth of graduates from the
state's schools for registered
nurses. The associations also
estimate that 462 more LPNs are
needed, including 320 in nursing
homes.
Nursing homes are having trouble finding nurses for many of the
same reasons as hospitals: Opportunities for nurses ace expanding,
while the number of n*ses is not.
Slightly fewer nurses are licensed
to work in Kentucky this year than
last year, and the number of new
registered-nursing graduates has
dropped significantly in the past
two years.

Roll call votes on House Bill 1 listed

FRANKFORT. Ky. t AP —
Here are the roll call votes on
final passage of House Bill 1
during the special session of the
General Assembly on
Thursday.
The House voted 73-18 for the
hrsata-***********41-4.************•-********
**** bill The Senate vote was 29-7
HOUSE
— VOTE
Democrats For(M)
.Ark, Arnold. Ballard, BarBlevins, Bronger, M.
Brown, Bruce. Burch,
Callahan. Castleman, L. Clark,
P. Clark. J. Clarke, Cline.
Cowan, Crupper. Curd, Cyrus.
* Concerned
Donnermeyer. Farrow, Gedl* Qualified * Dedicated
ing. Gray. Gregory. Handy.
Hourigan. Jackson. Johnson, A.
— Paid for by the cancItctate —
Jones.
R. Jones. T. Jones. Lear.
ii-.**************************
**************
LeMaster. Long, Lundergan.

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS

—
DANNY HUDSPETH
CITY COUNCIL

What's new in
Richland,US ?

Lyne, Mack, McBee. McElroy,
Meyer, Moberly. Morris. Nett,
O'Brien, Pritchett, - Rapier.
Richards, B. Richardson, I'
Richardson, Rifler. Scorsone.
Seum, B.R. Smith, R Smith.
Worthington.
Democrats :Against ( I I
Adams, .Adkins. Deskins.
Hancock. Little. Maggard.
Mason, Noe, Ridley. Stumho.
White.
Republicans For (18)
Ackerson, Altman, Casebier,
Ford. Freibert, Guenthner, J
Harper. K. Harper. Heleringer.
Layman. I.ile Napier.
Overstreet. Reinhardt, Todd.
Turner, Walker, Will
Republicans Against 11)
Allen, Keith, Leleyers,
Preston. Robinson. Suer.
Strong.
Not Voting (9

Blandford. J Brown.
Burnette. Hatcher. Hoover
Kerr. Noland. Priddy. Yates
\ ATE
Democrats For (24 )
Allen. Bradley. Brinkley
Clouse. Ford, Garrett. Hall.
Higdon. Kafoglis, Karern. McCuiston, Meyer. Moloney. Mar.
phy. O'Daniel, Pearman
Peniston, Powers. Quinlan
Rose. Saunders. Sheehan
Weaver. Wright
Democrats Against

Berger. Friend. LeMaster
Republicans For (5)
Haering. Schmidt, Stuart
Trevey. Williams
Republicans Against (4)
Huff. Rogers Sexton, Travis
Not Voting

Bailey. Max'

Community...
(Cont'd from page 5)

Generic price
Ric0,s . . ., ,„
2

New
Richland 20s.
Regular& Lights.
ngs & 100'S:
—
.
.
5 n 400
.

Ri
ch
la
nd
Richland

o

14

Kings, 17 mg. "tar", 1.2 mg. nicotine; 100's, 17 mg. "tar",
1.3 mg. nicotine, lights Kings,
10 mg."tar". 0.8 mg, nicotine; Lights 100's, 11 mg. "tar",
0.9 mg nicotine ay. per
cigarette by FTC method

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease,
Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.

I

LIGHTS.1
KING SIZE

20

'Generic proced 70's no availabk. in all awas

100s

Wednesday,Ott. 28
Homeplace-1850: Skywak at 2p m.
at Golden Pond Visitor ('enter
————
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers.
————
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Arts and Crafts (lass
at 9 a.m.; Bible Study at 10 a.m.:
Combined WMU and Baptist
Women Council meeting at 4:15
p.m. in conference room;
Fellowship Supper at 5:30 p.m.;
prayer meeting, Youth BASIC.
and Children's Choirs at 6:30
p.m.; Adult Choir at 7:45 p.m.
————
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include mid-week Bible Study in auditorium and Kids'
Halloween party in fellowship hall
at 7 p.m.
————
"The Living Christmas" planning committee and all choirpersons will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
————
Events at First Christian
Church will include Bazaar
workshop on Gingerbread houses
at 10 a.m.; Youth Club "Halloween Caroling" at 4:30 p.m.;
super dinner at 5:30 p.m.; Bible
classes at 6:15 p.m.; Halloween
party at 6:45 p.m.;. Chancel Choir
practice at 7:30 p.m.
————
Events at First Presbyterian
Church will include Halloween
party from 6 to 7 p.m. and choir
rehearsal at 6:30 p.m.
—7— —
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Joyful Sounds
at 6 p.m.; prayer meeting, GAs,
RAs and Youth Bible Study at 7
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.
————
Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
a.m.; Wesley luncheon at 11:30
a.m.; Youth Club. at 5:30. p.m.;
Council on Ministries at 7:30 p.m.
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THE ACES
WOLFF

BOBBY
I
West has little hope to beat today's game unless his side gets two
diamond tricks What's the best way
to lay the groundwork toward that
end?
After West cashes his heart king,
a good look at dummy convinces
him that it's best to try for two diamond tricks.
If West hopes for the diamond
jack to be with East(together with a
trick in clubs), he leads the diamond
ace and another, giving South a
chance to make his game. If South
ducks to his jack, he loses only one
trick in each side-suit and makes 10
tricks.
What should West do to assure
South's defeat9 He must realize that
the diamond jack with East is not
critical. If East doesn't have a club
trick, South will always make his
game. (Playing East for a trump
winner is unrealistic.) Therefore,
West should lead the diamond queen
at trick two. Dummy's king wins but
South cannot avoid losing a club to
East. A diamond lead through
South's J-8 yields two more tricks,
and instead of a possible 10 winners,
South is held to only nine_
When hope is all that is left, one
might as well hope for something
that will help.
NORTH
10-24-A
•K Q 7 5
•Q
•K 7 5
4A J 9 7 4
WEST
EAST
•42
•8 3
•A K J 9 6
•10 8 5 4 3
•A Q 10 2
•9 6 4
•5 3
Q 10 2
SOUTH
•A J 10 9 6
•7 2
•J 8 3
*K 8 6
1

Vulnerable Both
Dealer West
The bidding
%Vest
1•
Pass

North
Dbl.
4•

East
South
2•
3•
All pass

Opening lead Heart king
BID WITH THE ACES
10 24 li
South holds 41 4 2
•A K J 9 6
•A Q 102
45 3
South
1•

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. I AP The Illinois Department of
Nuclear Safety is studying 22
counties as possible sites for a lowlevel nuclear waste disposal facility, officials said.
Department Director Terry
Lash said the list includes counties
where local officials have approached the state to explore the
possible benefits of becoming the
home to such a facility.
In other cases, like that of
Sangamon County, geologic data
indicates the possibility of finding
a "technically excellent" site, he
said.
The department would name only 15 of the 22 counties now under
consideration. They are: Bond,
Carroll, Champaign, Clark, Effingham, Fayette, Gallatin,
Greene, Iroquois, Knox, Logan,
Peoria, Piatt, Sangamon and
Vermilion.
Three of the counties - Logan,
Fayetteand Effingham - have
already expressed a "disinterest"
in being home to the facility, said
Paul Seidler, spokesman for the
department.
But he said state evaluation of
sites in those counties would con-

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
A.T.C.-Class A
AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
In Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

East
Pass
Pass

South
3•
6•

West
Pass
All pass

Opening lead Spade 10
LEAD WITH THE ACES
10-26-B

South holds

East
1•
2*
4+

Prices as of
-122.34
1960.76
34-3%
19%ft 20/
1
2A
27% -1%
24% -%
24 •21/5
22/
1
2 -3%
23 •1
6%B TA
41% -3%
OD% -4%
41% -1%
56% -1%
87 .11
/
2
31% -3%

10 a.m.
Goodyear
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrico
Kmart
Kroger
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Weedy's
C.E.F. Yield

46% -3/
1
4
113/
1
2 -6/
1
2
243
/
4 -3%
16B 16/
1
4A
231/4 -21
/
4
•11
/
2
38-3%
371
/
2 -21/4
41% -2
33% -2%
231/4 -3
79 -3
21% -eys
35/
1
2 •1%
4% -X
6.78

BETTY BOSTON

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY KENTUCKY
753 3366

PAT GOSSUM

SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS
Should State Government Use TAX

K 97
V10 8 3 2
•J 5
4A 8 32
South
West
Pass
2+
Pass
3+
Pass
Pass

DOLLARS To Compete
YOUR BUSINESS?

Against

NO( )

YES( )

North
Pass
Pass
Pass

ANSWER: Diamond jack. Since
you're holding trump control, it's a
good idea to try for a diamond ruff

Radie Mac*

Save on America's Best
Computers and Electronics

TANDY COAPORA*.0%

DISCOUNT
DAYS

AND SPECIAL PURCHASE

PC-Compatible Tandy 1000 HX I

Save '100
Reg.
59900 699.00
MS-DOS in ROM -just
power on and run. 720K
3'/2" disk drive. #25-1053
MS-DOSTTM Microsoft Corp

(Return,forward your opinion)
To

Mr. David Andrews, Attorney.
600 Security Trust Building,
Corner of Short & Mill Street.
Lexington, Kentucky, 40507

Your Name'
Aadres
St

Realistic -

Save
'6195

4
1
,
1,
40F
.......

288Reg.

8481P053,1023

With CM-5 Monitor Save
,,,,
Reg. Separate items 998.95
$11,-..." Low As 543 Per Month •
i i

Rack System With Remote

Save 24995 iiiiii
___ iii
i
Reg.
$110
359.95
' Save 6095
uReg. 99.95[
$30
Wide monitor Shelf, Space for cornputer. printer and work. #26-1350

69900

By Tandy
.....=",

Computer
.., accaesndsories $
not included
By Tandy

Save 124295
computer 3
,
1
h TV extracolor
$70
Reg. 199.95

Built-in Extended
BASIC. Or uses Program .Paks. Attaches
to any TV. #26-3334

Zip

- 44411%We
High-Resolution Graphics

31/2" B&W LCD TV
SPECIAL
PURCHASE

Concerned Business Owners of
Kentucky

With headphones, batteries.
Built-in speaker. #16-1300

VI-IF AJFIF TV
& Headphone

Screen measured diagonally

FM Stereo

Stereo AM/FM Clock Radio

Chronomatic'-251 by Realistic

Cut lP
36%

I.
Np

Reg. 999.00
Low As $35 Per Month.

Pc'

Shown with optional CD
player

Get 10% off our CD-2300 CD
player (#42-5006). Reg
•
219 95. when purchased wilh
System 1000
SA
• -1000 Stereo Amplifiir• Wireless
Remote Control
•Optimus -1000 3-Way Speakers
• TM-1000 Digital Tuner
•SCT-1000 Dual-Cassette Deck With High
-Speed Dubbing
s ED-1000 7-Band Equalizer et LAB
-1000 Turntable • Rack

Stereo Rack System

Save '80 System 200 by Realistic

219Reg.

299.95
Low As 515 Per Month.
Amp with EQ, tuner, dualcassette, speakers turntable„
rack #13-1229

4__

Auto Equalizer/Booster

38% Off

Portable Stereo With CD

88L

1

CD-3300 by Realistic

Scanner
00-Ch., 5-BandRealistic
PRO-55 by

KEROSENE HEATER

Up To 24 Hours Continuous Heating
10,000

BTU

79"

ectson
Pre-S
osene
lune-up
%ker
Neater
1. New Wicks
2. New Batteries
3. New Igniter
4. Clean & Adjust Flame
For Kerosuris Alladin•Corona•Hollmork

$19.95
to $24.95

Save Rci95
viPReg.119.95
$30
police, fire, weather, railVHF-HI/Lo
AM/FM Stereo Headset

Cut 9195
37.95
42% So II Reg.
AM anyEnjoy FM stereo and
where. #12-125 Batteries extra

Chestnut St. Murray

24995

dn.

3:V95
Low As $15 Per Month Amazing digital stereo museto go Record personal
cassettes from compact discs, FM stereo or AM. AC
battery operation. #14-525 Batteries extra

CB With Ch.-9 Priority
TRC-474 by Realistic

Save '60
"1"
799ePi39 95
Just flip a switch to go to Highway Emergency Chanel 9 With mike, mounting hardware #21-1539

Rechargeable Safety Lantern

1388

Pocket Weatheradio"

By Archer'

By Realistic

Cut
30% I

Reg. 19.95
Automatically lights when AC
power fails #61-2740

250'0

7

Play back
win game #60-2152 Battery extra

95
14Reg.

Weatneradio operates on 162 4 162 475 and 162 55 MHz

Personal Telephone

By Radio Shack

95
270/0
Reg.
Off random notes10.95
to

Off

19.95
Get severe-weather alerts and forecasts anywhere' *12-151 Battery extra

Exciting Pocket Repeat Game

••• ET-120 by
•••
Radio
•••
•••
Shack
,
I

Cut

35%

12

753-4110 or 753-2571
41110110ONOMIMI.

Reg. 19.95

Handy one-piece design Pulse dialing
White. #43-501 Brown. *43-502

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio lhaek Store or Dealer Nearest You
-SIGNALING phones work on both rotary-dial and tone lines but do not produce the tones needed to access the newer long,
stance systems and computerized Services FCC registered Not for party tines We service what we sell
.Radio Shack revolving creckt Payment may vary depending upon account balance

PULSE

"Your Kerosene Heater Headquarters"

Save $120

STEREO-MATE' by Realistic

All For Only

Murray Home & Auto

Hear
way and more #20-124 Crystals
extra

•
• VHF-Ham
• UHF-Hi/Lo

By Realistic
A Still

Reg. 79.95
Adds 60 watts total power and
full tonal control Seven bands Fader.
#12-1953

Reg. 49.95
to wake
Dual alarms for two separate times
#12-1559
alarm.
or
AM
stereo,
FM
to

MEM

Save $300

$15

128K Color Computer V

Low As $15

System 1000
by Realistic

Low As
Per Month•

Computer Workcenter

Low As $15
Per Month •

349.95
HQ improves picture detail.
14-day/6-event timer. One Wireless remote.
-touch record timer.
Cable-ready. #16-508 Remote
batteries extra

Dot-Matrix Computer Printer
DMP 130A by Tandy

Per Month •

BOAT DOCK:MARINA OWNERS
GROCERY OWNERS. HEARING AID
COMPANIES. RETAIL STORE OWNERS
RESTAURANTS AND FOOD SERVICE.

VHS VCR With HQ & Remote
Model 19 by

Low As $30
Per Month •
Monitor

iL-r

If you want a VOICE this Legislative
Session

of the low-level nuclear waste
generated by the two states and,
so, the disposal facility will be
located there

DRIVE
VIETH CAUTION
DoN'T LET
FALLowEEN NAUNT You!

PC compatible. Worcr data processing
and graphics modes. #26-1280

Keep your kerosene heater
working all winter.

Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: North
The bidding:

Under federal law, the IllinoisIllinois and Kentucky have
Kentucky region must have a agreed to handle their combined
disposal facility opened and
low-level nuclear waste jointly. Iloperating by the end of 1993.
linois contributes about 95 percent
Lash said the department plans
to narrow the possible choices to
eight areas, each covering foursquare miles, by the end of --November.
"We are convinced there are
enough technically sound sites in
counties where there is support for
the facility," Lash said. "But if all
the counties were to drop out,
we're obviously in a dilemma. In
that case, my position would be to
pick the best eight sites on
technical grounds."
Low-level nuclear wastes are
defined as material that emits
relatively low dosages of radioactivity or higher dosages for a
relatively short period of time.
Most of the waste in this category
consists of clothing and gloves used by workers who handle radioactive materials in nuclear power
plants, health care ffistitutions and
research labs.

A'
11,15.0140F

ANSWER: Two diamonds. Doesn't
show any extras. Merely suggests
the hand is probably best suited for
suit play

North
1 NT
4•

tinue because there is still some
local support and because of the
high likelihood that they contain
technically superior sites.
Dave Hawkinson, executive
director of the Lincoln-Logan
County Chamber of Commerce,
said some people who pressured
Logan County to oppose a local
site did not review all the possible
benefits.
"I don't fault the county board
for representing their constituents, but I do think the political
pressure prevailed," Hawkinson
said. "The decision was based on a
lot of emotion. I found out that the
words "nuclear' and "dump' are
very loaded terms. I would caution other communities to get all
the information they can before
making a decision."
The waste disposal facility is expected to employ 80 to 100 people
and would generate an estimated
$1 million annually for its home
county, officials said.
At a meeting of the Illinois Environmental Council in Springfield
Saturday, Lash reiterated the
state's policy of choosing sites
where local officials agree to the
placement, when possible.

ATTENTION:

SOUTH
*A J 7
•A Q 9 8 7
•A 8 6 3
.3
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Illinois counties reviewed for low-level nuclear waste dump

North
1 NT

An incurable optimist will lose today's slam, a pessimist will surely
collect his bonus. Pessimists know
from experience not to trust finesses - even those that apparently succeed.
Dummy's spade queen wins and
the heart jack is passed for a finesse What happens if West ducks
smoothly and South finesses a second time?
This time West wins and fires
back a third trump. Now the only
chance for the slam rests with
avoiding the loss of a diamond trick.
And when clubs fail to break and the
diamond finesse loses, the slam
falls one short.
The pessimist, who cannot believe that one of his finesses has
won, goes up with his trump ace on
the second trump lead. Then he
cashes his high spades, throwing a
diamond from dummy. He discards
one diamond on one of dummy's
high clubs and ruffs his last low diamond with dummy's last trump.
West gets his trump king late in the
evening and South enjoys both slam
and rubber.
West's duck in trumps is a wellreasoned play.
NORTH
10-26-A
•K Q
•J 10 6
•K J 7
4A K 7 4 2
WEST
EAST
46 10 9 8
+65432
•K 5 3
•42
•5 2
•Q 10 9 4
Q 10 8 65+J9
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Lady Racers
look to sign
6-2 Walden

Home-bodies
Twins use dome, Viola to
claim World Series crown
game.
By JOHN NELSON
The Cardinals, who have been to
AP Sports Writer
MINNEAPOLIS — The party is
three World Series in the '80s,
came here with their home-run
on in Minnesota, home to the bigleader, Jack Clark, lost entirely
gest home-bodies in baseball.
The World Series champion
and Terry Pendleton limited by
'Twins- returned to the Metrodome
injuries.
field for the last time in 1987 to
"They are the world champions.
There is nothing to comment on,"
take a bow before their fans.
There couldn't
said Cardinals
have been a
center fielder
more fitting
Willie McGee.
tribute.
"They are the
Home, after
best team in
- all, was where it
baseball.
all happened for
Viola pitched
the Twins.
eight innings.
"Go party!"
retiring 11 in a
Gary Gaetti told
row after he
what was left of a crowd of 55,376
allowed the second of two RBI
as he and his teammates took their
singles in the second inning. Viola
turn at the microphone. "And
won Game 1 in Minnesota and lost
have a good time. You deserve it."
Game 4 in St. Louis.
Even with the Metrodome halfThe Twins won the series under
empty, the roar still was
rookie Manager Tom Kelly, after
deafening.
losing 91 games in 1986.
Never had a team won a World
When the Twins won Sunday
Series by winning all its home
night, they closed the longest gap
games without winning on the
between World Series titles in
road. How could it have been
major-league history — from the
otherwise?
1924 Washington Senators to the
The Twins built the best home '87 Twins. It was 62 years of futilirecord of any team in baseball this
ty that was supposed to end.
season, 56-25, but had the worst
The turnaround did not come
road record of any team to ever
without change.
win a pennant, 29-52.
The Twins got Jeff Reardon
After hitting seven homers in from the Montreal Expos in
the first six games — all but one at February, and he had 31 saves.
home — Minnesota had none in its Dan Gladden, the only player on
4-2 victory over St. Louis in Game either team to hit in all seven
7 Sunday night. The Twins scored
games of the World Series, came
their go-ahead run with three in a trade from San Francisco last
walks and an infield hit by Greg March. Don Baylor came over
Gagne, and the World Series MVP from Boston on Aug. 31, the cutoff
of the homer-happy Twins was a date for postseason eligibility, and
pitcher, Frank Viola.
hit a game-tying home run in the
The Twins got one of their runs sixth game.
The Twins won the first two
on a questionable call by first-base
umpire Lee Weyer. A bad call by games of the Series, 10-1 and 8-4 at
Weyer,a National League umpire, the Metrodome. They lost the next
took the Cardinals out of a possible three — 3-1, 7-1 and 4-2 — at Busch
scoring situation later in the (Cont'd on page 9)

A

Murray State offensive line coach Charlie Carpenter goes over schemes with Derrick Fencher, Freddie
Harris and Michael Craig. The Racers improved to 4-3 with a 24-21 win at Tennessee Tech Saturday. MR is
pbo4o by (lay %balker
1-1 in conference play.

Racers battle back at Tech,
remain in Ohio Valley hunt
By DAHD RAMEY
•
Sports Writer
With their backs to the wall,
the Murray State Racers
bounced back to take a 24-21
victory over Tennessee Tech
and keep alive their quest for a
second straight OVC
championship.
Entering the fourth quarter,
the Racers found themselves on
the short end of a 21-14 score,
but a Paul Hickert field goal
and a 17-play, 84-yard drive ending in a Rodney Payne
touchdown run gave the Racers
the victory, upping their record
to 4-3 and 1-1 in the OVC while

Tech dropped to 4-3 and 2-2 in
the conference.
"Tennessee Tech is a good
football team," MSC head
coach Mike Mahoney said after
receiving his first OVC win.
"They are much better than in
past years. I don't know if we
deserved to win or not, but we
did what we had to do to win.''
MSU got a another great performance from both sophomore
quarterback Michael Proctor
and senior wide receiver
Stanley Howard. Proctor was
17-of-24 for 274 yards and a
68-yard touchdown pass to
Howard, who had five catches

for 160 yards.
Tech starting the scoring in
the second quarter when senior
quarterback Patrick Pope
scampered 17 yards to cap a
seven-play, 56-yard drive with
9:50 remaining in the first half.
After the kickoff, Murray State
took the ball all the way to the
Tech one-yard line, where the
Golden Eagles stopped Rodney.
Payne on fourth-and-goal.
After Tech's Tracy Graham
punted 54 yards, Proctor connected with Howard deep and
over the middle on third-and-13
for a 68-yard touchdown pass.
(Cont'd on.page 9)

Eastern thins out conference
place.
Eastern Kentucky, which dropped into second place last week
after a loss to Middle Tennessee,
got 175 yards rushing and one
touchdown from Jarties Crawford
as the Colonels improved to 5-2
overall and 2-1 in the OVC chase.
The loss dropped Youngstown
State to 4-3 overall and into a
second-place tie with the Colonels,
ranked 16th in this week's Division
(Cont'd on page 9)

By The Associated Press

It was a day of comebacks on
Comeback Day for NFL regulars.
The'strikers' return to action
was marked by rustiness-ion the
field, resentment from som .of the
fans in the stands, and scintillating rallies by a half-dozen
teams.
One of Sunday's rallies came in
Tampa, where Jim McMahon,
making a personal comeback
from shoulder surgery, ignited
Chicago's surge from a 204deficit
to a 27-26 victory.
"Ideally, I would have just come

HURRY! Sale Ends Oct 31
There is still
time to take
advantage of
our Fall
Shopper
Circular

32 Colorful
pages of bargains &
Savings in every
Department in
Our
Store

in when we were ahead, dust the
moss off and get used to things."
said McMahon, who was sidelined
last November. What moss?
McMahon sneaked in for one score
and passed to Neal Anderson for
the winning TD.
In Miami, Buffalo's Jim Kelly
hit 29 of 39 passes for 359 yards and
two touchdowns, to lead the Bills
back to a 34-31 decision over the
Dolphins on Scott Norwood's
27-yard field goal 4:08 into
overtime.
Pittsburgh quarterback Mark
Malone shrugged off boos from the
Steelers crowd Sunday and ignored the "Stay on Strike," banners that hung at Three Rivers
Stadium. He threw a 12-yard
fourth-quarter scoring pass to
John Stallworth, then hit
Stallworth for 45 yards to set up
Gary Anderson's decisive field
goal in a 23-20 triumph over
Cincinnati.
The Oilers, Redskins and
Packers didn't make it easy on

minute left, boosting the Packers
themselves Houston beat Atlanta
back in front 34-33. Then Detroit's
37-33 when Warren Moon — like
Eddie Murray missed from the
Malone, booed most of the game —
passed 14 yards to Curtis Duncan same distance, giving the Packers
for the winning touchdown with 27 a 1-point win
San Francisco and Indianapolis
seconds left.
Washington, down 16-7 with six also were behind before winning.
The Saints moved ahead of the
minutes remaining, stormed back
on. a 2-yard TD pass from Jay 49ers 1417 when Alvin Toles
Schroeder to Kelvin Bryant and a scored on a blocked punt 1:36 into
28-yard field goal by All Haji- the fourth period. But Joe MonSheikh with 54 seconds remaining tana found Mike Wilson for a
for a 17-16 win over the New York 14-yard touchdown two minutes
later and the 49ers held on, 24-22.
Jets.
Green Bay blew a 31-7 first-half
The Colts were down 6-0 to the
lead to Detroit. Al Del Greco kick- Patriots in the first quartet. But a
ed a 45-yard field goal with one., (Cont'd on page 9)
S011tht`11 St l'inind-up

Auburn, Georgia pressure LSU
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Sixth-ranked Auburn, playing
without its starting quarterback.
and No. 12 Georgia, overcoming a
two-touchdown deficit for the se-

Ask a
Professionals agent

PERSONAL
INSURANCE
PACKAGE
Why pay for two insurance
policies when you can have
the Personal Insurance
Package instead?
Contact:

what this symbol
stands for.
It is the only personal insurance plan that today's successful professional needs.
Call for details.

David King or Lindy Suiter

The Insurance Center of Murray
THE PROFESSIONALS

If you
didn't save
your copy of
the fall
Shopper.
Stop by Murray
Home IL Auto and
Save-Save-Save or
Layaway for Christmas

•Small
Appliances
•Garden tools
•Shop tools
•Toys
•Games
•Car tools
•And more

Murray Home & Auto
Hours: 7:30-6 Mon-Fri., 7:30-5 Sat.
Chestnut St.
Murray
753-4110 or 753-2571
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Angie Walden, a senior at Northside High School in Jackson,
Tenn., has made a verbal commitment to attend Murray State
University, according to Northside coach Joe Holloway.
"She has indicated that Murray
is going to be her choice,"
Holloway said. "She has cancelled
her appointments and trips to all
other schools."
Walden, a highly recruited 6-2
post player, averaged 12.3 points
per game while shooting 53.9 percent from the field and 69 percent
from the free-throw line last
season.
She also averaged seven rebounds a game while blocking 45
shots.
"She's going to be a better ccillege player than high school,"
Holloway said. "Her stats may not
sound that great, but considering
that I had an AAU all-American on
the ..same team iKristen Gary
they're not too bad.
•'Angie's going to be a fine college player."
Walden also has a great deal of
AAU experience and made the alltournament team at the AAU's
Ladies in the Bahamas.
She helped Northside to the
quarterfinals of the Tennessee
State Tournament before being
fibbed by a point by Shelbyville.
ranked No. 1 at the time.
"She's definitely a Division I
prospect." Holloway said. -She
could play center, but will probably be at forward.
s-She has all the tools — a good
jump hook and a traditional hook.
Her big asset, though, is her ability to take the ball from 15-feet out
and give you a spin move and hit
the jumper."
An official announcement from
Murray State is expected today.

NFL 'comeback day' highlighted by rallies

()N.(' round-up
By SKIP LATT
AP Sports Writer
Eastern Kentucky helped thin
out the field in the Ohio Valley
Conference as the Colonels handed
Youngstown State its first league
loss.
The Colonels' 14-7 victory over
the Penguins allowed Middle Tennessee, which dropped an 11-8
decision to non-league foe
Winston-Salem State on Sunday, to
take undisputed possession of first
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cond week in a row, continue to
keep the pressure on No. 5 Louisiana State in the Southeastern
Conference football race.
With Jeff Burger held out pending an NCAA eligiblity ruling on
a hunting trip the Auburn quarterback took last week, backup Reggie Slack threw for 185 yards and
three touchdowns as the Tigers
buried Mississippi State 38-7
Saturday.
Kentucky jumped on Georgia
for a 14-0 first-quarter lead, but
the Bulldogs came back to post a
17-14 victory on a 5-yard run by
Lars Tate with only 1:08 left in the
game.
LSU, leading the conference
with a 3-0 mark in its quest for a
second consecutive SEC title, was
idle Saturday. Auburn improved
its league mark to 2-0-1 and
Georgia to 3-1.
In the only other conference
game. Mississippi overpowered
Vanderbilt 42-14. No. 13 Tennessee
stepped outside the league to
dispatch Georgia Tech 29-15. No.
11 Florida and No. 17 Alabama had
open dates.
In the independent ranks, thirdranked Miami of Florida overcame a 10-7 second-quarter deficit
to beat Cincinnati 48-10, Tulane
posted its most points in 37 years
with a 57-38 triumph over Virginia
Tech, Southern Mississippi edged
Memphis State 17-14, Louisville
beat Akron 31-10 and Southwestern
Louisiana downed Northeast Louisiana 17-7. No. 4 Florida State was
idle.
Coach Pat Dye of Auburn held
Burger out of the game pending a
ruling from the NCAA on whether
a hunting trip Burger took with a
teammate constituted an "extra
benefit" not available to other
students.
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Racers battle back...

1

(Coat'd from page 8)
Paul Hickert set an Ohio Valley
Conference record with his 61st
consecutive extra point, and the
score was tied 7-7 at the half.
Tech took the second-half
kickoff and marched 80 yards in
nine plays, keyed by a 28-yard run
by Lorenza Rivers, who piled up
172 yards on the afternoon. Pope
hit Terry Goodloe for two yards
and the 14-7 lead.
After the kickoff Proctor hit
Howard for 47 yards and a first
down on the Tech 21. After Rodney
Payne shook off a Tech defender
for four yards, Howard scored on a
17-yard reverse play to tie the
game and cap a five-play, 80-yard
drive.
Tech took the lead on a 92-yard.
11-play scoring effort aided by an
MSU offsides penalty on fourthand-three. Pope scored from three
yards out. The big play of the

drive however, was a 29-yard
pass completion to Marc Campbell which put the ball on the MSU
three.
MSU took possession on the 19
after the kickoff, and drove to the
Tech 35 before stalling. Hickert hit
a 52-yard field goal to make it 21-17
Tech with 1043 remaining in the
game.
After the MSU defense stopped
Tech, MSU began the gamewinning drive on their own 16-yard
line
"On the last drive we had our
minds on the OVC championship.
We knew we had to take the ball
down the field and score and take
some time off the clock," James
Huff, a freshman receiver from
Nashville, said.
On third-and-six on the MSU 20,
Proctor hit Richard Miller for
eight yards and a first down. He

Home-bodies...
(Coard from page 8)
Stadium.
The Twins came from behind in
the final two games at Minnesota.
They trailed John Tudor 4-1 in
Game 6 before winning 11-5.
Baylor hit a two-run homer that
tied the score 4-4. and Kent Hrbek
hit a grand slam the next inning to
put the game away.
In the seventh game, St. Louis
led 2-1 against Viola until Minnesota tied it in the fifth. With one
out, Gagne reached on an infield
single to first when Weyer said

rookie pitcher Joe Magrane was
too slow to the bag. At first, it looked like Magrane had missed the
bag entirely, but a televised
replay showed he did touch the
base, probably ahead of Gagne.
Cardinals Manager Whitey Herzog then took out Magrane, who
had allowed a second-inning run
on Steve Lombardozzi's single.
Danny Cox, who pitched 7 1-3 innings in Thursday's game,came in,
and Puckett hit a double into the
alley in right-center, scoring
Gagne from first

hit Huff for 19 from the midfield
stripe placing the ball on the Tech
31. An 11-yard toss to Willie Cannon put the ball on the Tech three,
and a play later, Payne plunged
over to make it a 24-21 game with
137 remaining.
"It was a great job by both
players and coaches. We had two
fresman in there, James?Huff and
Richard Miller," Mahoney said.
"Miller made a great catch over
on their sideline."
The Golden Eagles were not
finished though. Pope put the ball
up long, where it was picked off by
Greg Sanders. After MSU was
stopped on four plays, a 26-yard
gain by Rivers put Tech in striking
range, but Kirk Brunson picked off
his second pass of the day to save
the game.
"The defense played the same
way we've played all season. We
let down once in a while, then we
rise to the occasion," Brunson
said. "When we have to come up
with the big play, we do it."
Murray State returns home for a
conference match -up with

Murray State's women's cross
country team won the Ole Miss Invitational Saturday as Jackie
Murzynowski finished first in
18:14, ahead of teammate Nina
Funderburk in second.
Kathy Muehler was fifth overall.
Maryellen Schultz ninth and Jenny
Edmonds 16th

Calloway girls come in fourth •
Pam Knight paced Calloway
County to a fourth-place finish at
the Christian County Invitational
Saturday.
Knight was llth and Jamul
Wilson 27th as 15 teams turned out
for the event.
Amy Ferguson was 39th, Sue
Donato 52nd, Kristy Baker 63rd
and Tracy Banks 93rd.

MN
TT
19
22
47-179 48 312
774
143
16
6
17-29.1 12-22-3
3-44
4-49
0-0
1-0
6-52
6.46
31.17
214 43

IN
STATISTICS
Rt'SHING—Murray St Payne 14-43, Cannon
13-43 Tennessee Tech. Rivers 18-172, Pope 15-78
PASSING—Murray St. Proctor 29.17-1.274
Tennessee Tech, Pope 22-124-143
RECEIVING—Murray St . Howard 5-160
Arterburn 3-39 Tennessee Tech, Goodloe 5-63.
GlIstrap 2-21

the first non-sellout ever for a
regular game at Giants Stadium.
Attendance also was below par
in Houston 29,06)1
and Detroit
(27,278).
San Diego upped its record to
5-1, best in the AFC, with a 42-21
decision over Kansas City:
Philadelphia took Dallas 37-20:
and Seattle romped past the
Raiders 35-13.

Several local runners participated in the Great Pumpkin
Race sponsored by Lourde's
Hospital in Paducah this weekend.
Former MSU standout Bill Bunyon won the 10 kilometer event in

31:45, ahead of former Olympian
Hector Ortiz of Puerto Rico.
Murray's Ann Henry won the
40-50 women's division, Eva
Taylor was third overall and
Adam Laming was third in the
over-50 men's group.

New Orleans
Atlanta
L A Rams

3
3 0
500 142 123
2
4
u
333 117 178
i
4
0
200 93 123
Sunday's Games
Houston 37 Atlanta 33
Buffalo 34. Miami 31 (T
Chicago 27, Tampa Hay 26
Pittsburgh 21. CI:irk:man 20
Philadelphia 37 Dallas 20
Green Bay 34 Detroit 33
Indianapolis 30. New England 16
Washington 17. N Y Jets 16
San Francisco 24, New Orleans 22
N Y Giants 30, St Louis 7
Seattle 35. L A Raiders 13
San Diego 42. Kansas City 21
Moaday's Games
L A Rams at Cleveland
Denver at Minnesota
Sunday, Nov.1
Houston at Cincinnati
Indianapolis at New York Jets
Kansas City at Chicago
Los Angeles Raiders at New England
New Orleans at AUanta
Philadelphia at St Louis
Pittsburgh at Miami
Tampa Bay vs Green Bay at Milwaukee
Washington at Buffalo
Cleveland at San Diego
Detroit at Denver
Minnesota at Seattle
San Francisco at Los Angeles Rams
Monday, Nov.
New York Giants at Dallas

NATION AL CON rERIE NCE
East
5
1
0
833 150 101
3
3 0
500 135 134
2
1
0
333 123 163
2
4
0
333 128 152
I
5
0
167 99 142
Central
Chicago
1
5
0
833 160
77
Tampa Bay
3
3 0
500 111 111
Green Bay
3
1
2
583 106 115
Minnesota
2
3 0
400 88 106
Detroit
1
5 0
167 119 179
West
San Francisco
5
1
0
833 168 144
Washington
Dallas
Philadelphia
St LOUIS
N Y Giants

••

753-8355

Top SO Fared
How the Associated Press Top Twenty college football teams fared this week and
schedule for Oct 31
No 1 Oklahoma I 7-0-0) beat Colorado 24-6.
at Kansas
No 2 Nebraska i 7-0-01 beat Kansas State
58-3, at Missouri
No 3 Miami, Fla (5-0-0, beat Cincinnati
48-10. at East Carolina
No 4 Florida State 16-1-0, is idle. vs
Tulane
No 5 Louisiana State 16-0-10 is idle,' vs
Mississippi at Jackson, Miss
No 6 Auburn 6.0-li beat Mississippi State
38-7. vs No 11 Flordla
No 7 Clemson 16.1-0
lost to North
Carolina State 30-29. vs Wake Forest
No 8 UCLA 6-1Op(
beat California 42-18. at
Arizona State
No 0 Syracuse 17-0-0, beat Colgate 52-6. at
Pittsburgh

No.10 Notre Dame (5.1-0i beat Southerr
California 26-15, Vs Navy
No 11 Florida 5-2-OP is idle, at No
Auburn
No 12 Georgia 6-2-0 beat Kentucky 17-14.
is idle.
No 13 Tennessee 5-1-li beat Georgia Tech
29-15. at Boston College
No 14 Michigan State (4.2-1 tied Illinois
14-14, at No. 16 Ohio State
No 15 Indiana /6.1-01 beat No 20 Michigan
14.10, at Iowa
No 16 Ohio State 15-1-11 beat Minnesota
42.9, vs. No. 14 Michigan State
No.17 Alabama 15.2,01 Is idle, vs
Mississippi State at Birmingham. Ala
No 18 Penn State 15-2-01 is Idle, vs West
Virginia
No 19 Oklahoma State 16-1-0) beat
Missouri 24-20. vs. Kansas State.
No.20 Michigan (4-3-01 lost to No. 15 In
chana 14-10, vs Northwestern

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

Order Your
Tickets Today!

Chiefs win two games, tie another
Johnson also scored. Johnson,
Sara Fitts and Mary Maddox added assists.
Security's Amanda Carter made
19 saves.
The Chiefs closed b
eating
Commercial Bank,
o from
Paris, by a 7core. Miller
pumped in three goals and
Johnson, Carrie Bell, Maddox and
Barksdale added goals.
Maggie Snyder had a save and
Barksdale and Fitts assists.
Commercial's Becky Hurst had
18 saves.

Dear Racer Fan:

CHAIR SEAT SEASON TICKET
RESERVED BLEACHER
RESERVED BLEACHER

OVC round-up.

$84.00
70.00
28.00

(Family Plan)

••

(Cont'd from page 8)
rushing yards on 72 attempts.
I-AA poll, at 2-1 in the league.
Middle Tennessee State's only
Middle Tennessee, ranked 15th
touchdown came with 8:07 left in
in Division I-AA and 2-0 in the
the game when Chuck Swafford
OVC, stepped out of the conreturned a blocked Winston-Salem
ference to meet Winston-Salem
punt attempt 38 yards.
State in a Sunday afternoon
Western Kentucky quarterback
contest.
Jeff Cesarone threw 12 yards for
Other non-conference games
one touchdown and ran 1-yard for
saw Austin Peay drop a 27-0 decianother to lead the Hilltoppers,
sion to Western Kentucky and Ten5-2, past Austin Peay, 2-6.
nessee State defeat Morgan State
The shutout was the first suf37-17.
fered by Austin Peay in six years.
In Saturday's only other conTennessee State kick returner
ference matchup, Murray State
Craig Hodge set a Division 1-AA
edged Tennessee Tech 24-21.
record with 319 yards in punt and
Eastern Kentucky jumped to a
kickoff returns as the Tigers level7-0 lead over Youngstown State on
ed their record at 3-3-1 with a win
a 1-yard run by Crawford in the
over Morgan State.
first quarter, but the Penguins
Hodge failed to score on any of
countered with 1:23 left in the
his returns, but Tennessee State
opening period with a 6-yard scorjunior quarterback Stacy Grear
ing pass from Trenton Lykes to
connected for three scoring
Elliott Feed.
passes.
The two teams were scoreless in
the second and third quarters
before Eastern Kentucky scored
the winning touchdown with 12:10
left in the fourth quarter on a
2-yard run by tailback Elroy Harris, who rushed for 107 yards during the game.
Winston-Salem State's Lonnie
Murray State's women's
Pulley rushed for 210 yards while
volleyball team downed Tenrunningmate Broderick Graves
nessee Tech 15-17, 12-15, 15-9, 15-13,
added 100 yards rushing, including
this weekend, placing them in a
a 1-yard touchdown dive in the sevirtual tie with Austin Peay at 4-1
cond quarter Sunday, to spur the
In the OVC southern division
Rams past Middle Tennessee.
The Lady Racers, 12-12 overall,
The Division II-member Rams, were led by Lea Ann Allen who set
6-1, dominated the Blue Raiders, a school record with 32 kills
now 4-3, by controling the football
MSU's 12 wins this season is also a
for 37:13 while compiling 387
school record

AMEIUCAN CON PERE NCI
Lao
T Pet. PI
PA
Buffalo
3
3 0
500 115 156
Indianapolis
3 a1
0
500 121
89
New England
3
3 0
500 113 128
N Y Jets
3
S
0
500 151 144
Miami
2
4
0
333 168 133
(eat's;
Houston
1
2 0
667 149 124
Plttsburgh
1
2
U
667 133 121
Cleveland
3
2
U
600 119
63
lncinnati
2
4
0
333 95 125
West
San Diego
5
1
0
8.33 133 104
Denver
3
1
1
700 123 105
SeatUe
4
2 0
667 166 118
I. A Raiders
3
3 0
500 126 112
Kansas City
1
5 0
167 it• 201

NFL 'comeback day'.
(Cont'd from page 8)
pair of replacement players made
key plays as Indianapolis came
back for a 30-16 victory for Coach
Ron Meyer, who was fired by New
England in 1985.
The New York Giants won the
Super Bowl in January and didn't
have a victory that counted since.
On Sunday, they rectified that
with a 30-7 rout of St. Louis before

YOUR.
MOM r AGA /
../-•• - •

901 SYCAMORE

Season basketball tickets are now on sale at the Murray State
University Athletic Ticket Office. Place your order today!

The boys finished in the bottom
half of their 20-team field as
Michael Ross came in 28th and
Lee Shouse 53rd.
Carl Howes was 87th, Bradley
Harris 97th and Charles Howes
100th.
Calloway will be at the regional
tournament Oct. 31 at Fort
Campbell.

The Chiefs under-12 girls team,
aided by players from the
Amazons and Storm, defeated two
teams and tied another this
weekend.
The Chiefs battled the
Elizabethtown Wipeouts to'a 0-0 tie
as April Barksdale made 16 saves.
Wipeout goalkeepers Tereasa
Mullen and Chris Myers combined
for nine stops.
The Chiefs blanked Security
Bank of Paris, Tenn., 8-0 as
Barksdale put in three goals and
Jill Miller two.
Carrie Bell, Jennie Bell and Kim

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY

Murray St.
e 7 7
14
Tssuseease Teets
• 7 14 I-21
TT—Pope 17 run , Weeks kick I
MS—Howard 68 pass from Proctor t Hickert
kick,
11—Gcsociloe 2 pass from Pope (Weeks kick,
MS— Howard 17 run ( Hickert kick)
TT—Pope 3 run (Weeks kick •
MS — FG HIckert
?IS —Payne 1 run i/Hickert kick.
A-5 484

Local runners race in Paducah

The men's squad finished fourth
in the meet as Keith Abell came in
11th overall and Todd Henson was
icotn.
Barry Knight, Trent Lovett and
Blair Burnett also had strong
runs.
Both squads travel to Richmond
for the OVC Championship Oct. 31.

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

MSU 24, TTU 21

Running

Lady Racers win invitational

SCOREBOARD

Morehead State Oct. 31. It will be
Homecoming '87 for the Racers.
MSU will then travel to
Youngstown State and Middle
Tennessee State before closing at
home against Austin Peay.

First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing
Return Yards
Comp-Att Int
Punta
Fumbles Lost
Perialties.Yards
Time of Possession

If you purchase your season tickets at regular price, you
may purchase children's tickets. through grade 12, on
the FAMILY PLAN at $28 each
ALL CHAIR SEATS REQUIRE A $75 DONATION

EXPECT TO BE THE BEST has been the goal
of our RACER BASKETBALL FAMILY, and
we are excited about obtaining that goal forthe 1987-88 season. An outstanding group
of young men, a challenging and attractive
Division I schedule, and a new wood floor in
Racer Arena are just a few of the positives.
We appreciate your support and the renewed commitment of your energy and resources
for 1987-88.
Steve Newton
Head Basketball Coach
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FARM AND AG NOTES

limy Ledger & Times

Dry conditions continue in
Kentucky; drought possible

W.O. Smith, right, and John Clendenon. a technician with the Calloway
County Conservation District, are shown checking a newly constructed
riprap grade stabilization structure built on Smith's farm located east of
New Concord. This conservation practice. along with a diversion ditch.
was built below a hillside to intercept surface water and to control
erosion.

Dry soil conditions continue
throughout most of Kentucky, increasingly moving the state into a
drought condition.
"Although some parts of the
Commonwealth have received
small amounts of rain, much, much
more is needed to improve soil
moisture levels," said Agriculture
Commissioner David E. Boswell.
Soil moisture for the state was
rated 73 percent very short, 26 percent short and 1 percent adequate
as of Friday, Oct. 9.
The number of days suitable for
fieldwork averaged 5.7. with corn
and soybean harvesting among the
major activities. Some farmers
were seeding wheat, but others are
waiting for additional moisture.
Burley stripping was 9 percent
complete by Sunday, Oct. 11, with
an additional 45 percent ready for
stripping. Some growers are
waiting for more moisture before
continuing stripping. The condition
of the housed tobacco was rated 3
percent very poor or poor. 35 percent fair, 60 percent good and 2 percent excellent.
Growers have now harvested 82
percent of the corn for grain crop.
This compares to 62 percent last
year and 59 percent of the five-year
average. Yields continue to be good
to excellent on early planted fields.

but not as good on later planted
fields.
Statewide the average yeild per
acre is estimated at 102 bushels per
acre, 10 bushels above last year's
average.
The soybean harvest had advanced to 27 percent complete.
ahead of last year's 18 percent and
the average of 12 percent. By Sunday, Oct. 11, 85 percent of the soybeans had reached the leaf.
sheddingstage or beyond. This
compams--w1th--75-percent In 1986"
and the 68 percent average.
Continued dry weather and recent frosts will keep most late
planted soybeans and double crop
yields in the poor to fair category.
As of Friday, Oct. 9. soybean condition was rated 8 percent very
poor. 39 percent poor, 45 percent
fair and 8 percent good.
Winter wheat seedings have advanced to 35 percent complete,
compared to 32 percent last year
and 24 percent for the average.
Some farmers are still waiting for
adequate moisture before small
grain planting. Sorghum for grain
harvest reached 80 percent
complete.
Pastures continue to suffer from
dry conditions. As of Friday. Oct.
9 pastures were rated 33 percent
very poor. 25 percent fair and 6 percent good.

Top farm stateS-N,\--s,
Eiiiniated number of farms"s of\Juni 1,1987
In thousands
Texas
•
Missouri

160 If

Iowa

1071

991

Kentucky

osk.

Tennessee
Minnesota

92t

Illinois

841

Ohio

841

California

t:t

771

Chicago Tribune Graphic; Source: U.S Department of Agr'ictiiture

TVA losing war with weeds
DECATUR, Ala. I AP — Efforts
to halt the uncontrolled spread of
choking weeds in Tennessee
Valley Authority reservoirs have
met with little success, and the
battle may call for using weedeating fish, a biologist told the
TVA board.
TVA biologist Leon Bates said it
will take cooperation from the
public and sports enthusiasts to
help fight the weed problem.
Chemicals are also being used but
herbicides degrade rapidly. he
said.
"Small. modest amounts of
vegetation are an asset to our
rivers and lakes. which is
reflected through large fish."
Bates told the board meeting
Wednesday in Decatur.
But Bates said that because
Eurasian watermilfoil reproduces
abundantly and hydrilla has been
found recently just upstream frorn
Mallard Creek in the Decature
area. biologists have taken a
serious look at aquatic plant
growth and ways to solve the
problem.
He noted that there is a weed.
eating fish that the TVA may try in
the battle against the vegetation.
"But the way the hydrilla is
spreading, it doesn't look good for
,said.
us," he'
Bates works in the Aquatic
Plant and Vector Management
Program of TVA's Division of Air
and Water Resources.'
Drought conditions which date
back to 1984 and plants and seeds
floating downstream from Lake

D. Layten Davis leaving UK,
headed for R.J. Reynolds
LEXINGTON. Ky. lAP I — D.
Shea Sykes, a Calloway County native, has been employed by the USDA- Layten Davis, director of the
Soil Conservation Service to work with the Murray office in the Be!. Air University of Kentucky's Tobacco
Shopping Center. Sykes, who graduated from Calloway County High and Health Research Institute
School in. 1977, attended Murray State from 1977-1978. He owns and since 1982, is leaving to take a job
operates a 226-acre farm near Hazel and received the 1986 Master Con- with R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co
servationist Award from the Calloway County Conservation District.
Davis, whose resignation is efMrs. (Brenda) Sykes is a bank teller at Peoples South Branch Bank. fective Nov. 30, will become
They live in Hazel with their two children, Kelsey and Joshua.
manager of Reynolds'
Agricultural Sciences. Research
and Development Division in
Winston-Salem, N.C.
@FSoulirrn
1 Davis said the Reynolds jobs offerhim an opportunity to be more
•
closely associated with
agriculture.
Fo6ne
0;rdeliALE
"The second factor has a lot VI
do with my philosophy. I think a
person should, at the appropriate
time, move on and let new leadership come' in. I have spent time

States

FROZEN FOOD

GET aniE FOODS
YOU'VE BEEN CRAVING
AT CASELOT SAVINGS.

ORDER BEFORE: 10/31

PICK UP ON:

SESCMITI(M1
QTT
FRUITS 8 BERRIES
Northeastern
Spy
Sliced
Apples. IOF 104••
Berry Variety Pack, 3/24 —
Marion Blackberries, 10F 5'"
Black Raspberries. IOF 5.'•
Cultivated Blueberries IOF Igo —
Maine Wild Blueberries OF 5r/ ••
Dark Sweet Cherries, IOF 50"
Red Tart Cherries, %o /sugar 300
Red Tart Cherries. OF
—
Mixed Fruit, OF 100"
Flavonancts Northwestern Fruit Medley OF 8.10 ••
Sliced Peaches IOF 54 ••
Hawans Finest Pineapple Chunks OF 25s••
Red Raspberries *F 50 —
Large Whole Strawberries 10F 100"
Sliced Strawberries */ sugar. 300
Sliced Strawberries, w / sugar. 611
JUICES
Apple Juice Concentrate 24/1201"
Welch s Cranberry Juice Cocktail Cork . 241201
Sunbright Grapefruit Juice Conc . 24/1201 ••
Grape Juice Concentrate, 2411201
Sunbright Lemonade Concentrate. 24/1201
Sunbright Orange Juice Concentrate, 24/6 oz —
Sunbright Orange Juice Concentrate. 24/1201 —
Dole Pineapple Juice Concentrate 24/1201 —
Oole Pineapple-Orange Juice Concentrate 24/1201 —
ENTREES
Armour s Traditional American Selection 8 Ct /So
Armour s Oriental Beet & Broccoli Entree. 6 Cta ft
Armour s Ortental Beet & Peppers Entree 6ct4:..
Better Baked's Okle World Pasta. 3 Trays +7 30
Little Charlie s Pizza Supreme 24/602
Little Charles Pepperoni Pita 24/601
DELUXE VEGETAILES
Whole Green Beans 6120
Broccoli Florets. 6/20
Baby Whole Carrots. 12/20
Silver Treat White Corn, 12/20
Chinese Pea Pods lSnow Peas). 3/20
Petite Peas 6/2*
GARDEN VEGETABLES
Aspragus Cuts & Tips IOf 104
Cut Green Beans_ 12)2'A
Baby Lima Beans 122'0
Fordhook Lima Beans 12/2001
Broccoli Cuts 12/20
Broccoli Spears 12/2*
Broccolt Spears/Cauliflower Pack 12+20
Brussels Sprouts 12/20
Cauittiower. 12/20
Whole Kerftelsorn. 12;2'1
Fancy Sliced Mushrooms. OF 2+50
0
Garden Peas 12/2,
Mixed Vegetables 12 / 2i/i0
Vegetable Variety Pack, 12/20
Blended Vegetable Variety Pack 9,,20
NEAT 1 SERVE SPECIALTY ITEMS
McCain s French Fries, 12/20
McCain's Shoestring French Fries 12/2002
McCain s Potato Putts, 12/20
Penobscot Potato Skins, 12110 oz boxes
Breaded Onion Rings, 12/10
Pizza Slices Cheese, 60/3 oz
Soh Pretzels, 50/2"; oz
0(981171149EA61A11 ITEMS
Lenders Plain Bagels. 12/6 packs
Thomas' English MutIms. 12112 packs
Sara Lee Pound Cake,6/1201 cakes
Sara Lee Blueberry Muffins, 2414 oz
Chocolate Rocky Cookie Dough. 2/3 lb tubs
Chocolate Rocky Assorted Cookies, 4/6 packs

ITEM

MU
UNIT
PRICE

SALE
CASE
PRICE

395
009
011
013
014
017
503
504

78/tb
2121Ib
203/lb
250/lb
1 44/lb
2 40/lb
1 60/10
55/lb

025

120)it)

101
101
130
'44
151
158
180

1 23/lb
1 98/1b
1 44/10
1 37/Ib
2 44/lb
1 50/lb
1 03/lb
1 39/lb

779
1549
999
12 49
1439
1199
7 99
1639
549
12 29
15 79
719
1369
12 19
¶619
31 59
899

202
210
232
233
257
271
272
274
276

133/tan
151 + can
. 1 C13./ can
79/can
64 /can
65/can
23/can
122/can
122/can

1999
36 19
24 49
1850
15 19
1539
22 29
2919
2919

305
312
313
320
325
326

250 ea
350 ea
350 ea

23 29
20 99
20 99
2049
21 69
21 69

375
378
380
381
395
396

149//b
1 49+lb
86/lb
77/Ib
2 27+ lb
1 13+/b

,zt

'No Suaar Added to these fruits b•Mil• & IUKCS
MF Memo Imendelly geld' form

Industrial Rd.

11119

91 ea
91 ea

TOTAL
ANT

6

Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, it's my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer,
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call.

9,{1-0711?-tth(i4

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Asst. Hostess Ingeborg King 492-8348

i
i

1249
17 79
2059
¶839
¶359 .
1349

405
166/lb
blab_
al 1
413
82/10
415
1 241lb
44 ,
77/lb
417
85+lb
418
93 lb
419
921Ib
422
_ 95 / lb
426
69/1b
560
1 52./ lb
55/lb
527
138/lb
583
50/lb
590
591
1041lb

1679
1869
2459
18 59
¶839
20 39
22 29
2199
22 79
20 69
15 19
1669
20 29
19 59
1659

627
628
629
630
672
677
679

Mob
86/lb
86.15
1 431lb
1 201lb
27 ea
16 ea

15 19
12 89
1550
1050
14 29
1599
759

702
705
715
716
719
720

11 79
99/ph
1 90/0
22 79
1669
227 ea
1639
OR ea
14 19
2 37/lb
44 ea
10 49
TOTAL AMOUNT
Add sales tax in Vi
—
ADVANCE. NIERS Ole Y

753-1423

Hello
Stranger!

putting in my ideas; now it's tirn,
for someone else to come in with
new ideas," he said Tuesday.
Davis acknowledged he was
worried some people might think
Reynolds offered him the job to
remove him from a position that
could be damaging to the cigarette
industry.
The UK institute was established in 1970 to focus on the health
hazards of tobacco and find ways
to reduce them. Financing comes
from a tax of a half-cent a pack on
the sale-of cigarettes in Kentucky_
"I've never pulled any punches
in speaking bluntly about the
health risk involved with smoking,
and they I Reynolds I know that. If
they wanted to buy me off, so to
speak, why did they give me
clearance to continue work on the
passive-smoking symposium?"
Davis is working on a conference on passive smoking, the
intake of smoke by non-smokers,
to be held in Lexington in March.
Davis, 49. has been at Kentucky
for 20 years. He was an agronomy
professor specializing in tobacco
research before becoming the institute's acting director in 1981 and
then director.
NOTICE
We Hatil White Coldvvatei
Gravel and Dirt.
K &K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically relllll verl
24'• Deep Free Estimates
Treated Cross Ties
435 4343 Bob Kemp
Or

435 4319 Bob Kemp Jr

HAVE YOU
PAID YOUR
MOTOR ROUTE
CARRIER?

Guntersville have caused the increased growth in aquatic plants.
he said.
Bates said green milfoil has
even continued to grow in the dead
of winter.
Milfoil is the chief aquatic weed
problem in TVA reservoirs, Bates
said. But certain species of watermilfoil feed on vegetation and use
it for cover
The next major problem is the
spiny-leaf naiad, according to
Bates.
It's difficult to estimate the
number of acres taken over by
hydrilla, first found in
Guntersville in 1982. Hydrilla has
a 'vine-like stem featuring five-toseven leaves on each stem and is
scratchy to the touch.
In Guntersville, 160 acres were
covered by hydrillain 1985 That
figure increased in 1986 to 1,300
acres. Bates Said. He estimated
that some 2.500 acres will be
covered by hydrilla in 1987.
"Hydrilla is a threat to water
resources." he said
The American Lotus. or the lily
pad as it is more commonly
known. exists along Flint Creek
but does not pose a serious problem. he said.
Bates said the aquatic plant problem is worse in TVA reservoirs
than in mountain rivers in Tennessee and North Carolina. The
reason for this is that reservoirs in
the mountains va7 from 20-to-50
feet from summer to winter months, he said. Plants don't have
time to grow, he added.

Geneticist seeking perfect potato
WASHINGTON IAPi — An
Agriculture Deflartment
geneticist is still looking for the
perfect potato, but each October
he gets a little closer.
More precisely, Raymon E.
Webb is looking for a number of
perfect potatoes, special ones that
can be mashed, chipped, french
fried, baked, boiled or grilled.
Each autumn a special potato
harvest is held at the agency's

57-acre 'Chapman Farm near
Presque Isle. Maine, where more
kinds of potatoes are unearthed in
one field than any place else in the
country.
This fall's harvest was attended
by plant breeders from 20 states to
make final selections of potatoes
that will be tested over the next
few years. After years of testing, a
few, or one. or none, will be released for commercial use.

wh•

1T1
NOME

01
APPLIANCE S

Making your
world a
little easier.

under counter
____________Dishwasher
•5 Cycles
.Energy Saving Air Dry
Option

t

•Dual Action Filtering
System

I

•Porcelain-Enamel
-On Steel Tub

I

It will be easier for you and
your carrier if when you
receive your bill to pay
on a 6 months or a yearly
basis rather than monthly
or quarterly.
Thanks for your cooperation.

Murrayr

Ledger & Times

1E1$285"
Special Price

Model DU3000XR

Wholesale Electric
Supply Company
206 E. Main

Murray

753-8194
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Veteran battles newcomer in political race
LOUISVILLE Ky. (AP) —
Secretary of state candidate
Ronald L Sanders says his campaign strategy is "kind of crude"
but that the basic message of
political honesty is what people
want to hear.
"I've said that if I am elected, I
will not lie to the people, I will not
cheat the people and I will work
hard," Sanders said. "Now that
sounds awful basic, but I think
that's what we need to get back
to."
Sanders grew accustomed to
political challenge during his fouryear tenure as Republican Party
chairman in Hopkins County,
where Democrats hold an 8-1 advantage in voter registration.
He faces another one in his race
against Democrat Bremer Ehrler,
a former Jefferson County clerk
and judge-executive. Ehrler
defeated state treasurer Frances
Jones Mills and three other candidates in the May primary, largely on the basis of a 56,000 vote
margin in Jefferson County.
Ehrler, 73, is also a former Jefferson County postmaster and
Kentucky-Indiana district
manager for the U.S. Postal Service. He served 11 years as county

clerk and one year as judgeexecutive, appointed after Mitch
McConnell was elected to the U.S.
Senate.
Republican party leaders
described the 41-year-old Sanders
as a fast-rising political
newcomer, an opinion reinforced
by his relatively successful fundraising efforts.
Sanders has raised more than
$15,000 for the race, which places
him second on the money list
among Republican statewide candidates after John Harper,
nominee for governor.
After serving six years as a pilot
and trainer in the Air Force,
Sanders went to Hopkins County.
He has worked for four coalrelated businesses in the Madisonville area and now has his own
coal-marketing business,
Emerald Energy Corp.
He said he would use his
business experience to try to improve government-business relations by working closely with corporations that file records with the
secretary of state.
Ehrler is also touting his
business experience and said he
would concentrate on improving
the efficiency and the public's ac-

cess to the secretary of state's
office.
"I'm used to operating on a
budget, and I know how to supervise people," he said. "I get people to work with me, not for me."
Ehrler said he would also rely
on his experience as county clerk
to improve voter services in the
state.
The secretary of state is also the
chairman of the Kentucky Board
of Elections, and both candidates
said they would use the office to
combat vote fraud through better

training for county clerks and
election officials.
Sanders has suggested hiring a
full-time election law attorney. He
has also called for open primary
elections in which voters would
not have to cast ballots by partisan
affiliation.
"Kentucky has a closed political
system available to only insiders
and the wealthy — I want to open it
up to everyone," Sanders said.
Ehrler said he would work to improve security at polling places
and make them more accessible to
the handicapped.

Rebublicans for Wilkinson
name committee chairmen
Republicans for Wilkinson
recently announced a statewide
committee lead by prominent individuals in each of Kentucky's
Congressional Districts.
Chairing Republicans for
Wilkinson in the First District is
Lake Riley, of Benton. He joins
many other First District
Republicans in support of Wilkin-

son, a spokesman for the campaign said.
"We can no longer afford to be a
state divided simply by political
labels. We must rise above this
and elect the candidate who can
best lead Kentucky, the candidate
who can and will pull all of Kentucky together in one direction —
ahead," says chairman Ralph
Hacker.

OBITUARIES
Danny J. Hutson

Mrs. Polly M. Trenholm
Mrs. Polly Marneva Trenholm, Mr. and Mrs. Lacy Wallace,
Dover, Term.; two stepdaughters,
33, died Sunday at 8:30 a.m. at her
home, 909 North 18th St., Murray.
Mrs. Melissa Bomar, Paris,
Her death was from an apparent Tenn., and Mrs. Theresa Hassel,
self-inflicted gunshot, according to
Mansfield, Tenn.; two sisters, Ms.
Calloway County Deputy Coroner Ruth Wallace, Dover, and Mrs.
Rita Markin, Dickson, Term
Max Dowdy.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
Mrs. Trenholm was a teachers'
aide at Murray Middle School. p.m. in the Memorial Chapel of
Born April 23, 1964, in Stewart Anglin Funeral Home, Dover,
County, Tenn., she was the Term. The Rev. Eugene Wallace
will officiate.
daughter of Lacy Wallace and
Marvie Page Wallace. She was a
Burial will follow in Page
member of Bethel Church of God Cemetery, Rt. 3, Dover.
at Dover, Tenn
Friends may call at the funeral
Survivors are her husband, home after 2 p.m. today
George Trenholm: her parents. (Monday).

Mrs. Lottie Grubbs
Services for Mrs. Lottie Grubbs
were Sunday at 2 p.m. at Mt. Pleasant United Methodist Church.
Charlie Sweatt and Jim Lowery
officiated Eddie Stubblefield

Guy Lovins
Final rites for Guy Lovins were
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Chester Culver officiating. Music was by Choir of
Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
Pallbearers were Larry Cherry,
Max Bonner, Ray Williams, Jim
Stress, Ben Smith and Jackie
Byerly.
Burial was in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mr. Lovins, 79, Rt. 6, Murray,
died Friday at West ii
Vk
ew Nursing
Home.

directed the song service with
singers from Blood River Church
of Christ, where she was a
member.
Pallbearers were Robert
Garner, Tony Ragspberry, Gerald
Raspberry, John Lofton, Otis
Brown and Ratdliffe Paschall.
Burial was in Mt. Pleasant
Cemetery.
Mrs. Grubbs, 75, died Saturday
at 5 a.m. at her home on Rt. 2,
Hazel.
Born Sept. 10, 1912, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Will Newton Alton and
Dessie Douglas Alton.
Mrs. Grubbs is survived by her
husband, D.B. Grubbs; two
brothers-in-laws and sisters-inlaw, W.D. and Frances McCuiston
and Bobbie and Vernon Alexander; several nieces, nephews
/and cousins.
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Danny J. Hutson, 27, of 1718
Magnolia, Murray, died today at
6:20 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. His death followed an
extended illness.
He was born Oct 5, 1960, in
Henry County, Term.
Survivors are his mother, Sara
Atwood Cohoon, and her husband,
Donnie Cohoon, Murray; his
father, Joe Max Hutson and wife,
Linda, Hazel; one brother, Donnie
Hutson and wife, Lisa, Murray;
grandparents, Mrs. Beatrice
Byrd, Paris, Mrs. Eva Hutson,

Puryear, Tenn., and John and
Maudean Cohoon, Murray.
Also surviving are uncles and
aunts, Jackie and Shirley Evans
and Hulon Page, Paris, Term., Billy and Peggy Gallimore, Puryear,
Term., and Linda Ball, Camden,
Term.
Mr. Hutson was a member of St.
John's Episcopal Church where
the funeral will be Wednesday at 2
p.m. Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.

Virgil Leon Farris
Virgil Leon Farris, 70, died Sunday at 3:40 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He had
been a patient at West View Nursing Home for four years.
He was a member of Coles
Camp Ground United Methodist
Church.
Born July 5, 1917, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Sherman Farris and Murrell Dick
Farris. One brother, Asher Farris,
died in 1985.
Four surviving daughters are
Ms. Dottie Farris, Murray, Mrs.
Frank ( Audrey ) Berry, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. Glenna Wadkins, Rt. 8,
Murray, and Mrs. Paul (Marietta)
Haggard, Buchanan, Term. One
surviving son is Ronald Gene Far-

ris, Benton.
Also surviving are one sister,
Mrs Sam (Mary Lou) Sumner,
Murray; six brothers, Richard
Farris, Rt. 1, Benton, Winfred
Rudd Farris, Effingham, Ill.,
William Jasper (Bill) Farris,
Flora, Ill., Joe Farris, Rt. 1, Hardin, Dee Farris, Rt. 3, Murray,
and Bob Farris, Murray; eight
grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Coles Camp Ground
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
(Monday).

A PERFECT SWING
High speed electronic flash. tired 50 times within half a second.
allows us to see what is invisible to the naked eye — the grace and
perfection of a top golfer s swing This 1938 photograph was taken
by Harold Edgerton. an MIT professor whose lifelong preoccupation
with 'seeing the unseen.. led him to invent high-speed electronic
flash The burst of light from the flash is so brief it can ' stop action
too rapid for the huEnan eye to discern
More than 100 of his revealing images Of motion, ranging from a
child jumping rope to an atomic bomb explosion, have been coliected in the book "Stopping Time. The Photographs of Harold
Edgerton. • published this month by Harry N Abrams
-Don't make me out to be an artist,- the 84-year-old professor
emeritus has protested, am an engineer I am after the facts. Only
the facts,- But as author Estelle Jussim points out — and this collection of pictures proves — facts can be amazingly aesthetic experiences
Harold Edgerton 1987 Courtesy Palm Press. inc
(Photo creolt

Tax expansion is
a league priority
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) — The
Kentucky Municipal League will
make expansion of taxing powers
for cities one of its top goals for the
1988 session of the Kentucky
General Assembly, the group's executive director says.
New tax revenue is especially
important now as cities are getting less money from the federal
government while at the same
time facing higher public expectations and increasing costs for providing services, said Ed Griffin,
the league's executive director.

one son, J.C. Petty, Chicago, Ill.;
one sister, Mrs. Anna B. McCall,
Paducah; two sisters-in-law, Mrs.
Ruby Wyatt, Puryear, and Mrs.
Beatrice Littleton, St. Louis, Mo.;
several nieces and nephews.
Graveside rites are today at 2
p.m. at Murray City Cemetery.
The Rev. A. Taylor is officiating.
Pallbearers are F.A. Cogdell,
George Tinsley, Jesse Arnold,
Clifton Jones, N.P. Paschall and
James Rogers.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
is in charge of the arrangements.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-5242
Alterations & Winter Storage

Trousers, Skirts,
Sweaters, Sportcoats
(Pleats Extra)
$4 50Each
Suits,(Plain) Dresses,
Long Coats (Pleats Extra)
$2.50 Each
Expires 10-31-87

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
Uri Competitive Rates.
Covers Prescription Drugs & Excess Doctor
Charges Medicare Won't Pay.

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
753-7273
Underwritten by: Golden Rule Insurance
"A" Rated (Excellent)

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.

Mrs. Edmonia Spann
Mrs. Edmonia Spann, 75, of 709
South Third St., died Friday at
5:27 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Her husband, Clarence Spann,
died June 15, 1973. She was a
member of Union Grove Baptist
Church at Puryear, Tenn.
Born July 1, 1912, in Tennessee,
she was the daughter of the late
Sam Petty and Rachel Meadows
Petty.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Mildred Warren
and Mrs. Merrell Williams, and

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

647 South
Murray
753-2617

GM ;

Hi

Keep The Urtia CM Fecluv Nan Genuuk.

1986 Chevy
miniavia EICamino
r

"vah.

2-tone blue, P.S.,
P.B., air, auto, tilt,
cruise, 27XXX mi.

$10,300"

To
Bet
ter
Se
rv
e
Yo
u.
.
.
.
We have moved to our New Location
& Modern Facilities

Complete indoor & outdoor display for your privacy & year round convenience
Compare: •Our modern facilities and equipment •The quality of craftsmanship
•The quality of monuments
•Our warranty
guaranteed lowest prices anywhere
•Our prices
•

U.S.

Heritage Monument Co.
641 North (3 miles North of Roy Stewart Stadium)

759-1333
1
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Notice

Berkline
urniture Gallery
Now Open At

Shoppers Mall
r

Wiggins Furn.

Bldg 2 rni_ N. ol Murray
On U.S. 611
%boll Nee Wiggins. Owner
753-1566

Open: Thurs., Fri,
& Sat. 9-5; Sun. 12-5
Anniversary
400
. OFF
sale October 29•40. All
prints. Framers Gallery, Dixieland Center
(Excludes Frace').
ALL Ken Holland prints
in stock 40 00 off
Framers Gallery,
Dixieland Center.
COUNTRY Jeans. Good
selection of men's
jeans. Levi's, Jordache,
Lee's. ladies, misses
and Jr's in indigo blue,
acid, stonewashed
Childrens jeans on sale.
Small sizes in $10 jeans.
$5 down will hold your
layaway tit Christmas.
New shipment arriving
weekly. New hours:
Wed, Thurs, and Fri., 4
to 6 P.M.; Sat
10A.M.- 5P.M. Hwy.
94E., 759-1062.
THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

SOME FRIENDS OF OUR
FAMILY JUST HAD
A NEW BABY...
1

No Age limit to apply

If your present policy
is over 5 years old, it
may not cover some
of
the
newer
treatments such as
chemotherapy_ For
free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-free local claim a-nice'

Card

3

The family of Barry
Jay Williams wishes to
express our sincere
gratitude and appreciation tp our many friends.
neighbors and relatives
for the food, flowers and
comfort you have given
us during the time of our
recent loss ofour son and

WE teach skin care
Results oriented pro
ducts. Dermatologist
tested. Mary Kay has a
skin care system for
you. Call today
Sharilyn Wisehart, pro
fessional Mary Kay
Beauty Consultant, 753
9514 or 753 4734.

GLASS repair & re
placement for autos,
business, homes, boats,
mobile homes & heavy
equipment. Auto glass,
plate glass, window
glass, temp, safety
glass, insulated glass,
plexiglass, store fronts,
patio door glass, storm
windows & door re
placement. Mirrors &
glass table tops. Dis
play cases & some types
of home improvement
work done. All at, M&G
Complete Glass Co
Dixieland Center, 753
0180.

Thanks

CARD OF
THANKS

Notice

2

of

Lost and

and

Found

Reward Offered
1987 Yamaha
"Big Bear"
4-Wheeler
Cream Colored

Missed
Your
Paper

ALSO,

Moody
Golf Trailer

6

5:30 to 6 p.m.
Mon-Fn
3:30 to 4 p.m.
Sat.

THEY RE GREAT HOCKEY
FANS 50 THEY LA)ANTED
TO NAME THE BABY
AFTER A HOCKEY PLAYER..

LOT BOY

Help Wanted

CARPENTER
Phone 4374364.

Help

6. Help Wanted

Wanted

EXCELLENT
OPPORTUNITY

,pwrItuutv

9. Situation Wanted

Asst. parts
mgr. position

Large corporation has
outstanding sales open
mg for a sales represen
tative Individual must
be local resident with
managerial ability and
ambition Business or
sales background helpful
In requesting personal interview. please submit
resume stating personal
history, education and
business experience
Send resume to
Mr. Jones
PO hos 370
Cape Girardeau.
MO 53701

T

Top salary & bonellts
Son(' resume to
P0 BOA 1010-8,
Murray, Ky 12071
full or
NEED work
part time Call Avon,
Faye McClure 753 0232
or want to buy Avon
NURSES aide, full time,
11 7 Prefer experience
Call for appointment 753
7109 E 0 E
Part time babysitter
needed in my home Call
753 8037

pan.. Id I.

g
et
.

NEED a job? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21 We are a EOE.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky
Private Industry
Council
JTPA
Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753 9378 between 8 30•
12:00 5 days a week.
WAITRESS needed
Apply in person at The
New Hong Kong Re
staurant. No phone calls
please,

TRAUI. AGE \T
TOUR GUIDE
AIRLINE RESERVATIONIST
full time

Start locally
part time

Train on live

airline computsra. Hume
study and resident tram
mg

Financial aid avail

able

Job placement as

stance

National Hdotrs

.A. re41ited member

9

Situation

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR- TRAIL CR

Wanted

Carolyn"
Beauty Salon

Accrodtted Monitiof flATTS
irioncial Aid Avila/40e
ALLUONCE
-,104..4. Rh& VD A.M.t"..11

14

NOW OPEN
Tuesday through Saturday
Tom Taylor Road'(Off t54 I South)
753-4510
Owner - Carolyn Dunlap

16

Perm Special $23.00
Formerly of Patti-Ann's ftraurt Naion

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

50 WHAT DID
THEY FINALLY ZAMBONI!
CALL HIM?

1

1

U 00?

I)EMANDING

OK

20

ar
ir

%cob.

t
r
al
40tAPP'
s
'

tem*
THIS HONEY WAS LOTS OF OPTIONS YOU MEAN THINGS LIKE WINDLIKE WINDSHIELD WIPERS AN!?
SHIELD WIPERS AND A HORN
A HORN
ARE OPTIONS?

A% Log

-.174111mme

,987 linnet) Featuee Syrwi.cate nc

Furnishings

Farm

Equipment

PLANT bed gasing arid
Using men
covering
thol bromide and black
embossed plastic Call
David Feagin, Kirksey,
489 2740

A WEEK FROM
ITS
TUESDAq
IBLE
LOOK
ThLNCJL
(OUJti
FOR. •
•

CAREERS

Home

CAMOUFLAGE army
pants and iackets, work
boots and archery sup
plies Jerry's Sporting
G000S. 6th 8. Walnut
Mayfield, KY
COUCH & chair, 575. 5
vacuum
screen T V
ceaner, $20 Call 759 4421
LIKE new couch. 5100
753 0186
QUEEN size baffled
waterbed with head
board, footboard. 6
drawer pedestal, pad
ded rails and night
stand $250 Call after
7P.M 753 8885
ROLLAWAY bed 48
wide, 1" mattress.
queen size headboard
and matching 4 drawer
chest (Walnut)
753 0006
19

Pow Does

PRETSNO
WE'RE A YOUNG
MARRIED COUPLE

Want to Buy

JUNK cars and trucks
753 3633 ask for Larry
WANTED GOLD and
SILVER
Best prices
paid 502 436 2263 ask
for Mike

ir

10-26

POO ••01.01.0I NSCOIL& ••••
• .00111.4 .4a, • ma is
p•ow,
. lot
0•14-Nam.
DO,
Ptowe I Oft.

1 -800-334-1203

700 Math St Murray, Ky

•

Asozcivti
E

) LADIES trained by
mental health willing to
keep mental or han
dicapped persons in our
home day or night. Call
for interview 753 7814 or
c all 7 5 3 2 7 3 6
Reasonable rates

6.1111.••■.■

WANTED

t

The bribe of Frankenstein

NO OFFENSE, PAL , BLIT IN YOUR
PRICE RANGE, THE TIRES ARE
OPTIONAL

Sports Equipment

NEW U.K section af
Faye's. Caps, shirts,
jackets and more. Next
to Pagliai's, 753 7743
REMMINGTON model
7600, 30 06 pump,
Charles Bailey 3x9
Call 753 9861
scope
after 3P M

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
e
erimA

A00,...11Viirtterlito
/AV!'
t,„ire4.
SLOW
DOW14,
BEETLE

I WAI
,
IT TO
GET TO THE
GARAGE
BEFORE IT
CLOSES

CAN I
HELP
YOU?

ACROSS

•

YEAH, THIS
STEERING WHEEL
KEEPS COMING OFF
jV

d61 I

0440/11-11
t0431
r
1P4W U.ALK-Ef
SEE, I CLJT
OFP THE
CRUST)

1 Stations
6 Set of
professed
opinions
11 Woods
12 Herb yielding
oil for soap
14 That thing
15 Cordial
17 Winter
vehicle
18 Tattered
cloth
20 Uproars
23 Mr Wallach
24 - Wars'
26 Harbors
28 Latin
conjunction
29 Heavy
vollimes
31 Leads
33 Diner sign
35 Cover
surface
of
1

top

2

11
is

19

18
24

U29

11
OUR COMMANDER.v'VHO'
IS
HE ? 5CWIE9AY,1'2 LIKE
TO SEE H144,,JU5T ONCE.,

33
36

37

42

COLDNEL„ I'M
GOING TO Z4H4AriEt44,

47

46
U

HAVE A PLANE ON
THE FIELD IN .7M40
HOURS,FOR A MAN
NAMED WALKER.*

51

UU
U56

36 React
39 Foot lever
42 Spanish
article
43 Madrid is its
capital
45 Firn
46 vigor colloq
48 European
herring
50 Red or Aral
51 Level
53 Sinister
55 Neptunium
symbol
56 Injury
59 Feeling of
hostility
61 Famed
62 Morning
reception

AM I 'D
F rilEir11-K4
BONE
RITE
APE
AT
WEEP
AIL
MIR
REEL
MARS
MOI L
SNAP
DEN
ANT IC
SPOT", 1 E
LLAMAS
SPHERE
LE
ALTO
SENOR
ESP
LOTS
NIBS
TSAR
ATOM
0 Al
RED
ELAN
TO
ABE
OGRE
IDEA
BED
TOSS
LOST
Russian ruler
5 Denude
6 Cesium
symbol
7 Again prefix
8 Kind of curve
9 Small valley

UUU
UUU
UUU
UU
UU
UUUU

61UUUU

•

Answer to Previous Puzzle

10
11
13
16

Egg dish
Initial
1 Type of salad
Redacts
2 Either
Frame of
3 Stitch
mind
4 Former
19 "War -"
21 Journey
22 Leash
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
25 Harvests
27 "- Days in
12
13
May
30 Halts
15
17
16
32 Gives up
34 Crack
20
21
22
23
36 Repulse
37 Football team
25
26
27
28
38 Extremely
terrible
30
40 Thoroughfare
32
31UUUUU 41 Jumps
44 Pertaining to
34
35
the navy
47 Money, in
38
39
40 41
Mexico
49 Fork prong
44
45
52 Insect egg
43UUU
54 Actress
46
49
50
. Ullmann
57 Faeroe
52
54
53
55
Islands
whirlwind
58 Neodynium
57 58
60
59
symbol
60 Myself
62

DOWN

22

Musical

FOR sale Yamaha
track cassette with built
in 6 channel mixing
board
Must sell Call
759 1081
LUGWIN snare drum
includes stand, pratice
pads and case Excel
lent condition 753 1905
SIGMA guitar by Mar
tin with harcIside case
Call 345 2208 after 5P M

24

Miscellaneous

1 SET of new mud an
snow tires, size
235 75 15
Tires and
wheels, $200 753 6664
anytime

Wheat Straw
$1.00 pie bate
Ordennidi
,;et no* *Nit. swpoio s
slow 'or Pei oeciong Jana
scape and garden cok,e,h.;*
Jeat c'jr

Wheat May
$20.00 pie roil
,

Camper Top
For long-wheol base
pick-up
Phone 102-81101

l'5

H

Coll oil roe Anyttme

Ron McNutt
McNutt Motor Sales,Inc.

THEY THOUGHT OF GORE
HOWE AND BOBBY HULL
ANG WAYNE 6RETZKY BUT
11-IEY COULDN'T DECIDE .

Instruction

.4.C.T. TRAVEL !441400L
1 800 327 7728

Experience preferred
Send resumes to:
P.O. Box 1040411, Murray, KY

Apply In Person To

LADY to live in with
elderly woman. Contact
Bob Melugin 759-1748 or
753-2200,

CHRISTIAN owner of
heavy collision and
restoration shop with
wholesale auto dealers
license looking for
working partner or
experienced employed
Near Sarasota Florida
Send resume to SAB
490 Buena Vista
Nokomis, FL 3-4275

11

Lighthouse )'t

Full Time Job

needed

will keep and care for
lady in my home in
Hazel
Experienced
Good references 492
8510
MOTHER of 1 year old
will do babysitting in
my home. 753 0209
WILL clean offices
after 4 30P M
Call
753 5494 after SP M
WILL do alterations in
my home
Reasonable
prices Call after 4P M
753 7997
WILL do babysitting,
Loch Lomond St. any
time Have 3 year old of
my own 753 4736
WILL do housecleaning
Have references Cali
753 3715

10 Business Opportunity

Train to be a

Pharmacy
_
Technician/Clerk

NEEDED- Christian
lady to stay with 3
month old child in my
home, Monday through
Friday; 7A.M. 3.45P.M.
753 3235 after 4P.M.

Call Leroy Todd
753-0858.

Call
753-1916

6

No experience needed.
we train you at our
'
expense
Must be 18 or over.
single and free to travel
major US cities &
idriver's
beaches
license not required
All transportation furnished. cash paid daily,
no layoffs, casual
dress, must be able to
leave and start work
today.
For a job with a future
see Mr. Eason Tuesday
only. 12 noon-3 p.m. at
Murray Holiday Inn.
We must see you in person. do not phone. Ideal
job for girls or guys.

Jesse & Helen Williams.
Beth, Sandy and Stan

5

Wanted

Young Fun
Travel

brother. We cannot express in mere words our
feelings for all your
thoughtfulness
prayers.

Help

COMPUTER
OPERATOR
IBM 4341
experienced
Familiar
ity with IBM VM/VS1,
CICS • VS, and OS/VS1
operating systems a
plus
Apply at: Per
sonnet Services,
Murray State Univers
ity, Murray, KY 502-762
2146. EEO/MF
COUNTER person
wanted Must be neat,
clean quick learner and
willing to work Apply
in person between
2 5P M
T J 's Bar B
Que, 806 Chestnut
rXPERIENCED credit
& collections person Re
sponsible for all aspects
Reply to Personnel De
partment
Marshall
County Hospital, George
McClean Dr Benton, Ky
42025
FEDERAL, state &
civil service jobs $14,707
to 566,819/ year, now
hiring! Call Job Line
1 518 459 3611 Ext. F 973
for info. 24hr
HIRING! Governmenf
jobs your area 515,000
$68,000 Call (602) 838
8885 E xt 684 "

CANCER
INSURANCE

INVITATION TO BID
The Housing Authority of Murray is
receiving bids on used refrigerators and
ranges, and a few other items, to be sold
as-is.
Bids to be sealed and mailed or delivered
to the Housing Authority office, 716 Nash
Drive, Murray, KY 42071 by 2.00 p.m
Wednesday, October 28, 1987, the time set
for formal bid opening.
Items may be seen at 400 Ash Street,
Murray on October 28 between 9:00 a.m.
and 12:00 noon, or by appointment on Oc-

2

6

Notice

2

tober 27 by calling 753-5000.
The Housing Authority reserves the right
to reject any and all bids.

Miirray Ledger & Times

CARAT diamond
earrings for sale like
new Call Scott Wilson
753 0586
CEMETARY lots in
Memorial Gardens on
Hwy 641 North SO2 247
9441 after SP M
73 GMC pickup excel
lent condition
'81 750
Vireo° motorcycle 4500
actual miles
Also,
waterfront home 2400
sq ft 753 3672
BASEBALL cards 150
000 1950 through 1987 3
cents each 354 8050
CAMPER topper for
small pick up truck, good
condition, 550 759 1965
8a m 3p m
FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
FIREWOOD for sale
Delivered
Call after
6P M 436 2587
FIRE1401n and tree
trimming
Free es
timates 753 5476
GOOD used 8' 5atei1ite
Call 759 9428
LADIES winter white 7
piece suit wool, size 8
Originally $200 best
offer 753 8343
LARGE, large large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky 502 247 7831
LAWN sweepers lawn
sweepers. lawn
sweeper
Stokes
Equipment induStrial
Rd., 753 1319
NEW and used electric
motors for sale' 1 and 3
phase We can sell you a
motor for less than vou
can have it • rewound
Get our price before vou
Dill Electric „759
buy
1577
RUBBER bed mats for
ALL makes of pick up
trucks Stokes Tract.

SEASONED
NED

firewood
for sale 525 a rick. 2
rick minimum 436 274.4
after 6P M
SEASONED oak
firewood, $30 rick de
livered and stacked Call
365846
SERVICE all brands of
chain saws Also, 3 and
4 wheelers Stokes
Tractor, Industrial
Road
SHARP COPIERS for
sale, service. supplies
or demonstration Cal.'
toll tree 1 800 248 4319,
Copy Tech Company,
Benton, Ky
TORO hand hold
blowers with 160mph air
flow, 5159 95. Stokes
Equipment, Industrial
Rd , 753 1319
TRUCK scales, 804 with
printer & balance dial,
2
60,000 lb capacity
grain bins, 18' diameter, 1
with Shevvers grain
dryer, no motors, 3,500
bushel capacity each 901
642 0308 or 642 4464.
USED 55 gallon drums
very good condition.
Stokes Tractor 753 1319_
USED: color TV's with
AM/FM radio from
$120 each; table lamps,
$7 each; Mattress and
box springs, $30 set,
bedspreads, $7, drapes,
Quality Inn,
$5
Paducah. 1 443 8751.
WE will service all
makes of kerosene
heaters plus stock all
parts Bring your hea
ter in for servicing,
receive 200o off. Stokes
Equipment, Industrial
Road, 753 1319

26.TV

Radio

LEASE TO OWN 25"
console TV with remote,
$53 a month
Murray
Rental & Sales 753 8201.
LEASE TO OWN 19'
color TV, $28 a month,
Murray Rental & Sales.
753 8201.
LEASE TO OWN Wir
eless remote VCR, $32 a
month, Murray Rental
& Sales. 753 8201.
USED VCR's from $106
to $150. Call 753 7670,
ZENITH VCR's with
wireless remote; 14
day, 4 event timer.
5339 95 and 359.95.
Layaway for Christmas
now at Tucker .TV, 1914
Coldwater Rd 753 2900
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Real Estate
49
45 Farms for Sale
Used Cars
kOPPERUD Realty
'73. 12x50.. 2 bedroom, 1 NORTHWIND Mobile TAKING applications offers a complete range
10 ACRES with 4 bed
Need An Extra Car
owner, good condition. Home Park on North tor Section 8
Rent of Real Estate services room house and shop
with
a
selection
of
wide
8P
M
474
$1500 8A M
For A Few Days?
16th Street now has Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
Located at Coldwater
2382
trailer lots and trailers BR. Apply HillOale quality homes, all Call 489 2761 after 6P M
Growl CV,11. At
prices.
toll
753-1222,free
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
1F you're looking for a for rent. 753 9866
Shown by appointment
1
-800.251
-HOME
Ext.
Dwain Taylor
beautiful well built
Equal Housing
only
711L for courteous
Opportunity
home this it it 1986
Chevrolet, Inc
competent
Real
Estate
custom built 14x80
46 Homes for Sale
34 Houses for Rent
service We make buy
502 753 2617
Bucaneer, 3 bedrooms
2 BEDROOM on 1 acre
ing
&
selling
Real
2 full baths, all electric.
BEDROOM house for
Furnished
Estate
easy
for
you.
$26,000,
un
Mobilo Home rent on 94 east. 753 7671
Central heat and air,
furnished $20,000 11 1947 LINCOLN Continen
LAKE Barkley pro
3/47 tongue and groove
1-10USE on North 12th St
tal Mark II, 2 door with
miles east on 94 474
Repair
perties
Lakefront
lots
plywood floors, heavily
Call Larry Hurt 753 3361
trailer, new paint, good
in an area where you 2755
insulated, Dupont
UNFURNISHED 4 be
shape. Call Chuck 753
Anchoring &
can have a boat dock
stainguard carpet with
droom, 1 1/2 bath $12,500
Lakefront 2 BEDROOM house in 9826.
Cornplele,Repair
double pad, G E
re
home, convenient to homes from $28,900 180 county. 3 fireplaces, 1978 THUNDERBIRD,
frigerator w,th ice
university and shopping
very nice, local car.
maker, Sears heavy
(502)492.0488 * centers, $200 per month acres level wooded land high ceilings, partially $1250. 1601 Loch
Most
remodeled
per
acre.
Woodwork
$300
dryer,
duty washer and
plus $200 deposit. No properties within 5 ing shop, other outLomond, 753 3704
island, stove and much
pets Available Nov. 1st, minute drive to the buildings, fencing, 1982 OLDS Toronado,
Cooling
Keating
and
29
more $18,000 Call after
435
Call 753 4845 days,
loaded 753 6.308
fantastic Lake Barkley gardens, fruit plan
KODIAK woodburning 4181 evenings.
Mobile Homes, 5P M 437 4455.
Lodge with its many tings Reduced to $19, 1984 NISSAN 300ZX
stove, will heat a large
amenities .18 hole golf 500 759 1625
44,000 miles, black,
Mobile Home Apts., 28 Mobile Homes for Rent home 753 6668
36 For Rent or Lease
course, marina, and 2 BEDROOM house, itops, loaded. $10,500.
private
tot
for
10x40
ON
Aladdin
NEW
kerosene
Lots for rent.
WESTWOOD Hall The airport. Lake Barkley 1/4 mile east of Cherry
Call 753-6664 anytime.
1 or 2 people, $85 per
heater. Cost $149, sale former Eagles Club
Realty Jean Spann Corner Church $15,000.
Lots as low
month, water furnished
price 5100 492 8883
building is now availa
Wilson, Broker, 104 753 4443.
Call 489 2595
ble for
company Canton Blue Springs
$65.00
Apts
for
Rent
2 MOBILE homes on
32
)BEDROOM trailer, all
Christmas parties, Road, Cadiz, Kentucky
acres, more or less, at
Apts as low
electric, at New Con
1 bedroom apartment
wedding receptions, 42211. 9245361, 5228628.
cord $75 per month
Lease and deposit. No organiation meetings ON Kentucky Lake in Coldwater just off 121 on
$100.00
blacktop road 1 mobile
436 2427
753 9208 after and private parties. For Tennessee by owner
pets
home has 4 rooms
Homes as low
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or 4P M
information call 753
New 2 bedroom house, added on other 1 is
unfurnished, some new 1 bedroom apartmenis
3139
on waterfront lot, glass double wide, both have
$135.00
furniture, natural gas
Murray Manor Apart
front with large deck 5 bedrooms
each, good
SEE US NOW
electric, air con
ments 753 8668 Equal
Key Minifacing water. Price well and
No. Int.
septic. Plenty
ditioned
Shady Oaks Housing Opportunity.
FOR A GOOD DEAL'
$4 9,5 0 O. Call of outside
storage.
Warehouses 615'232 7862.
753 5209
or 2 BEDROOM
753-3280
Bankrupt
Phone 489 2220.
NICE 2 bedroom trailer
Hwy. 121 South
apartment near down
I BEDROOM, 2 bath,
in country
Carpet, town Murray. Call 753
Sozes from 5X10 to 10X3
44
Lots for Sale
We carry the note
brick house in excellent
stove, refrigerator
753-9818 ff no analvar
4 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 6 6 5 0 or
KENTUCKY Lake lot. 1
Call Sammy ,„
condition in quiet city
Hwy 641 Norm
Lease, deposit, re
753-8078 753-0088
436 2844
acre, 12x60 mobile
ferences -No pets or ) BEDROOM apart
Murray. KY
home, septic and well, subdivision. Central
753-6448 (..°
children
Vacant 753
Sechon 8 nousing avai
$16,500. Home 442 1770 electric and air with
merit in Northwood. 37
Livestock-Supplies
woodburning
stove
for
3942
arkror wye,
$245 per month
or Office 442 3632 Ow
'82 PONTIAC 6000LE, d
very economical door,
18' GOOSE neck horse ner financing.
759 4406.
loaded, silver with
utilities,
Fenced
yard
trailer, new floor mates NICE lot on 121, 6 1/2
blue velour interior,
) BEDROOM un
and
many
other
extras.
High mileage, good car.
furnished apartment. included, good shape, miles North on natural
$1500 Call 354 8054 gas lines. 180x300, $3600. $49,900. For appoint, $2900. 753,7291.
No pets, no children
merit
call
753
5508.
days, 753 0450 ext. 285 Days- 753-1953 or nights
'83 NISSAN Sentra, 4
Call after 4:30P M
BY owner on Barkley door, metallic
nights
753 0870
753 2271.
blue, sun
3 bedroom, 2 roof, A/C, lots of
SIMMENTAL and ON Kentucky Lake in Lake
) BEDROOM apart
bath,
fireplace,
Simbrah
bulls.
Perextras, good condition,
Tennessee by owner
merit, downtown, heat
workshop, satellite, 71,xxx miles. $4000.
furnished
No kids, no formance & semen Waterfront lot, on main
wood
burner
plus
heat
753-6487 after 5P.M.
pets $190 per month. tested. Excellent qual- chanel, central water
pump and central air. RED '78
753 4937 BA M. 5P.M., ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, system, owner financ
Ford Thun$69,000.
502
886'3708.
Ky. 522.8794
ing. Call 615 232 7862.
derbird, runs good,
Mon Fri
IMAGINE- Quiet street, body and interior in
MU R Cal apts_ Nor
38 Pets -Supplies
45. Farms for Sale
fenced yard, 3 bedroom good condition. $850 or
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR
Now renting. Equal AKC German Shepherd 20 ACRE farm with quality home, under best offer. Call 762-2359.
1111111
pups, black males, $125
tobacco base tobacco S40,000. 753-7217 or 753Housing Opportunity
barn, stock barn, pond, 1622.
382 2528.
1977 Captain's Craft, 50 ft., V-8, 759 4984
new dog pens, lots of NICE 2 bedroom
BEAGLES for sale
NOW taking ap
rFormeny of Murray & Fuiron)
plications for 1 and 2 Good rabbit dogs. Call storage buildings, very aluminum siding house
generator,
air, excellent condipeaceful with good with fenced in back
bedroom, section 8, low 753 7161.
tion, bottom just painted. At Town & income family at SIBERIAN Husky nei hbors, has a re - yard, for sale by owner,
1 bedroom quiet neighborhood,
"Formerly of Benton)
Southside Manor Apar
puppies, AKC reCountry Marina. $23,500.
tments Call 753 8221
gistered, black/white, ho e wi h beautiful reasonably priced. Call
Equal Housing silver, $175 includes dec , nice custom Oak 759 1182.
cabi ts, new carpet, NICE 3 bedroom brick
Opportunity
shots. 901 587.6253.
new stove, newly built home on double lot in
bathroom, new septic Maplewood Estates,
tank and field tile. less than 1 mile from
New 8. Used
Wants to sell fast
town. 2100 Sq. Ft. with
GM Executive 8.
$33,000 for all, $23,500 fireplace insert, central
Program Vehicles
for house and 2 acres. air and heat, double
901-042-1000
492 8311
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
garage. $55,900.
125 ACRES southeast of 759 9698.
New Concord_ For only
50
Used Trucks
$300 per acre you can 47. Motorcycles
have marketable tim
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
1976 BLAZER, excellent,
2 YAMAHA 200, 4
ber, crop land, creeks, wheelers, '85
models, 81,000, new tires, $2800.
And Save For A Handy Reference)
good building sites, good condition.
Call 753-2594.
436-2425.
blacktop road access
1983 FORD Ranger
Police
F012
sale
or
trade'77
and a good deer hunting
91 1
pickup $2850 Call 492
911
location. John Yamaha 650 Special 8566.
chopped, needs minor
Neubauer,
P.O.
Box
656,
coe
1985 FORD Ranger
repair. $200. 753-2869.
Murray. 502-753 7531.
pickup. Call 492-8566.
1985 PLYMOUTH
CV444
Voyager LE mini-van,
first class condition,
Saturday. October 31, 1:30 p.m.. 1987
luggage rack on top,
Big Sandy, Tennesse
•0 001,041 s•,011..
PB, PS, AM/FM cassAuction held on property Pi miles east of Big San.
ette radio, air, cruise,
dy. From downtown Big Sandy, follow Faxon-Lick
tilt, recliner front seats,
Creek-New Hope Blacktop Rd. toward Stump Water
back wiper. 527-7033.
Camp, Reith Bass Bay Resort, Randy's Resort & SanKNITTING MACHINES
1986 ILVERADO,
right;
go
1.3
dy's
Camp,
go
3/10
mile
to
"V"
IL
bear
to
'Sales & Instruction •Accessones
short wheel base,
miles. Sale site in open field in center of property on
'Books *Coned Yarns
loaded, red and tan,
new gravel road.
18,000 miles, like new
Big Sandy Development('ompany, the developer of
condition, $10,000. Call
Harbor Town, will sell at auction 202.00 + „,'• acres of
after 5P.M. 753-7930.
land. SeWng to the highest bidder'"
49 CHEVROLET truck,
development
1.3
+
/•
acres
•
55.00
+
/acres.
Prime
HEATING
RANDY THORNTON
factory flatbed, good
& recreational tracts. Beautiful hardwoods. Privacy &
wood hauler. 5450. 751
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
great hunting. Level to rolling hillsides on nice blacktop
7225.
Tr•n• and Carrier 'feeler
& new gravel rd.
MUNE
For irp
-po1ntment
4for sales •11111 servIc• In Murray
Margie Y. Armbruster
78 FORD 4x4, red &
All tracts wooded except for open pasture field on 3
or 4 different tracts.
silver, good condition,
.r
Phone:
and Calloway County.
405 South 16th Street
Tract 011 & 12 have nice, open pasture in center of
sharp truck. Call 753-9696
V moll a. r• gar bar •••*•-• In •
Murray, Ky. 42071
(502) 7534'128
802 Chestnut
753_8181
farm.
or 753-6437.
Tract 112 has small pond on front.
52. Boats -Motors
Tracts #11 thru tract #15 have spring fed creek winding through them.
1 9 6 3 STARCRAFT
753-9841
Center Dr. off 641 N
Tract /IA is nice, large corner tract w/nice acreage
Runabout boat, 16',
(Behind old Boston Tea Party)
In curve of road w/apx 790' frontage.
aluminum, windshield,
M-F 8-5
Several tracts have log roads & farm roads winding
canvas top with boat
through them.
'Simulated convertible tops
trailer. 1963 Chrysler
Numerous
deer
stands
&
tracks
through
the
property.
•Pin stripes •Stick on body side molding
outboard motor, 35HP,
Tract
#2I
located
South
of
old
railroad
bed.
Has
40'
•Luggage racks •Truck rails and tailgate guards
good running condition.
tract
along
proper•
easement leading from new road to
$900. Can be seen at
PH 502 759 4034 DAYS
502 753 1458 NIGHTS
ty line of tract #15 & 16.
Kentucky Lake. Call
24 HOUR SERVICE
Prime hunting ground with some marketable timber
436-2985 or 314-471 1096
& borders Westvaco public hunting area. 3 miles from
Sikeston, MO after
DUNCAN'S TRUCK SERVICE
KY Lake.
6P.M. for location.
HOWARD DUNCAN OWNER
RESTRICTIONS: Tract 41 thru Tract 48 Mobil
FREE 40' houseboat.
homes allowed, but must be tied down according the
Good condition with
Truck Wash
State of Tennessee regulations; must be no older than
purchase of $5800
3 years when installed & have at least 700 sq. ft. living
PT 2 BOX 45A
MURRAY KY 42071
equipment and ac
area Tract 49 thru Tract 421' Mobile homes allowed.
cessories. Trade for
a-m.11301
but must be tied down accoriding to State of Tennessee
bassboat. 753-2594.
regulations, must be no older than 3 years when installRENTAL'SALES
ed & have at least 600 sq ft. living area.
Individualized logos &
53 Services Offered
CENTER
SEWERAGE REGULATIONS: All sewage disposal
drawings done for VERY
systems from any residence on premises must meet all
A-1 ENTERPRISE
Reasonable Rates!
requirements of the sanitary laws of the County of BenWholesale dealer in gas
Rent the tools you need.
ton & State of TN. No out-door toilets permitted on these
and wood burning ap
Call 759-9567 after 4 p.m.
211 Main
premises. Each property owner responsible for his in753-8201
pliances, offering full
dividual sewerage system
service installation,
NUISANCE: No nuisance of any kind shall be mainAlso, fireplace repair,
Murray-Made Windo.i. Siding-Fencing
tained or allowed on premises, nor any use thereof
•Chimney cleaning
Downspodts It (hitters - Shutters
made or permitted which shall be obnoxious or
*Masonry `Damper
Aluminum Siding - Solar Screens
24 Hour Service
dangerous to health
*Bird screen *Hoods.
Call Us Today!
500..1 of this land and tracts pledged to sell
Commercial
Industrial
436-5355.
l11-11?) .4 fAiNS & POD( /4 /FS
at absolute auction!!!
A 1 STUMP Removal.
Residential
FREE BAR-B-Q LUNCH SERVED AT 12:00 NOON
Reasonable rates, 10"
recreational
121 13y-Pass
development
&
753-8407
of
prime
202.00
+
/acres
753-9562
below surface. Call us
tracts.
before you decide. Free
Tract #1:1.3 + /- acres; Tract 42:1.5 + /- acres, Tract
estimates, 753 0906.
#3:2.0+!- acres; Tract 04:1.5 + /- acres; Tract 45:1.5
ALL types of masonry
+ /• acres; Tract 08:3.2 + /. acres; Tract 07:3.0 + /•
work. Block, brick,
MAUS/ SO MUD IS RIDING
acres; Tract 08:2.3 + • acres; Tract 09:1.5 + /- acres:
concrete all basements,
ON YOUR nats
Tract #10:10.00+ /- acres; Tract #11:15,00+!. acres;
driveways, pati'os.
Tract 012:18.00 + / - acres; Tract 013: 12.00 + / acres;
Large or small jobs.
Tract 014:19.00 + /- acres: Tract #15:28.00+1. acres;
Chimneys and chimney
Tract 418:15.00 + /- acres; Tract #17:3.2+!. acres,
repair. 26 years ex
Tract 018:3.3 + /- acres, Tract 019:3.5 +1.'acres; Tract
perience. Charles Bar
#20:4.0+!' acres; Tract 02155.20+ 7- acres
nett 753-5476
TERMS: 20
,
1- down day of auction, balance due
APPLIANCE
within 30 days. Possession w/deed All announcements
SERVICE
Kenmore,
made day of auction take precedence over any previous
Tire & Wheel Alignment
Westinghouse..
announcements or advertisements
Hot-Line & Safe-House
•inf• R•d Wheel Alignment
Whirlpool, 17 years
A pre-auction inspection is invited by contacting auc
•Computerized Wheel Balancing
24
Hour
Crisis
Line
experiince. Parts and
759-4050
don company or Harbor Town Males, P.O. Box O. Big
Murray
Ky
11%5 Pogu•
service. Bobby Hopper,
Sandy, TN 38221 Larry Mattingly,(901) 503-5296. Big
Also dating violence
Bob's Appliance Ser
Sandy Development Co. Owner.
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753 4872, 436
5848 (home),
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown Service on gas
(III 2. 1.1 1.1.11......11 y Si P1,.,,,,,
II PP ortm
••
and electric ranges,
0,.........1011 1.1 PI•Ci SO/•14 1'
C
microwaves, dis
0111011` Penni.. TO SION
hwashers, re
44611141111111111
.
1111111WWWwwwl•MW
T
.111dOt Wty
Earl
frigerators, etc
Lovett, 354 6956 or 753
5341,

27 Mobile Homes for Sale

27 Mobile Homes for Sale

12x60 1975 LAWRENCE,
excellent condition Must
see to appreciate D 4 Fox
Meadows Priced to sell
759 9890 or 753 5677
12x60 ATLANTIC, 2 BR,
in Fox Meadows Re
asonable Cali 753 5108
14x70 WINDSOR and 1
acre of land Call 435
4510 or 435 4568
1973 12x65 MOBILE
home, new stove. re
frigerator and washer
753 8555
)4 x60 DOUBLEWIDE
with extras 12xI2 room
attached
House type
siding, nice carpets,
service pole Call 753
2616

28 Mobile Homes tor Rent

32

Apts for

Rent

* Four Star *

Look
Need Car
Good, Bad,
No Credit

Riviera Courts

Houseboat for Sale

1

Dan Taylor

Freddie Poo

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc. of
Paris, TN

618-524-2533 or 524-5025

Dial-A-Service

Murray Home & Auto

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

Murray•Calloway County Hospital

753-5131

Phone
753-2571

54ot

'
•

Greg's Vinyl Tops

Poison Control
753-7588

Calloway County Rescue Squad

753-6952

Starting A New Business?

Hill Electric

Zi

MICHELIN Neale Backhoe Service
owner

753-1489

CARROLL

502-489-2470
Call after 4 p.m.

Spouse Abuse

To place your ad in the Dial-A-Service
call: 753-1916

Services

53

ALEXANDER
AUCTIONS AND REAL ESTATE SALES

Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

12

Offered

BACKHOE service
ditching sewer repair
septic tank installation
and repair. Gene
Steeley, 753 6156
COLLEY Tree Service.
Keep your trees in
shape by topping, prunng
deadwood ing,
spraying, fertilizing, or
removal of unwanted
trees Stump removal.
Complete tree care 14
years experience. Free
estimates. 753-0366
CONCRETE drive
ways, patios, brick and
block work CALL 502
492 8160.
DRESS making,
alterations, drapes, etc
436 5850.
MITCHELL Paving
Driveways, parking
lots, seal coating and
striping. Also,
limestone, gravel, topsoil and grading. Phone
753-1537.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753-4545 or
753-6763.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753 9400.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA ap
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.
LAWN mower and
chain saw repair. 6
years experience. Reasonable rates.
Puryear- 901-247-5859.
SEPTIC tank installation and repair. Gene
Steeley, 753-6156.
SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models. Home & Industrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.

53. Services

Offered

MIMI Me0.110.00.

risr

•

01,sytomult̀''

.00.

.1/gig
owe st"
imcbg••
foose...0
IPPI
to Id.

PPP
WIN NM

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO
5r•.

753-2571

LICENSED electrician,
residential and commercial. Air conditioning. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP_ Fred's Repair 7537203.
MOBILE HOME
Specialist, Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps. 7594850.
NEED work on your
trees? We can beautify
your yard by topping,
shaping, dead wooding or
removing dead or diseased trees. For
satisifaction call the
proven professionals
Bover's Tree Service 753
0338. The competition
knows us you should too.
ODD job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install. You
break, I fix. Call 436
2868 evenings.
QUALITY construction
repairs and alterations.
Free estimates. Call G
& A 436-2617.

GUAM
workmanship, Frame
and trim carpenter.
Remodeling, patio and
fencing. D, L. Poole,
435-4306.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free estimates. Call 474 2307 or
753-6973.
55. Feed

and

Seed

WHEAT straw and Ky.
31 Fescue seed. 753 8)56
or 753-6401.
**1
1
753
5940

*

Custom Kitchen
Cabinets

Public Auction

kraitiding

Randy Neale

PAGE 13

All Types Of

•

Custom Woodworking

et
*
*
*

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

*

A
.,.......................
*

*

t

*Drop by 8 see our showroom
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - Mahon° Etunn

Bread

Peppers
Chrysler.Plymouth.Dodge
Paris, TN
Lake Hwy. 79
Call Collect 901-642-5661
Lots Of New Trade-ins Listed This Week

CARS
Now!Now!Last Ono!87' Dodge Caravan...auto, air, 5-passenger. Demo, has
1 500 (fifteen hundred) miles. Will sell at a
clearance price
'86 Nissan Sentra...local 1 owner, air. AMFM, Come drive and save.
'86 Olds Cutlass Ciera...unde-r 9,000 mi.
Too nice to believe. Local 1 -owner
'84 Camaro Z-28...5.0 ltr. 4.0 1 -owner car,
nice w/full power & air, windows, door locks.
'83 Buick Regal Estate Wagon...1-owner.
full power & air, extra clean and nice.

TRUCKS &

VANS
'87 Ford Ranger...local 1 owner. less than
10,000 miles, lots of warranty left: Striped
and sharp.
'87 Dodge D150...automatic, full power &
air, local 1 owner, that needed a car instead
of a truck. In perfect condition only 5,000
miles & balance of factory 7/70 'warranty.
Red & ready for you.
'86 Dodge13-50...gas saving truck with just
8,800 miles, not 88.000, lust 88 hundred,
sharp and clean.
'85 Chevy Monster 4x4...local. 1 owner,
trophy winning show truck, 1 look and you
will want to own it.

And this is just a partial listing.
Come see for yourself how much you can save.

0

"Whatever It Takes
We Want To Be Your
Car or Truck Co."

0

PEPPERS
Call 642-5661

Business Hours

or Toll Free

Mon.-Fri. 9-6

1-800-345-3821

Sat. 9-5
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Osteoporosis: a painful, crippling bone disease

Screening available now
Women of every age should be
waging
the
against
war
osteoporosis. Murray-Calloway
County Hospital recognizes the
importance of osteoporosis detection and has recently installed an
additional computerized screening component to the hospital's
one million dollar CT scan unit.
A self-evaluation risk appraisal
is provided in the brown box on
this page to help you determine
if you are at risk of developing
osteoporosis.
Simply stated, osteoporosis is
the gradual loss of bone tissue
mass, according to the two board
certified radiologists at Murray
Calloway County Hospital — Dr.
Prue Kelly and Dr. William
Wilson

The examination, which must
be requested by your physician,
takes about 30 minutes to perform. The procedure is painless
and requires no injections the
radiologists added. Technicians
take four or five images of the
lower thoracic and lumbar spine
area and then, through the use of
a computer and CT scan,
measure and average the bone
mineral analysis and compare it
to a normal analysis for the patient's particular age.
After the teen years, your
bones stop growing in length and
width, but they still grow in density. lithe body does not get the
amount of calcium it needs,
calcium is robbed from the bones
making them thinner and
weaker.

Is osteoporosis
in your future?
Take this quiz and see.
Risk factors you cannot control:
YES NO
1. Do you have a family history of osteoporosis?
2. Are your ancestors from the British Isles,
northern Europe, China, or Japan?
3. Are you very fair-skinned?
4. Are you small-boned?
5. Are you over 35?
6. Have you had your ovaries removed?
7. Did you breast-feed your baby?
8. Are you allergic to milk and milk products?

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

As you get older, your body
starts taking calcium from your
bones faster than you can replace
it. This is just a natural part of
aging.
After menopause, calcium is
withdrawn from the bones at
even faster rate. This is due to the
decreased supply of the hormone
estrogen in a woman's body
Blood transports calcium
through the body. With a calcium
intake of 800 mgs/day, only about
300 mgs. is absorbed and used.
This amount of calcium is
necessary just to maintain a zero
balance. The key is to build up the
density of calcium in your bones
for later use.

Especially To Us

According to Suzanne Seeley
registered dietitian and director
of nutrition at Murray Calloway
County Hospital, children need
800 milligrams(mgs) of calcium
each day; teenagers need 1200
mgs (pregnant and nursing
teenagers need 1600 mgs); adults
need 800 mgs.(pregnant and nursing women need 1200 mgs)
These are the minimum amounts
of calcium you need depending
your age and stage in the life
cycle.

Giving blood
Saves lives

"Your best sources
for
calcium -rich
foods are in the Milk
Group."
"Your best sources for
calcium -rich foods are in the Milk
Group. In fact, 72 percent of the
calcium available is in the Milk
Group," Seeley added.

Risk factors you can control:
9. Is you daily routine stressful?
10. Do you smoke?
11. Do you drink alcohol?
12. Do you avoid milk and cheese in your diet?
13. Do you get very little exercise?
14. Do you drink a lot of soft drinks?
15. Is you diet high in protein?
If you answered "yes" to two of the above questions, you are
at risk for osteoporosis. The more questions you answered
"yes" to, the higher your risk of developing osteoporosis in
the future.
The good news for you is that risk does not have to mean
reality. Evidence from many clinical studies strongly suggests osteoporosis is a preventable disease. As you can see
from the quiz, there are several things you can do right now
to help prevent contracting osteoporosis in the future. But
you need to start now.

Be aware that eating too much
or too little of some nutrients can
have a negative effect on your
bones. For example: Too little
vitamin D may cause you to ab
sorb less calcium. (Vitamin D
can be obtained from sunlight
and fortified milk products).
Too much protein (found main
ly in the Meat Group) may cause
you to excrete more calcium than
normal.
Too muchi fiber (found mainly
in the Fruit-Vegetable and Grain
Group) may cause you to absorb
less calcium from the foods you
eat.

OSTEOPOROSIS SCREENINGS are performed on MeV million CT
Scan Unit at Murray Calloway County Hospital Mac Hulse, CT scan
technologist, takes four or five images of the patient's lower thoracic
and lumbar spine area then uses the CT scan to measure and average
the bone mineral analysis comparing it to a normal analysis for pa
tent's particular age

Too much alcohol also may in
terfere with calcium absorption_
If you think you are at risk of
developing osteoporosis, talk to
Your doctor about the steps you
should take now to prevent this
painfully crippling bone disease

from ruining your quality of life
in the future.
For more information on
osteoporosis screenings, call your
physician or the Radiology
Department at Murray Calloway
County Hospital at (502) 753 5131,
ex tension.

po.

Murray Calloway
County
Hospital Blood Bank is counting
its blessings and its donors at this
special time of the year.
Regular donors are encourag
ed to come by during November
and give blood while new donors
are also welcome.
When you become a regular
donor, your immediate family
receives blood as needed when
hospitalized at Murray Calloway
County Hospital. As a regular
donor, you only have to donate
once a year and your family is
covered for the entire year.
If you are between the ages to
18 and 66, are free of any continu
ing or debilitating diseases, and
weigh more than 110 pounds, you
are eligible to be a donor.
The whole process only takes
about 45 minutes and there is
very little pain
if any. Trained
and friendly people are always
with you and will answer any
questions you may have
You will feel like a hero know
ing your blood has helped so
meone through surgery, anemia,
shock, childbirth, kidney or liver
diseases, blood
disorders,
wounds, accidents and many
other situations.
Won't you loin us by giving the
gift of life? To make an appoint
ment, call the Murray Calloway
County Hospital Blood Bank at
(502) 753 5131, extension 183 bet
ween the hours of 8 a.m and 4 30
p.m.

November Health Calendar
Health Express
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Health Express will be
offering blood pressure, diabetes,
and anemia screenings during
the month of November.
Colo-rectal cancer kits are
available at all stops of the
Health Express for a $4 charge.
Tuesday, November 3
*Murray
Central Shopping Center
9-11:30 a.m. and 1-3 p.m.
Wednesday, November 4
•Farmington
First National Bank
9-11 a.m.
*Coldwater
Church of Christ
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Thursday, November 5
'Canton
Hilltop Kash Market
9-11 a.m.
•Aurora
Sowell's Wee Mart
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Friday, November 6
*Murray
Douglas Center
10-12 noon
•Stella
Stella Grocery
1-3 p.m.
Tuesday, November 10
•Murray
Ellis Center
9-11 a.m.
•Almo
Restaurant
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Wednesday, November 11
'Lynn Grove
Crawford's Service Station
9-11 a.m.
•Kirksey
United Methodist Church
12:30-2:30 p.m.

- -Thursday, November 12
•Dresden
Court Square
9-11 a.m.
•Palmersville
Branch of Weakley County Bank
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Tuesday, November 17
•Dexter
Senior Citizens Center
9-11 a.m.
'Hard in
State Parking Lot
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Wednesday, November 18
•Symsonia
Liberty Savings Bank
9-11 a.m.
•Fairdealing
Old School Yard
12:30-2:30 p.m.

r -1.misstmrsikaminia

0

00--i

Thursday, Nsvember 19
*Como
Super Saver
9-11 a.m.
*Cottage Grove
Security Bank
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Friday, November 20
'New Concord
Across from Bob and Nancy's
Grocery
9 11 a.m.
*Cherry Corner
Good Shepherd Methodist
Church
12 30 2:30 p.m.
Tuesday, November 24
*Murray
Court Square
9-11:30 a.m. and 1-3 p.m.

Miracle Moments
Prepared Childbirth Class
The class prepares expectant parents for labor and delivery
To register for the four weekly classes, call (502) 753 5131, ex
tension 144 or 753-6821. This month, be sure and bring your
pillows the first night of class. The classes will meet
Wednesdays, November 4, 11, 18 and 25 from 7-9:30 in the
hospital's third floor education unit.
Cesarean Birth Class
This class prepares parents for Cesarean birth, whether an
tic ipated or unexpected. The class will meet Monday. November
30 at 7 p.m. in the hospital's third floor education unit. To
register, call (502) 753-5131, extension 144 or 753 6821
Miracle Moments Maternity ['nit Tour
Even if you are not involved in the classes, you are still invited
to come to the hospital and tour the area where your baby will
be delivered. Nancy Orr, R.N., perinatal education coordinator,
will be your tour guide and will answer any questions you have
as your tour the labor, delivery, nursery and maternity areas
To schedule a tour, call Nancy Orr at (502) 753-5131, extension
144 or 753-6821.
Sibling Class
The one-session class introduces expectant brothers and sisters
to the idea of having a new baby brother or sister at home. They
will explore their feelings about a new baby and see babies in
the hospital's nursery. To register, call (502) 753 5131, extension
144 or 753-6821.
Breastfeeding Class
This class is scheduled upon demand. Please call and request
a class date and information. Then, watch for the calendar in
the Murray Ledger and Times for the class date. For informa
tion, call (502) 753 5131, extension 144.
Parenting Class
This two-session class is designed to help new parents make the
transition from pregnacy to parenthood. The next class will be
held on request. For information, call (502) 753-5131, extension
144.
Post-Partum Exercise Class
Get back to your former shape with exercises specifically
designed for the muscles involved in childbirth. To set up an
individual appointment, call the hospital's chief physical
therapist, Tressa Heltsley at (502) 753 5131, extension 144
Refresher Class
A two-session brush up class for parents who have attended
previous prepared childbirth classes. The class reviews hospital
routines and new birthing options. The class is scheduled for
Monday, November 9 and 16 at 7 p.m. at the hospital.
Miracle Moments Newsletter
If you would like to receive a free copy of our newsletter dur
ing your pregnacy, call (502) 753-513), ext. 144. Each issue has
suggested reading, helpful tips, medical and nutrition infotma
tion for each stage of your pregnacy.

Cominunity Events
Fresh Start Smoking Cessation Class
Learn how to stop smoking with the techniques taught in this
three session class scheduled in obs6rvance of the Great
American Smokeout for Monday, Nov 16, Wednesday,
Nov 18
and Monday, Nov. 23 from 5.30 p.m to 7 p.m in the
Murray
Calloway County Hospital Board Room (at the new entrance
on Poplar Street). There is no charge for the class and it is spon
sored by the hospital and the American Cancer Society.
To
register, call Kathie Pierce at (502) 753 5131, extension 144.

Support Groups
Alzheimer's Support Group
Those interested in Alzheimer's Disease will meet for an educa
tional program and 2nd Anniversary Celebration on Tuesday,
November 10. The support group will meet for group discussion
on Tuesday, November 24. Both meetings begin at 4:30 p m. in
the Board Room of Murray Calloway County Hospital. For more
information, call Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W., at the hospital (502)
753-5131, extension 199.
Laryngectomee Support Group
Larynegectomy patients and their families are invited to
attend
a meeting Friday, Novemer 13 at 4 p.m. in the board room
of
Murray Calloway County Hospital. This support group
meets
the second Friday of each month to share ideas,
information
and encouragement of new larynegectomees and their
spouses.

MURRAY
CALI,OWAY
COUNfY
HOSITEAL
4/11

803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071-2432
(502) 753-5131
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Homecoming '87

MSU plans 'trick or treat' weekend
Horsin' around

i Special honors
Five inductees set
for MSU Hall of Fame

1Racer I, Kimmel
ready for Saturday
See page 14

A special section of
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Anniversary
Sale
Your choice of our
sweater or skirt.

14.99
Rog. 17.99 ancl$22. Misses !Night

acrylic and nylon sweater is knnkle
spun and features long sleeves and
oversized Silhouette In brwghts and
pastels for sizes S M L

Homecoming 137 Section

Trick or treat
Homecoming '87 falls on
'favorite campus holiday'
Dunker, the Murray State
Another "treat" of the weekend
University mascot, won't be the
will be the return of Jackie Hays.
only person in costume when '79, to Murray State as grand
students, alumni and friends of
marshal of the Homecoming
the school gather for the 55th anparade. A radio-TV graduate of
nual Homecoming weekend on
MSU. Miss Hays is an anchorFriday and Saturday, Oct. 30-31.
woman for KYW.an NBC affiliate
'It's a 'Trick or Treat' in Philadelphia, Penn.
Homecoming" will be the theme
In addition to the parade and
for the traditional fall get. the football game,an assortment
together. which coincides with
of the usual Homecoming
Halloween
weekend. Its' festivities are planned — parties.
Galloway, chairman of the
dances, reunions, open houses.
Homecoming committee, said
good food, receptions, a baseball
special plans have been made so game, a distance run and both
that the festivities associated with
golf and tennis competitions.
the two events will complement
Although Homecoming Day is
each other.
officially Saturday, Oct. 31 — with
"We're really excited about this
much of the attention focused on
theme, because Halloween the 9:30 a.m. parade and the 2
always seems to be a favorite
p.m. football game with Ohio
campus
holiday."
Valley
she
Conference
rival
commented.
Morehead State — Homecoming
In the spirit of the dual celebra- Eve on Friday offers a variety of
tion, the Student Alumni Associa- fun-filled activities as well.
tion (SAA will give filled trick or
Competition in both the 18th antreat bags to the first 200 children
nual Homecoming Golf Tournawho come in costume to the foot(('ont'd on page 4)
ball game.

Johnny collar
sweater.

Only 17.99
Brighten your fall with our subtly
spirited sweater by Gearing Up With
distinctive features like phony collar,
patch pockets and shaker knit Of
10000aCrylic in assorted colors

400/s to 60% off

Sale 3.99 to 9.99
orig to 16 to '30
Citation " )ewelry Choose from
necklaces. bracelets and earring;
new fall colors

II

11/rest 1

JCPenney
Chastnut Hills Shopping Cantor
Murray, Ky. 42071
Officts Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phona 1-100-2224161

Racer 1 makes his way through the homecoming parade during
festivities last year. A full slate of activities are scheduled at Murray
State for Homecoming '87, set for Friday and Saturday.

About the cover
Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9 to 9
Sun. 12:30 to 5:30

Willie, one of Ledger & Times photographer David Tuck's pet cats,
poses next to a Wilson TD football in anticipation of Homecoming '87
festivities at Murray State University. A can of herring behind the
football had to be used as a bribe to persuade the normally-calm cat
to stay in the picture.
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Prices Good thru Oct. 31st
Hwy 641 North
Mon-Sat 9-9; Sun 12-6
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EntaThwHowl
Halloween Mask
•choose from
A verde assortment
•No I 1.10
LOW PRICE
EVERY DAY

MEIM Mars
Snack She Candy Bars
ol Snicken,
' Pound •Chooce
•
1.11,lky Way or 3 Musketeers
•Inckv.duatly wrapped

EVERY DAY
LOW PRICE

2.7

Pack

Plastic Pumpkins
ay or 10 IncheS
parties
•Pertect101
k or T wal.nq
UT
71W/080
•No,

LOW PRICE
EVERY DAY

LOW PRICE
EVERY DAY

Childs losloms Costume
Irnm
*Many characters to choose

0-lame retardant•Size,, 4

Girls Leotard
&.Tights Combo
the perfect set for
Halloween Costumes
All nylon Sizes S-M-1
LOW PRICE EVERY DAY

Vinyl Costar.,

ChM*,
cnaracter,
•A wide selecuon 01 txtonlar
mask included
lo choose horn •F ull lace
2108
•Sizes
retarded
lame
•F

%low Smart Pack Batteries
Sizeg D and C 6-pack
Reg. 4.67 Salo 3.97
Size AA fl-pack
Rog. 4.36
Salo 3.76

7.96

Eveready Economy

Plush Ear Sets

Flashlight with

'old Separately
LOW PRICE EVERY DAY

Batteries

3.86

•2 Yr Warranty
•t_ ofetime Switch
Warranty
•3251W8
•Asstd Color,
Meg. 2.04

sew

1.84

Adult
Costumes
•Many characters to
choose from
•One size fits all

Reg. 14.93

LOW PINCE
EVERY DAV
Each
Supor String
•F •tra Mick super string party
decoralron •Shoots 10 feet
•Nci lOt

3/1200 Reg.
024
Cream Make-Up
•Seyerai colors to choose from

•Sale non io.,c •Washes oil easily
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Trick or treat...
(Cont'd from page :?)
ment at the MSU Foundation's
Frances E. Miller Memorial Golf
Course and the 12th annual
Homecoming Tennis Tournament
on the University Tennis Courts is
scheduled to begin Friday
morning.
Tee times available for the golf
tournament are from 8 to 10 a.m.
and 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. Golfers
may reserve tee times, form their
own foursomes and/or reserve
golf carts by calling the course at
(502) 762-2238. Private carts will
be permitted for the tournament.
A minimum contribution of $20
per player to support the Murray
State golf team must be received
by Friday, Oct. 16, to guarantee
a tee time. Reservations should
be sent to Miller Memorial Golf
Course, Route 6, Box 347A, Murray, Ky., 42071.
Divisions in the tennis tournament include men's class A
singles and doubles; class B
singles and doubles; and age 50
and over singles. Participants are
limited to entering two events.

Homecoming '87
Adolph Schuman
FOR Lilli Ann

An entry fee of $20 minimum will begin at 6 p.m. in the Ohio
per player to support the Murray Room of the Curris Center,
State tennis program is required. featuring speakers Cols. Bill and
Reservations for the contest are Barbara Wilder of the U.S. Air
due Friday. Oct. 16 and may be Force. Information may be obmade by contacting Bennie tained by calling Ann Ingle at
Purcell at ( 502 1 762-6124.
(502) 753-5131, ext. 133 or 753-5465.
The fifth annual "Run for the
The reunion of the S.I.A.A.
Racers" three-mile course is Champion 1937 football team is
scheduled at 5:30 p.m. Friday at scheduled at 6 p.m. in the Curris
the Carr Health Building. Center. Reservations and inforDeadline for entries is Wednes- mation may be obtained from the
day. Oct. 28, with a $5 fee per MSU Alumni Office, 5021
runner.
762-3737.
Prizes will be awarded by age
The sixth annual College of
group and each entrant will Business and Public Affairs
receive a tee-shirt. Additional in- Homecoming banquet is schedulformation may be obtained by ed at 6:30 p.m. in the Curris
calling the Campus Recreation Center ballroom. Reservations
Office, ( 502) 762-6791.
are $9 per person and information
Several banquets and reunions is available by calling 502 1
of alumni are also scheduled on 762-4181.
Friday.
Alumni of the Department of
A biology alumni get-together Home Economics will have a reuat 2 p.m. at the Hancock nion dinner from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Biological Station will include in the Mississippi Room of the
various activities and a barbeque Curris Center. Cost is $9 per perdinner. Reservations are $5 per son for the meal and reservations
person or $10 per family and may
may be made by calling (502)
be made by calling 502) 762-2786. 762-3387.
A banquet for nursing alumni
The Department of Agriculture
alumni banquet will begin at 6:30
p.m. in the Curris Center's small
ballroom. Reservations, which

are $9 per person, are available
by calling ( 502 1 762-3327
Friday's activities will be capped with the seventh 'annual
"Golden Memones" Dance. from
9 p.m. until midnight in the Curris Center ballroom. Sponsored by
the Department of Music, the
dance features alumni musicians
and benefits the music scholarship fund.
Tickets for the event cost $5
each. Additional information may
be obtained by calling 5021
762-6339.
Homecoming Day will begin
with a College of Education reunion breakfast from S to 9:30 a.m.
at Murray Middle School. Cost is
$3.50 for adults and $1 for children
wider 12. Information is available
by calling (502) 762-3817.
The Homecoming Parade will
begin at 9:30 a.m. downtown and
proceed down Main Street to the
campus. The parade will be
televised live via Murray Cablevision, Channel 34, and MSU will
provide access to large screen
viewing in The Stables on the first
floor of the Curtis Center.
Baseball team alumni will suit
up at 10:15 a.m. for the annual Old
Timer's Game at Reagan Field.

The contest pits the current squad
against former 'Breds players
A five-year tliadition of
recognizing members of the
university's decade classes — '37,
'47, '57, '67 and '77 — will be
observed at the Homecoming
smorgasbord. scheduled from 11
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on Saturday in
the Curris Center ballroom. Reunion classes will have special
tables, according to Donna Herndon, director of alumni affairs at
Murray State. Cost for the meal
is $8.50 per person.
In conjunction with the
smorgasbord, the SAA will sponsor a "Hotdogger-Cartoon Pest"
for children in the Curris Center
Theater. The youngsters may enjoy hot dogs, soft drinks and a
program of animated favorites
for $2.
Reservations for both events
may be secured through the
Alumni Office, telephone (502)
762-3737.
The College of Industry and
Technology will host its third annual pregame picnic at 12:30 p.m.
on the north side of Stewart
Stadium. The event is for alumni
(('ont'd on page 5)

THE

MADEMOISELLE
Downtown

SHflP

If you get the SHIVERS
We can keep you warm!
Many sizes
of Electric
Heaters in
stock at
great prices.

Wood
Stoves
Kerosene
Heaters
Large
Assortment of
Stove Pipes and
Stove Rounds
in stock.

as low as

$7995

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.

Your West Kentucky Heating Headquarters
Hours: 7:30-6 Mon.-Friday; 7:30-5 Sat.
Murray

753-4110 or 753-2571
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Looking back
Decade graduates recall college life at MSU
Decade classes of Murray
State University from 1927, '37.
'47, '57, '67, and '77 will be
honored during homecoming
activities this weekend at
Stewart Stadium, but things
will look different on campus
when they return.
Ten Fears Ago
The addition of the Curris
Center stands out as one of the
dominant changes on campus,
MSU Class of 1977 member Gail
Cornelison said.
"The addition of the student
center is the biggest change

Treat...
(Conf'd from page 4)
of the college and their guests.
Pregame ceremonies at the
football game will focus on the
crowning of the 1987 Homecoming
Queen at 1:45 p.m. Postgame
events include:
— The annual Oakhurst reception, hosted by President Kala M.
Stroup and her husband Joe. All
alumni,friends and supporters of

I've noticed," Cornelison said.
"There are more student activities on campus now, too."
Even so, despite the addition
of the Curris Center and a
number of sorority houses near
the campus In the 10 years
since she graduated. Cornelison, director of social work
services at Murray Calloway
County Hospital and wife of
Farm Bureau Insurance agent
Bob Cornelison, also an MSU
alumnus, Gail sees some things
about college life here in Murray that haven't changed.
MSU are invited to stop by the
president's residence at 1510 W.
Main St. following the game.
— The Department of Physics
Homecoming reception at the
Kentucky National Guard Armory on College Farm Road.
Reservations may be made by
calling Dr. Robert Etherton at
(502) 762-2993.
— Freaker's Ball, sponsored by
the Residence Hall Association, at
9 p.m. in the dance lounge of the
Curris Center.

"it's like the oldsaying goes:
The more things changer, the
more they stay the same,"
Cornelison said. "When Bob
and I go back to the 1Sigma
Chi ) fraternity house, we may
not know the faces, but the kids
are still doing the same things
we did when we were in
school."
Still, homecoming at Murray
State is a special time for the
Cknielisons.
"I've never missed one yet,"
she said. "College was a very
special time in my life — there
would have to be a specific
obstacle in the way to keep me
from coming back to
homecoming."
Alghough Stan Key received
his undergraduate degree from
the University of Kentucky
where he played basketball
under the tutelage of The
Baron, Adolph Rupp, Key
received his master's degree
from Murray State University
in 1977.
Today, he's the coordinator
of the continuing education pro-

gram at MSU, and he sees the
didn't have the technology, as
Curris Center as a focal point
is the case with computers."
for the entire campus.
Rose also noted that the
"The student center has had
university went though a
a tremendous influence on stuchange of direction away from
dent life," Key said. "It is
its original mission of teacher
something the students can
education; now, however, a
take real pride in — the Curris
predicted shortage of teachers
*Center has been a tremendous
is swinging the pendulum the
addition to the campus."
other way.
Twenty Fears Ago
"We went through a change
Calloway County School
in the '70s, but now we're comDistrict Superintendent Dr.
ing back to greater emphasis
Jack Rose is also the recipient
on teacher education," Rose
of a master's degree from Mursaid.
ray State University. Rose
Still, diversity of programmearned the degree in 1967, and
ing and the ability to keep up
he has seen substantial growth
with changing needs of industry
at the universityAsince he atare keys to Murray State's suetended classes there as a ._ ^tess as a regional university.
student. '
"The Industry and
"When I --stilled, student
Technology program is a good
enrollment was in the 3,000's.
indicator of the changes made
When I finished, there were
to keep up with the times,"
7,000-plus students," Rose
Rose said. "The university is
recalled.
important in that it serves the
"There has also been a diverfar western part of Kentucky.
sification of programs — there
and it has to serve the inare academic programs
dustries of the region as well as
available now that didn't exist
(Cont'd on page 6)
even 10 years ago because we
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"PRIVATE SCREENINGS"
THE WORLD PREMIERE
OF FALL FASHION

SAVE

20% TO 500,

THROUGHOUT THE STORE
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AO.

THE ULTIMATE
SHOPPING EXPERIENCE!
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753-2472
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Decade...
teont'd from page ,5)
the students."
Rose said homecoming at
MK' gives him a chance to
renew old friendships with colleagues from his areas of study.

A mathematics and chemistry
double major, Rose said most
of his friends at school were
associated in one way or
another with those programs.
"I used to know more math

and chemistry students — I
didn't know that many
business, journalism or history
students.
"We weren't as big as the
school is now. and I think we

A
Aloft

were closer-knit back then,"
Rose remembered.
Thirty Years.4go
MSC Dean of Industry and
Technology Dr. Ken Winters
has also seen substantial

b.
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"It's a Trick or Treat Homecoming". . . .We've
got lots of TREATS in store for you this Homecoming with a large selection of boots, pumps, and
flats
°

°he
shoe
tree

Special Savings

10.00

off selected group
of casual shoes

Southside Manor
Murray, KY

growth at the university since
he graduated from MSU in 1957.
And, like Rose, Winters said
the university.: has shown .a
tendency toward offering an increasingly comprehensive
catalog of courses.
"At the time when I went to
school, Murray State was
predominantly a teacher
education school." Winters
said. "We've seen a movement
toward more comprehensive
courses, and we've seeing major changes in internal programs as technology changes
in the work place."
Homecoming. Winters said,
is a fine chance for graduates of
Murray State to return and see
the progress made at the
university.
"I always look forward to
having the alumi back to show
them what we've accomplished," Winters said. "This is an
outstanding opportunity to see
what changes have been made
at their alma mater."
MSU Department of Health
and Physical Education chairman Dr. Chad Stewart. also a
1957 graduate, says some
aspects of college life at Murray State have not changed
much in the past 30 years.
"We're larger now, we have
more students and the physical
facilities are better, but I think
some things haven't changed,"
Stewart noted. "Murray State
is still a student-centered
university — the faculty cares
about the students, and the
students care about each other.
This is a close-knit school."
As a varsity football player,
Stewart was unable to participate in many of the
homecoming activities. Football players at MSU are told
that such festivities is for returning alumni: the players must
concentrate on the game
without being distracted by outside events,
"At homecoming. I was trying to play football," Stewart, a
former offensive and defensive
halfback, related, "so I didn't
know what activities were going on."
Today, however, he looks forward to homecoming because
he gets to see so many old
acquaintances.
"We have the Hall of Fame
inductees, and I look forward to
that — those friendships are
pretty lasting, when you spend
that much time together. And
since my dad (long-time MSU
football coach Roy Stewart, for
whom the stadium was named)
was on the faculty, I know people from his time and from my
time — homecoming is always
a lot of fun," he said.
Forty Years Ago
Fay Nell Flora, now the
(Cont'd on page 7)
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Decade...
(Cont'd from page 61

Jackie Hays
Parade Grand Varshal

MSU graduate Hays
'87 Grand Marshall
News anchor Jackie Hays, a
1979 radio-TV graduate of Murray State University, will serve
as Grand Marshal of the 1987
Homecoming Parade on Saturday, Oct. 31.
"We believe Jackie's return to
Murray State fits in with our
Homecoming theme ("It's a
Trick or Treat Homecoming")
because it will be a real treat to
have her home with us," Itsy
Galloway, homecoming chairman, said.
Ms. hays will lead the annual
procession on Main Street from
downtown Murray to the campus beginning at 9:30 a.m.
A 1975 graduate of Henry
County High School in Paris,
Tenn., Ms,Hays received a
special scholarship from MSU
President Constantine W. Curris based on her academic performance and leadership ability at HCHS.
The radio-TV major worked as
an intern at WPSD-TV 6 in
Paducah during her junior and
senior years and anchored the
station's weekend broadcast
her last semester at MSU. She
was named Outstanding Senior
Radio and Television and
graduated summa cum laude.

She went to work at Channel 6
full-time after graduation, serving as a field reporter and anchoring early and late
newscasts. In 1980, she was
hired as a field reporter by
WHAS-TV in Louisville, and
after a year there started anchoring the 6 and 11 p.m.
newscasts.
Ms.Hays joined the
"Eyewitness News",,team at
KYW-TV in Philadelphia. Pa.,
the nation's fourth largest TV
Market, in March 1985. She
divides her time between the
anchor desk and field reporting
at the NBC affiliate
(Cont'd on page 8)

assistant registrar at MSU,
remembers the campus as being a more closely-knit community in 1947.
"It was like a small community her," Flora said. "As I
recall, we hat fewer than 500
students during World War II,
but when the war was over, the
veterans returned and the
enrollment increased to around
2,500."
Of course, the campus has
shown considerable change
during the intervening years.
Structures like the Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Roy Stewart
Stadium. the Curris Center and
the Waterfield Library were
not to appear until much later.
"We've grown and changed a
lot," Flora observed. "Since we
were a smaller school, the
students who lived in the dorms
were a closer community than
they are now. There were only
two dorms: a boys dorm and a
girls dorm.
"We didn't have many
sororities, either, but we had
"The Hut," located at 15th and
Olive. "That was the place to
hang out."
Some things, she said, are
still the same at MSU, however.
"We still pride ourselves that
we take a personal interest in
the students — that's what is attractive to parents. We think
this is a pretty special place."
Fifty Years Ago
When Murray City Councilman L.D. Miller went to
school at Murray State in 1937,
students performed many of
the campus duties now handled
by university staffers.
"The students did most of the
work on campus at 10 cents an
hour back then," Miller said.
"They swept the floors, fired
the boiler, did all the plumbing,
with Mr. Verge Hoffman in
charge of all the maintenance
and operations at the steam
plant."
He said he was no stranger to
a broom himself.
"I swept the floors in the
liberal arts building for room
and board at 10 cents an hour,"
h said.
homecoming at Murray

State was a big event even in
the 1930s. Miller recalls. One
highlight in those days was the
big Friday night bonfire before
the game on Saturday.
"We'd gather all the old
books, boards and some leaves
and have a bonfire,- Miller
said.
"The students were closer
ithen," he added. "I knew all of
them."
As an indication of how times
have changed, filler
ie
said he
registered for cl sses at Murray State when
-graduated
from high school in summer of
1933. His tuition was $5.
"In the fall of 1933, they had a
big price increase — tuition
went up to $10," he said, "and
$1,700 a year was a good salary
for a teacher in those days."
Miller said he had 110
classmates' in his graduating
class 01 1937, and 50 of them
returned for a reunion at
graduation this spring.
And, contrasted with today's
crowded parking situation on
campus. Miller said there was
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only one car on campus when
he wa in school: a new Pontiac
owned by the leader of a dance
band.
"His name was Finis Lee
Cannon, and he had 'Finis Lee
Cannon and his Ten Cannonballs'.painted on the side of his
trailer. He used to play dances
all over the area, but I don't
think— he ever graduated,"
Miller remembered.
Retired Calloway County
Schools teacher Carmen Parks
recalled compulsory
assemblies at Lovett
Auditorium. If students missed
more than three days, they had
to explain their absence to their
advisors.
"The seats were numbered,"
Parks said, "and if your
number was showing, they
marked you as being absent,
even if you were seated
somewhere else. That's where
they made the announcements.
They always began with an invocation, and as a rule, the
president. Dr. Rainey Wells.
presided."

. . Looking for that special
11017R:coining outfit? Let
Dot-Mac help you select the
fashions just right for you.

06pOn-e4e,
Dixieland Shopping Center

-54

"We're More
Than Just A
Friendly
Gasoline
Station"
LET US:
*Change Oil, Filter and Lube
•Tune-Up and Winterize Your Car

WE SELL:

AALLOWEEN
FRIGHTFULLY FANTASTIC
Movies $1 00 Fri., Sat. & Sun.
Halloween Weekend
Rent 5 or more, Keep tii Monday
Say "Trick or Treat" and
we'll give you a FREE
bap of popcorn!

11§howtime

MOVIES

Dixieland Center

MONDAY, GCTOBER 26, 1987

753-7731

•Centennial Tires •Atlas Batteries
'Auto Accessories — Wiper Blades
Antifreeze and Additives
- Full and Self-Serve Gasoline

WEST MAIN CHEVRON
1417 Main St.

753-2593
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Kids not overlooked at MSU homecoming
The fact that Murray State
University's 64th annual
Homecoming celebration coincides with Halloween this year
will add to the fun that alumni
and their kids can have during
the traditional fall weekend.
MSU's Student Government
Association (SGA), Student
Alumni Association (SAA ) and
city and county officials have
"scared up" some special treats
to make Halloween Homecoming '87 enjoyable for
children.
Trick or Treat Night in the city
and county is scheduled from 5 to
7 p.m. on Friday, Oct.30. The
schedule accommodates community parents who plan to take
part in Homecoming Night
festivities.
Youngsters may want to don
their costumes again on Satur-

day morning for the Homecoming parade. which will feature a
princess riding in a pumpkin
coach, plenty of clowns and the
Racers' beloved mascot.
Dunker.
A "Hotdogger Cartoon Fest,"
sponsored by SAA. is planned
during the Homecoming
smorgasbord in the Curris
Center Theater. Hot dogs, soft

drinks and a program of
animated favorites will provide
an entertaining alternative for
the younger set. Supervision will
be provided by SAA members
and a prize will be awarded for
the best costume.
The first 200 costumed kids to
walk through the gates at Roy
Stewart Stadium for the
Homecoming football game will

receive a filled "trick or treat"
bag, compliments of SAA and
Murray area merchants and individuals. The bag will include a
list of donors, according to Donna Herndon, director of alumni
affairs.
We want the weekend to be
enjoyable for everyone," Mrs.
Herndon noted,' and we believe
the added treats will help alumni

and their children participate in
both celebrations."
Anyone wishing to contribute
to the -trick or treat" bags
should call the MSU Alumni Office at 1502) 762-3737, she added.
Additional information about
events related to "It's a 'Trick or
Treat' Homecoming" may also
be obtained by calling the alumni
office.

Smorgasbord to boast a tempting menu
The Food Services staff at
Murray State University will be
stirring up a tempting menu for
the annual Homecoming
Smorgasbord on Saturday, Oct.
31. part of "It's a 'Trick or
Treat' Homecoming"
festivities.
Scheduled from 11 a.m. to

514 main Faye's

753-7743

New Arrivals:
*Mesh Jerseys *Sweatshirts
•Warmups (Embroidery name included)
*Jackets (Embroidery name included)
School, Fashion, Corduroy, Wool

Now Taking Christmas Orders!

ENGLISH SOLE
eon the square*
MURRAY
Ladies' updated
Traditional
Clothing

12:30 p.m. in the ballroom of
the Curris Center, the
smorgasbord has become one
of the most popular Homecoming gatherings on the campus.
Tickets are $8.50 per person.
Special tables will reserved
for graduates who are
celebrating their decade anniversaries - '47, '57, '67 and '77.
The classes of 1927 and 1937 will
be special guests of the MSU
Emeritus Club at the luncheon
and seated with others who
have celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of their graduation.
In conjunction with the
smorgasbord, the Student
Alumni Association (SAM will

Hays...
((onf'd from page 7)
The newscaster will join a new
team in April when she moves
back to Louisville to serve as
co-anchor at WAVE-TV.
An award-winning journalist,
Ms. Hays received a Dartmouth Award for Economic
Understanding 1984 for a fivepart report on medical costs,
and was nominated for an Em my award in 1986 for a five-part
series on women's prisons during which time she spent two
weeks in a women's prison in
• New Jersey.
Currently on Maternity leave

Handbags, Beltstrips & Buckles, Lace
Belts, Sportswear, Dresses, Suits..

ed by SAA members. "Hotdogger" tickets are U.
Reservations may be made
by calling the Office of Alumni
Affairs at 15021 762-3737.
Smorgasbord tickets will also
be available at the door.

Archaeologists to reunite
The staff of the Archaeology
Laboratory at Murray State
University will host an open
house in conjunction with "It's
a 'Trick or Treat' Homecoming" from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 31, on the third
floor of Ordway Hall.
from KYW, MS. Hays and her
husband, Paul Bickel of
Louisville, celebrated the birth
of their first child, Katie, on
Sept.19.
"We're really looking forward
to coming home and being with
everyone," Ms-Hays said.
The daughter of Jack and Bettie Hays of Paris, Ms. Hays is
one of four children, all of
whom have attended Murray
State, Her older sister, Debbie
Hays Doster of McKenzie,
Tenn., graduated in 1978, and
her brother Reed of Paris went
to Murray for two years. Her
youngest brother. Toth is a
sophomore at MSU and serves
as a resident adviser in Richfond Hall.
414,
•
.1

.:4011

Pam Schenian. staff archaeologist in the Department
of Sociology, Anthropology and
Social Work at Murray State,
said the open house has been
planned to familiarize people
with the services offered
through the lab.
Visitors to the open house
may examine curriculum
materials about archaeology
geared for elementary, middle
and high school students, and
see a demonstration of the Archaeology Search excavation
simulation computer program.
Ms. Schenian noted that
laboratory personnel are
available to work with local
schools and scout troops, and
also provide cultural resource
management studies for
businesses.
Additional information about
the open house and the services
offered through MSU's archaeological laboratory may be
obtained by calling Ms. Schinian at (502) 762-3054.
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We Treat You Right in Murray
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*Frank Borenstein
*Significance
*Maine Bay
*Maggie Breen
*Geiger of Austria

sponsor a "Hotdogger Cartoon
Fest" in the Curris Center
Theater, located near the
ballroom. Youngsters may
watch cartoons while enjoying
a light meal of hot dogs, potato
chips and soft drinks, supervis-

1T'S A TRICK OR MEAT HOMECOMING!
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Racers searching for
OVC homecoming win
By CL4 I NALBEK
Sports Editor
When Murray State beat
Liberty University 34-12 two
weeks ago, it seemed like just
another nonconference win.
But to the Racers, it was a step
in the right direction to getting
back into the always-tough
Ohio ‘'alley Conference race.
The Racers entered the game
with a 2-3 record and threegame losing streak, the big loss
coming at the hands of perennial power Eastern Kentucky.
But Murray's offense and
defense played well, knowing
that Eastern had been upset
17-16 by Middle Tennessee
State University.
Now, the conference race is
wide open and MSU figures to
be in the hunt until the very end
— providing it wins Saturday's
homecoming against Morehead
State, one of only two home conference games on the Racers'
schedule.
Morehead State appears to be
a break in the Racers' tough
schedule as they follow with a
trip to Youngstown State and
the all-important visit to Middle Terinesse Nov. 14. But firstyear head coach Mike Mahoney
is by no means taking the

Eagles lightly.
"You never know. They
might all decide at once that
they're going to play their best
on any given Saturday,"
Mahoney said. "They can win
at any time."
Something that isn't concerning Mahoney is the distraction
that can come with homecoming. He plans on keeping his
players away from that.
"We're too busy to let that get
to us." he said. "One good thing
about homecoming is that a lot
of people will be there only for
this game. I try to impress that
on the kids. This is the impression the people will have of the
football program and of them."
Thus far, the impression the
Racers have left is one of inconsistency. but Mahoney believes
that's turning around after the
Liberty game.
"Consistency is still the thing
with us," Mahoney says. "The
offense has played well the last
two games, and the defense
played well the last game."
Morehead, on the other hand,
has taken its lumps. While the
Racers were getting things
back in order, Morehead was

MSI'safety kirk Brunson scampered for yardage on an interception return
during last year's homecoming
game with Tennessee Tech.
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Carley and Chris
had a tough time
choosing the right
shoes from our
great selections of
children's shoes,
tennis shoes &
boots.
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now to make
tracks to this year's
Homecoming in
style from
Footprints.
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Racers...
(Cont'd from page 9)
opening its OVC schedule with
a 52-14 pounding at the hands of
Tennessee Tech.
The Eagles have 58 freshmen
suiting up. And while the
Racers certainly have experience, their biggest weapon,
offensively, has been a
sophomore quarterback and a
bevy of running backs.
Michael Proctor is coming into his own as the Racer signalcaller. The Sylvester, Ga.,
native racked up 268 yards
against Liberty and will be
looking to riddle the Eagle's unpredictable defense..
Senior Willie Cannon has

MONDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1987

become MSC's all-time
touchdown leader this season.
He is getting strong support
from freshman Michael Davis,
senior Bill Bird and junior
Rodney Payne who is chasing
Cannon's mark.
The Racers' wide tackle six
defense will be looking to stop a
varied Morehead attack, according to Mahoney. Thus far,
linebackers Jon Tharpe, Willie
Prather and Tony Clark have
led the defense combining for
193 tackles as of the Liberty
game.
Defensive back Tim Broady
leads the team in interceptions
with three.
Mahoney figures Broady and
the rest of the MSI: secondary

, We cover
everything but
fumbles!
For all your insurance needs.
Stop by or call

Y,.

40.
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HOLTON, MEITGIN & HAVERSTOCK
Insurance Agency
206 Main

753 3415
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will play a key role against
Ntorehead's strong passing
attack.
They will put the ball in the
air," the first-year coach said.
"They have a freshman
quarterback 'Chris Swartz
who threw something like 66
times against Tech MSC's opponent last weekendi."
Schwartz's attempts set a
new OW record, but the
Racers figure to throw as well.
Tech picked up 631 total yards
against Morehead.
While work will keep the
Racers away from Homecoming's hd.opla, Mahoney says he
will have time to welcome the
alumni Friday.
"I think that's part of the
job," Mahoney said. "A lot of
them will only be here once and
they certainly have a right to
get to know our program. It's
their team too."
The Racers cruised to a 45-11
win at Morehead last year and,
coupled with the Eagles' inexperience, Mahoney is hoping
for the same. But he's not taking it for granted.
"They worry me," he said.
"Everyone worries me. Each
week is a different battle and
you have to be prepared for
every game."

Racer quarterback Michael Proctor will be looking for targets Saturday when the Racers host Morehead State University.

'JWJ#L
\ \,
We would like to congratulate the
Murray State Racers on their success so far this season and wish
them continued success against
Morehead this Homecoming. Let's
make this another great year
together.

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
401 Olive Street

753-5312
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'87 queen candidates
announced at MSU
One of six finalists will _ be
crowned as the 1987 Homecoming Queen at Murray State
University in pregame,
ceremonies Saturday. Oct. 31, in
Roy Stewart Stadium.
Chosen from among 43 candidates nominated by campus
organizations, the finalists are
Karen Caruthers, Paducah
senior; Susan Dickinson. Elkton
senior; Valerie Fister. Memphis,
Tenn.. senior; Peggy Hofmann,

Louisville senior; Lisa Jackson,
Paducah senior; and Stephanie
Stephens, Marion, Ill., junior.
The winner, to be selected by a
vote of the student body Thursday. Oct. 29, will be announced
and crowned in ceremonies
beginning at 1:45 p.m. before the
2 p.m. kickoff of the football
game between the Racers and
Morehead State University.
(Cont'd on page 12)
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Look your best
. tor Homecoming
with the perfect cut.
curl or perm
hi Kut
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One of these six finalists will be the 1987
Homec
ed Saturday, Oct. 31, in ceremonies to begin oming Queen at Murray State University. She will be crownat 1:45 p.m. prior to the football game
betwee
Morehead State University. Shown are
(from left, front) Peggy Hollmazui. Louisvi n the Racers and
Fister, Memphis, Tenn., senior; and Karen
lle senior; Valerie
Marion, Ill., junior; Susan Dickinson. Elkton Caruthers, Paducah senior; and (back) Stephanie Stephens,
senior; and Lisa Jackson, Paducah senior.
Queen is selected by vote of the student body.
The Homecoming
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to become the finest university in the state.
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Candidates...
(Cont'd from page 11)
All of the finalists will ride in
the traditional Homecoming
parade through Murray at 9:30
a.m. Saturday. The parade and
game are among the highlights
of the 55th annual Homecoming
Oct. 30-31, which is focused on an
"It's a 'Trick or Treat'
Homecoming" theme.
Miss Caruthers, an accounting
major, is sponsored by Sigma
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Sigma Sigma social sorority. She
is the 21-year-old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John D. Caruthers.
Her campus activities include
president of Tri Sigma, MSU varsity cheerleader and little sister
of Pi Kappa Alpha social fraternity. She is a member of the Accounting Society, Student Alumni Association, Order of Omega
greek honor society and Alpha
Chi honor society. She has been
named to the dean's list and the

Murray
State
University
College of
Education

Alumni
Homecoming Breakfast
Saturday Morning
October 31st, 8:00 a.m.
Murray Middle School
Come eat, visit with old friends and watch the
Homecoming Parade from the front lawnl
For Information/Reservations
Call (502) 762-3817
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Outstanding Young Women of
America.
Miss Dickinson represents
Alpha Gamma Delta social
sorority as a candidate. A
marketing major, she is the
21-year-old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs Richard Dickinson Jr.
A varsity cheerleader for four
years, she is social chairman and
All-Campus Sing coordinator of
Alpha Gamma Delta. She has
served as rush chairman and
secretary of Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity's little sister organization and was selected as the
fraternity's 1987-87 "Dream
Girl."
Miss Fister, 22 represents the
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity. A
marketing major, she is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Al
Fister.
She serves as vice president of
the Student Government
Association, president of the
University Center Board and
captain of the varsity
cheerleading squad. Selected the
1987-88 Outstanding Greek
Woman of the Year, she is a
member of Alpha Gamma Delta
sorority and the Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity little sister group, in
which she worked as president
and as the fraternity's 1985-86
"Dream Girl." She will be executive director of the 1988 Miss
MSU Pageant.
Peggy Hofmann, the 22-yearold daughter of Mrs. Pattie Hofmann, is sponsored by Alpha

TAKE A
LOOK
AT THIS...

Omicron Pi social sorority. Her
major is marketing.
She is chairman of the 1988
Miss MSU Pageant and assistant
Homecoming chairman. In addition, she has worked as vice
president, rush chairman and
public relations officer of Alpha
Omicron Pi, and as president
and pledge trainer of the little
sister group of Pi Kapph Alpha
social fraternity. She holds
membership in the Student
Alumni Association and the
Marketing Club
Miss Jackson, 21, is a journalism major representing the
Student Ambassadors. She is the
daughter of Mr.Ind Mrs. James
R. Jackson.
She is editor-in-chief of the
Murray State News and a Student Ambassador. Chosen the
1986-87 Outstanding Junior Journalism Student by the West Kentucky Press Association, she
holds membership in the Student
Alumni Association, Omicron
Delta Kappa leadership soceity,
Alpha Chi honor society and
Sigma Delta Chi, Society of Professional Journalists.
Miss Stephens represents
Alpha Delta Pi social sorority as
a condidate. A journalism/public
relations major, she is the
20-year-old daughter of Mr and
Mrs. Ronald B. Stephens.
She works as secretary of
three campus groups - the Student Government Association,
University Center Board and the
STRETCH YOUR

PHOTO DOLLARS'

FILM DEVELOPING SPECIA
12 Exposure $1.99
15 Exposure $2.59
20 or 24 Exposure $3.99
36 Exposure $5.99
Offer good from 110 126 135 and Disc color
print C 41 orders for regular prints
Does not nyclude Custoblat 35 MO )5 tromp film or processmi by Kodak

Good thru Nov. 2

coupon must accompany order

Get Your Film Developed At

AppPE, Ebssatt Foutique
113 South 4th St., on the Ct Square

ROY'S
Discount Pharmacy
Olympic Plaza

The winner will be crowned by
Dr. Kala M. Stroup, university
president, who will be assisted
by Jackie Hays, '79, grand marshal of the Homecoming parade;
Any Roser of Carmi, Ill., the 1986
Homecoming Queen: Suzanne
Pitman '86, of Murray, the reigning Miss Kentucky USA; Monica
Hobbs of Cunningham, the reigning Miss Murray State University; .,and Itsy Galloway of
Owensboro. Homecoming chairman of the Student Government
Association.

Ag alumni to meet
for dinner Friday

44121.
N.
0/0*

PHOTO COUPON

For Homecoming 87

Public Relations Club. A finalist
in the 1987 Miss MSC Pageant,
she is a member of Alpha Delta
Pi sorority, the Student Alumni
Association. the Academic Appeals Board and the little sister
organization of Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity She has also been
chosen an Outstanding Young
Woman of America.
The contestants will be
escorted by six members of the
Student Government Association coffeehouse chairman
Shannon Chambers, Benton
junior; minority awareness
chairman Rufus Harris.
Caruthersville, Mo., senior;
production-sound/lights chairman Ron Ruggles, Paducah
freshman; movies chairman
Gavin Thompson, Murray
junior; concerts chairman Rich
Threlkeld, Salem freshman; and
publicity chairman Craig
Wilkerson, Louisville junior.

753-2380

The Ariculture Alumni
Association of Murray State
University will name its Outstanding Agriculture Alumnus of the
Year for 1987 at its annual dinner
on Homecoming Eve Friday,
Oct. 30.
Making the award to the 25th
annuar recipient will be Dr.
James T. Thompson, dean of
Agriculture and Allied Health
Technologies at Alfred College of
Technology in Alfred, N.Y., and
last year's winner. The dinner
will begin at 6:30 p.m. in the
small ballroom of the Curris
Center.
Jennette Rodden, claims adjuster with Farm Bureau in
Bowling Green, is the association
president and will preside at the
meeting. Officers for 1987-88 will
be elected and Johnnie
Stockdale, adult agriculture
teacher at Murray Vocational
Center, will accept the gavel as
the new president at the close of
the meeting.
Richard Price, an employee in
the farrn loan division of Peoples
Bank of Murray, is the
secretary -treasurer of the
association, and Dr. Eldon
Heathcott of the MSU
agriculture faculty is the
(Cont'd on page 21)

Members of the 1937 Southern
Independent Athletic Association (SIAA1 champion football
team will treat themselves to a
reunion celebration as part of
1987 Homecoming festivities at
Murray State University Oct.
30-31.
The gridiron champs will
gather for a banquet at 6 p.m.
on Friday. Oct. 30, in the ('urns
Center's Commonwealth Dining Room. They will also ride in
the Homecoming parade Saturday morning, Oct. 31, and be
recognized at the Homecoming

game against Morehead State
University at 2 p.m. Saturday.
The team, coached by the
late Roy Stewart, finished the
1937 season with an 8-1-1 record
to capture the SIAA championship and etch its name in the
history of MSU football.
Team members who plan to
attend the celebration include:
James H. "Peanuts" Johnson
and William H. "Bill" Thompson of Owensboro; E. Eugene
"Clark Gable" Bland of
Lakeland, Fla.: John B. Jasper

Students to paint local windows
Murray State University:
students participating in the
recently established Volunteer
Clearinghouse will be available
to help local merchants paint
their windows for "It's a 'Trick
or Treat' Homecoming" Oct.
30-31.
Traditionally, the decorated
windows have added a festive
touch to Murray stores and
businesses during Homecoming weekend," Donna Herndon,
director of alumni affairs corn-

mented. "By coordinating the
project through the new
Volunteer Clearinghouse, I
hope we will have more people
participate."
The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce is
also assisting with the project
and will serve as the contact
point for merchants who wish
to have their windows
decorated. Interested persons
may call the Chamber office,
(502) 753-5171.

Sale Good thro Oct. 31st
Visa — MC — Discover Welcome

of Roanoke. Va.; Hugh Finley
of Morristown, Tenn.; Paul E.
"Sad" Fowler of St. Anne, Ill.;
Lacey E. Downey of Puryear,
Tenn.; Pete Gudauskas of
Paducah, 2501 Monroe; Sammy
A. Goodman of Paris, Tenn.;
Joe Brown of Bardstown; and
Lewis Agglegate Sr. of
Princeton, N.J;.,,

Also attending the reunion
will be Dr. James W. Moore of
North Haven, Conn., who served as line coach under Stewart.
The 1937 championship season
was his first season at Murray
State. Said Moore. "It's going
to be good seeing the boys
again. I'm really looking forward to the celebration."

The organizers of the reunion
are Donna Her-ndon, director of
alumni affairs, and Moore.
Additional information about
1987 Homecoming activities
may be obtained by contacting
the Office of Alumni Affairs,
Sparks Hall, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky., 42071,
(502) 762-3737.

We join Murray State University in welcoming
its alumni and friends back for
00
•
••

Serving Murray and Calloway County
with fine automotive sales and service
for almost 60 years.

West Kentucky and West Tennessee's Oldest
Volume Dealer
FORD
FORD
MERCURY

C" MERCURY

Parker
ry KY 42071
Ford-Lincoln-MercuMurray,

Main Street

(502) 753-5273
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Racer I, jockey Kimmel set for homecoming
By 11411D TUCK
Staff Writer
The football players at Murray State University aren't the
only ones who have to overcome injuries when Saturdays
roll around at Roy Stewart
Stadium. Before the Liberty
University game, even the
horse that circles the track
after each Racer score found
himself in need of some
medical attention.
But, after several stitches
from MSC assistant professor
Dr. Terry Canerdy. Racer I
was ready to run again.
"He nearly scalped himself."
his jockey. MSC senior Kim
Kimmel, said after the game.
"We were going to the track at
the stadium to practice on Friday, and he cut himself on the
trailer."
Racer I. a spunky, .eightyear-old thoroughbred, provides a constant challenge for
his rider, as Kimmel will readily attest.
la hard horse to ride."
the captain of the MSC
Equestrian Team said. "There
aren't a lot of riders around
here who can handle him —
mostly just the advanced riders
t('onl'd on page 15)

Kim Kimmel, from Princeton. pets Racer I on the university farm.
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Racer I...
(Cont'd from page 14)
take him out "
A trip on the chocolate-brown
thoroughbred around the
440-yard track at Stewart
Stadium is nearly as much of a
workout for the rider as it is for
the horse. Kimmel said keeping
Racer I under control on the
tightly-confined curves of the
stadium track is no easy task.
He has a tendency to really
start strong — he likes to buzz
past the crowd, but you have to
hold him back for the curves,"
Kimmel said. She added that he
tends to dive for the inside of
the track on the turns, risking
injury on the aluminum railing
at the track's inner edge. She
tries to keep him pulled to the
outside on the curves, and he
often has other /*ans.
At the end of a run, Kimmel
stops him after taking him
nearly all the way through the
turn at the north end of the
stadium. This, she explains, is
the only way to bring him to a
stop after gaining speed down
the back stretch.
When he gets around that
second curve, he turns and
heads for his trailer — he

knows the track," she said.
Game days bring an audience. and Racer I, or Hans,
as he is known around the
stables, seems to enjoy the excitement of the crowd and the
Racer Band.
'lie likes the track," Kimmel
said. "When we have a crowd.
that's when he's at his best.
He's spunky : his ears will stand
up when he hears the crowd.
"He's a hard horse to ride,
but he's a fun horse to ride."
Standing next to him, it is apparent that he is a larger
animal than was Violet Cactus,
the steed who circled the track
from 1976 until her death in
May of 1984. She was buried in
the northeW corner of the
stadium, where a plaque
honors her memory.
Violet Cactus was replaced
for one season by a gray
thoroughbred named Nancy
Duster who retired to
motherhood in 1985, when the
job became Racer I's. It was
decided by Racer Club and
university officials that a
Roman numeral will follow the
name "Racer" to indicate his
or her place in the succession.

A "box-stall baby," Racer I gets some hay from his rider.

(Confd on page 16)

NEW STORE
IN MURRAY
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99c

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

Happy
Homecoming
To All The
Racer Alumni
and Fans
From Your
Friends at

Tram Dakota.

(144. xl Door to ..+C Penney)

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390

VISA & Mastercard Welcome

Your Complete Hans Building Supply Cantts

Open Mon.-Sat. 10-9; Sun. 1-5

Open 7 Days A Week
Murray Sours: Mos.-trl. T:30 am.-? p.m., Sat. II am.-tt p.m., Sus. 15 p.m
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Racer I...
teont'd from page 15)
And, just like the football
players, Racer I has a carefully
laid-out regimen for game day.
Kimmel said she feeds him
first, and then rides him for an
hour in a sand-covered ring on
the MSU farm "to take the edge
off." After his exercise and a
bath, Racer I gets his tail and
mane braided. Blue and gold
pom-pons are then attatched to
his mane and tail, but Kimmel
is careful about how many she
uses.
"There are some superstitions that have been handed
down about him," Kimmel
noted. ''We never use 13 pompons: more or less is OK, but
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we never use 13. Another supersitition is that we never get on
the horse until the team has actually scored. Even if it's first
and goal at the one. I don't get
on him."
About an hour before they go
to the track, Kimmel wraps
Racer I's legs, blackens his
hooves and puts the racing
stripes on him for decoration.
lot of people think it's no
big deal to get him ready. but it
takes a lot of time," she said.
Upon arrival at the stadium,
she walks him around the track
so he can see where the
microphone cables and speaker
cords have been placed for the
game. Full runs are saved for
pregame and whenever the
Racers score.
Just to be sure she can tell
what's happening in the game,
a radio broadcast is played in
the truck that pulls Racer I's
trailer. Kimmel said she can
usually hear stadium announcer Pete Lancaster whenj
he says "Here comes Racer I,"
but sometimes people don't all
clear the track when they
should.
"I can't hold him back — he's
a lot of horse," she said of the
1200-pound thoroughbred.
"When they start the music,
he's ready to go," Kimmel added. "He knows his song."
After the game, they head
back to the stalls where Kimmel removes Racer I's pompons and unties his braids. A

Homecoming */47 Section

"box-stall baby", Racer I then
gets a midnight snack of hay
and fresh water.
Kimmel will be riding Racer
I in the Homecoming Parade,
beginning at 9:30 a.m. Saturday, starting downtown and
working it way along Main.
Street toward the university.
In his- first parade, Racer I
was "ponied." or led along the
parade foute by another horse.
As it turned out, the guide horse
was more skittish than Racer I.
This time, he's going it alone.
"I'm going to ride him by
himself — last year, he was
quiet. He's pretty good about
not getting spooked at things."
Kimmel got her start at
riding in a suburban area north
Mg. President Dr, Kala Stroup waves in the l9M parade.
of Chicago at age nine. A horse
farm was located near her subdivision, and she became interested in the animals after
she began feeding them.
That's where she got her first
horse.
"I begged and pleaded and
finally got my first pony — we
called him 'Taco'," she said.
After her parents' divorce,
however. Kimmel and her
mother moved back to
Princeton when Kim was a
sixth-grader. Taco stayed
behind in Illinois,
"I went for six months
without my pony, but they
brought Taco down to
Princeton as a Christmas present. I've stuck with riding ever
since," Kimmel said.
L.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard sees his constituents from the parade.
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ALUMNI
It's a "Trick or Treat"
HOME OMING

at Murray State Universit
I4)xIF(i)MI%li till
SCUP lit 19.01 ridE%T.i
Thursday. Orlaber 19
Hall of Fame Banquet
5 30 p m
7 00 pm - AMSCI. . Associates of 61141 Libraries •
meeting Ptarue library Dr Forrest C Potpie, lecture
George I' Marshall Statesman " Guests welcome
The Courage of a
ri 00 p m - James Hatt Leo-tore
Conservative " Lovett Auditorium. Sponsored by Univer
•Ity Center Board No charge
Alpha Tau Omega open homse with refreshments for ear
ly arrivals
Friday. October 30
CIO • m -.HomecomIng Golf Tournament - Miller
Memorial Golf Course Minimum contribution of $20 Cho
tact golf course at 502 7112 22311 to select tee-off time
select your own foursome or reserve a golf cart
11 (Lam - Homecoming Tennis Tournament - Univer
sity Tennis Courts Minimum .44ninbotion of $20
Categories men's class A singles and doubles, class B
singles and doubles, age 50 and over singles Participants
may enter two events only Contact Bennie Purcell .502.
762-1124 for reservations
10 an• rn II ODA m - Dr Forrest (' Pogue Lecture.
'George(' Marshall - A Prnftie in Leadership ''Barkley
Room. Cools Center Sponsored by I tepta of History and
Military Science No charge Reception following
10 30• m - Alpha Tau Omega alumni can meet al the
ATO house for the annual alumni Golf Tournament which
will be played at Murray Country Club
1 30p m 5 311p m - lambda Chi Alpha four man golf
scramble. Murray Country Club $15 p person Includes
golf cart for II holes and refreshments Sponsored by
Lambda Chi Alpha
2 00 p m - Biology Alumni get together Hancock
Biological Station $5 p person. $10 p 'family Includra
various activities & barbecue dinner Call 502i 7112 7716
for more Information
2 00 p m 4 00 p m - College of Butanes, Alumni Sone
ty Board of !Met-tors meeting Faculty lounge. Business
Building
5 30 p m - 5th annual "Run for the Racers" 3-mile
course to begin at Carr Health Building $5 p.•person
F'rises by age group Call Campus Recreation Office at
.502. 762-6791 for more information Entry fee deadline
Oct 2R Free (-shirts for each runner
5 48 p m - Reunion banquet for the S 1 A A Champom
1937 football learn Commonwealth Room,('urns Center
P p 'person Call 7112 3737 for information
6 On p m - Nursing Alumni Banquet Ohio Room.('Or
risC'enter $8 50 p , /union Speakers Colonels BM k [tar•
bare Wilder of that' it Air Force Call Ann Ingle at 1302
753-5131. ext 133 or 7535415
6 30 p m - College of Business & Public Affair"
Homecoming Banquet Corns Center Ballroom $99 p. per
son Call .502. 762-41R1 for more information
6 30 p m -9 30 p m - Home Economics Alumni Banquet
Mississippi Room. Currie Center $9p, person Call .502
762.33817 for more information
11 Sop m .9 30p m - Agriculture Alumni Banquet Cur
Ms Center Small Ballroom $9 p/person For more Infor
'
mation call .5.021 71123327
7 00 p m ii 00 p m - Lambda Cin Alpha social hour at
Mark Blankenship's $011 Olive. Murray 4502. 763-0078 for
more information

7 (lip m 2(Lam - Sigma Phi Epsilon party at Howie
1400 Main Street Call .502. 7309002 for more information
7 00 p m - Greek Step Show Lovett Auditorium Spon
sored by Minority Awareness Chairperson of UCH $3
p penton
Kappa Alpha alumni meeting at Lodge
7 30 p m 30 p m - P1 Kappa Alpha alumni reception at Lodge
Thu Omega social followed by a dance
Alpha
7 30 p m at 9 Ofi p m
00p m - Tau Kappa Epsilon reception for alumni at
Expo Center Music & refreshment•
II 00 p m - felts Sigma l'hi Alumni Reception at Delta
Sigma House
p m - Sigma Chi Alumni Reception at Sigma Chi
9
House
9 00 p m - First Annual Alumni "Annex Party" at
p person includes
lambda Chi Alpha House 312
refreshments and dance Music by "Moon" Calhoun
9 00 p m 12 (La m - Golden Memories" Dance sponsored by the Department of Music ('urns Center
Ballroom $5 p person Benefits music scholarships Call
.502. 762 6339 for more information
saturday . October 31
8 (Xis m 9 305 m - College of Education Breakfast
50 typernon and $1 for
at Murray Middle School
children under 12 Call 1502. 762-3017 for more information
8 °Da m -9 30a m - Journalism Radio-TV Open House
MSI' News office. Wilson Hall Includes tours of MSU
News k TV studio Sponsored by Radio TV Journalism
Department
R 00• m - Pt Kappa Alpha breakfast at Plum Tree
Restaurant
S 30• m 1100a m - Phi Mu Alpha Fraternity Room
Open House. 1st floor of old Fine Arts Building
8 30 a m II 30 a m - Dean's Advisory Council, Ohio
Room. Corns ('enter Sponsored by College of Business
& Public Affairs
it 00 m - Arehaeologv I aborctorv open House 3rd
floor. Ordway Hall Sponsored by Dept of Sociology. An
thropology & Social Work
H
V On a m 10 48 a m - Lambda Chi Alpha [liaise
fee, donuts. & Homecoming Parade
9 30 a m - Homecomtng Parade Starts dim ntown and
moves down Main Street to campus The parade will be
televised live via Murray Cablevision. Channel 34 51St'
will provide access to large screen viewing In the Stables.
1st floor Curtis Center
ii 30a m - Alpha Delta Pi alumni are invited to watch
parade from the ADPI Howie Coffee & open house after
the parade
10 00a m - Alpha Omicron PI Open House for all alums
& families at AOPi house Miller Street
10 fill a m - Delta itigrna Phi Alumni Pregame Vestry:a
at Delta Sig House No charge
10 00 a m - Alpha Gamma Rho Brunch, AGH House
No charge
10 (La m 12 noon - Alpha Gamma Delta Homecom
Mg Brunch at Alpha Gamma Delta house for parents and
alumnae No charge
Reagan
10'15 • m. - Baseball Old TImer's Game
Field
10 30 a m - Pre tuner at Sigma Chi House
10 30a m - Alpha Tau Omega Brunch at I eoples Hank
10 30 a m - Alpha Phi open house celebrating Alpha
Phi's 10th anniversary on MSC's campus

10 30 a m -1 00 p m - Kappa Delta Alumnae Tea
Mississippi Room,('urns Center Contact Jackie Dudley
at 762-4155 or 759-97148
10 30 a m I 00 p in - Reception for Sigma Sigma
Sigma alumnae - parents at House on Miller Ave Call
Karen Caruthers 1 5021 759-9055 for more information
10 30 a m -1 00 p m - Open house for Phi Kappa Tau
alumni at House on North lath Call .502. 7509004 for more
info
10 30a m - Alpha Sigma Alpha Brunch at Alpha Sigma
house. 203 N 16th St For more information call Susan
Elliott at 15021 753-6157
II (La m 12 30 p m - Homecoming Smorgasbord
('urns Center Ballroom fa 50 p• plate Guests not required
to eat Reunion tables for decade classes 1'27. '37, '47. '57.
67. '77, & '87 .
II (La m 12 30 pm - Hotrlogger Cartoon rest for
Inds $2 each ("urns Center Theatre Kids welcome in
Halloween Costume Sponsored by Student Alumni
Association
m •1 00p m - Autograph Party, Rocking Chair
30$I
Lounge. ('urns Center Boras will be available for purchase and autographing by alumni authors including Dr
Forrest C Pogue. Bill Cunningham. & Fran Lehr. and
faculty authors including Dr Jean Lorrah & Or Joe
Fuhrman Co sponsored by the MSU Alumni Association
and the MSU Bookstore
11 (La m. - Pre-tuner at PI Kappa Alpha Lodge
•12 noon - Joint meeting of lambda Chi Alpha
(Lam'
Housing Corporation & Alumni Association
11 -00 a m -I 00 p m - New University Church of Christ
Open House, 121 Bypass Sponsored by University Chris-

8 00 p.m. - Delta Sigma Phi Homecoming Dance, Park
Inn. Calvert City, KY $15 donation
8-00 p m - Tau Kappa Epsilon Masquerade Ball at
W 0 W Lodge 641 North Charge for alumni
9 00 p m - Freaker's Ball
Corns Center, dance
lounge Sponsored by the Residence Hall Association
9 00 p m - Alpha Tau Omega Homecoming party at
ATO house
P1 Kappa Alpha Homecoming Dance
9 00 p.m 12 0-.
at Lodge, 1401 Stadium View Dnve
9 00p m -2 (La m - Sigma Phi Epsilon Halloween Ball
at House A prize will be awarded for the best costume
10 00 p m - Sigma Chi Homecoming Dance, Jaycee
Civic Center Paducah, KY
Sunday, November 1
2 00 p m -4 30 p m - Dedication of new University
Church of Christ building and open house 121 Bypass.
Murray
. 3 00 p m - Pi Kappa Alpha alumni & active meeting
at Lodge. 1401 Stadium View Drive

tlan Student Center
12 noon - Wesley I.unch at Wesley Foundation. 1315
Payne St Sponsored by Methodist Campus Ministry -No
charge
12 noon - Chili t.toup Lunch - Baptist Student Union
No charge Sponsored by Baptist Student I'nion Memorial
Baptist Church
12 30 p m - 3rd annual LIT pre gamepicnic com
pliments of the College for l&T alumni & guests North side
of Stewart Stadium parking lot , near new baseball field.
1 45 p m - Crowning of the Homecoming queen.
Stewart Stadium
2 00 p m. - MS1' vs Morehead State. Stewart Stadium
Postgame - Oakhurst Reception. 1510 West Main President and Mr Stroup will host all alumni. friends & supporters of M.S1'
Postgame - Physics Alumni Homecoming • Reception
Kentucky National Guard Armory Reservations Dr
762-2993
Robert Etherton 5021
Postgame - Alpha l'hi Homecoming Banquet at Alpha
PM House $7 p.person Children - free.
5 flop m - Kappa Alpha Psi Postgame Party, Kenlake
Resort
6 30 p m .8.30 pint - Sigma Phi Epsilon Banquet at
House
6 30p m. - Baptist Student 1 Mon alumni supper at Baptist Student Union
Postgame - Kappa Alpha Homecoming Banquet at
Boston Tea l'arty
R 00 pm - lambda Chl Alpha Homecoming Dance
Kenlake Hotel Alumni will gather at Annex
R 00 p m.-1 (Lam - Phi Kappa Tau Dance at Holirlome
In Clarksville, TN Call Mark Carrico at .502. 759 9024 for
o
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'Bred baseballers to reunite on Saturday
An annual Homecoming tradition is planned on Saturday, Oct.
31, when Murray State University baseball players from the past

gather for the yearly Oldtimers
game. scheduled to begin at
10:15 am. at Reagan Field.
According to MSU assistant

baseball coach Leon Wurth, the
game will pit the more -mature'
Oldtimers against the younger
Oldtimers.

SEE THE
HOMECOMING PARADE
LIVE ON T.V.

If you can't make the parade you can still enjoy all
the festivities.
That's right. . .Murray Cablevision will have live
coverage at 9:30 a.m. of the Homecoming Parade on
Cable Channel 34.
So, kick back and enjoy the parade live on Murray
Cablevision.

CABLE
VIS1 N
Bel-Air Center

753-5005

"It usually works out that the
players from the *50s and '60s
play those from the '70 and 'SO.
which makes for a whole lot
fun," he said.
Wurth said he expects nearly
40 former players to participate.
Including Jack Perconte who
played from 1972-76 and will be
inducted into the MR' Athletic
Hall of Fame this year.
The baseball locker room will
open at 5:30 a.m. for uniform fittings and players are asked to bring gloves, shoes, cap and belt

The game will end at noon. to be
followed by a picnic lunch for
players and their families on the
terrace at Reagan Field.
The lunch will end in plenty of
time to allow those in attendance
to enjoy the Homecoming football game between Murray State
and Morehead State, scheduled
to kick off at 2 p.m., Wurth said.
For more information on the
Oldtimers Game, interested persons should contact, the MSC
baseball office at (5021 762-4192.

radition

The singing of the "Rattle of the Republic" by the Alumni Choir has
become a traditional part of homecoming activities at Murray State
Unhersit),.
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College of Education
alumni to host meal
A breakfast for alumni and
students irl the college of Education will begin at S a.m. Saturday. Oct. 1, as part of Murray
State University's Homecoming
festivities.
The breakfast will be held at
the Murray Middle School, 801 E.

_Main St.. and all College of
Education alumni and friends
are invited to attend.
The cost is $3.50 per adult and
$1 for children under 12.
Interested persons may purchase tickets at the door or call
the college's campus office at
1502) 762-3817 for reservations.

/o
APPRECIATION

-At

20%

Off All Shoes and Boots

RAMSEY'S DISCOUNT SHOES
ito t ski ti.itc.
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Amy Roger, from Carml, Ill., was all smiles after being crowned Homeco
ming Queen for 1986.

Don't miss
Homecoming
at MSU this
weekend

116 '87
Shop Now For
Latest Fashions
Fall Sales Continue:
•MSU Color Fashions Available
*Scarves & Accessories
•Bags & Belts
•MSU Ties, Scarves & Pins
SHOP EARLY
LAYAWAY FOR CHRISTMAS
Mayllrld Plata
May11•441 KY 42004
24 7.1 500

TWO LOCATIONS FOR

01Yrsplr Pima
Murray. KV 42071
7$3-1 300

YOUR CONVENIENCE
Mon. - Sat. 9:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.
Sun. 1:00 P.M. - 5:00 P.M.

Labyw.

ft Or.
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)
)
4 .. .•

4:6
Mais

West & Tosedoe

=
Wekorned

Jr. a Mimic Appkr.1

Woolen Fall Separates and Suits
Jackets, Skirts and Slacks
)J °/
'"Every Day's A Sale Day at.lo-An's°

"ff

JO-AN'S VARIETIES
Court Square

•

Robert W. Best, president and
chief executive officer of Texas
Gas Transmission Corporation
in Owensboro. will be the
speaker at the sixth annual College of Business and Public Affairs banquet on the campus
Homecoming Eve, Oct. 30.

Mh RAY nit.
GRAND
ir FtSHAL
1986 parade grand marshal! Ray Harm waved to spectators at the NM- Homecoming Parade last year.
Harm is a nationally-known wildlife artist.

•A Generous Portion of Tender Fish Fillets
•Creamy Cole Slaw
•Natural Cut French Fries
•Two s Southern Style Hushpuppies

To begin at 6:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center ballroom, the
dinner-reunion is among many
events planned in celebration of
"It's a 'Trick or Treat'
Homecoming" at Murray State
on Friday and Saturday. Oct.
30-31.
Douglas
Myers
of
Hopkinsville, '67, vice president
and president-elect of the college's alumni society will serve
as the master of ceremonies.
Reporting on university and
alumni news will be Dr. John
Thompson, dean of the college.
and Roger Perry of Benton,'71,
president of the alumni soceity.
Best, who will speak about the
link between business and
education, joined Texas Gas as
an attorney in 1974. He served as
senior attorney, general counsel
and vice president before
assuming his present responsibilities in 1985.

FROM

THORNTON TILE
8t MARBLE, INC.
612 S. 9th St.

WEDNESDAY, Country Style
Fish Fry $3 9
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
TRY OUR DRIVE-THRU

He is a director of the
American Gas Association, the
Interstate Natural Gas Association of America and the
Southern Gas Association. In addition, he holds membership in
the American Bar Association.
the Kentucky Bar Association
and the Kentucky Oil and Gas
Association.
He has worked with many
civic groups and projects, including the Kentucky Economic
Development Corporation,
Brescia College board of
trustees and the United Way.
He earned his undergraduate
degree at Indiana University
and his law degree at Indiana
University Law School. He and
his wife, Mary Beth Hoffman
Best, are the parents of three
children, one of whom is currently a freshman at Murray
State.
Reservations for the College
of Business and Public Affairs
banquet are $9 per person and
should be made by Friday. Oct.
23. Persons interested may
write the Dean's Office, College
of Business and Public Affairs,
Murray State University, Murray, KY, 42071 or call (502)
762-4181.

753-5719

Whtsry You Are Always A Winsior
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Pregame activities include color
A variety of pregame and
halftime activities are scheduled
Saturday afternoon, Oct. 31. as
part of the 55th annual
Homecoming celebration at
Murray State University.
Pregame events will begin at
1:45 p.m. in Roy Stewart
Stadium with the crowning of the
1987 Homecoming Queen.
Selected by a vote of the student
body, the new queen will be
crowned be Amy Roser of
Carme. Ill., the 1986 Homecoming Queen. Assisting her will be
Murray State President Kala M
Stroup, parade grand marshal
Jackie ,Hays, the reigning Miss
Murray State Monica Hobbs and
the 1987 Miss Kentucky USA
Suzanne Pitman.
Members of Murray State's
ROTC' color guard will present
the colors and the Racer Marching Band will perform the 9ational anthem, the MSL' alma
mater and "Murray State Will

Always Be Home To Me."
Kickoff for the game between
Murray State and Ohio Valley
Conference rival Morehead State
is scheduled at 2 p.m_
The introduction of the 1987
class of the Athletic Hall of Fame
will be one of the highlights of the
afternoon. The newest members
of the Hall are Ron Acree, a
golfer at Murray State from

1965-68; Nita Head, women's tennis coach and women's sports administrator, 1967-82; former
cross country and track star Jim
Krejci. 1971-73: baseball player
Jack Perconte, 1972-76: and Le,s.
Taylor, a basketball player from
1969-73,
The musical portion of the program will feature a Homecoming
teont'd on pa 4, ??)

Oft

Ag alumni...
(Cont'd from page 12)
adviser.
Two freshman winners of the
200 A. Carman-MSU
Agriculture Alumni Association
Scholarships for 1987-88 will be
introduced to the gathering.
They are Teresa L. Morris of
Elkton and Tony Dodson of Fancy Farm.
Heathcott reminded association members who have not
made reservations for the banquet to contact price at Box 470,
Murray, Ky., 42071, telephone
15021 489-2586. immediately.

demow.immor

MS1 Director of Bands Dennis Johnson leads the Racer Band
through the Murray State alma mater, an important part of
homecoming pregame activities.

Hwy. 641 North
753-4488
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Stop In Today and
Complete A Membership Application

FREE-No Membership Fee!
•Good For All Tape Rentals •Multiple Titles
•New Releases
•Available 24 Hours
•Apply Today and Look For Our Specials

Chinese, American -& Burmese Food
7 tiny% a week
II a.m. - 10 p.m. Sun.-Fri.
4:30 - 10 p.m. Sat.
1:aiering to nws•ting•. partic. and Itampiel‘
niffterp rail 75,3-4188

z

Located at 5 points,
Murray, KY
(Right Across From Campus)

AIM
SUPERAMERICA.
Ov+VONO0 Omka.00.1 ,mC
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Wilders to address classmates Friday night
U.S. Air Force Col. William M.
and Col. Barbara E. Wilder of
San Antonio, Texas, will address
former classmates and other
Murray State University nursing
alumni at the annual Department of Nursing Homecoming
Banquet Friday evening, Oct.30.
Dinner will be served at 6 p.m.
in the Ohio Room of the Curris
Center. Reservations for the
meal are $8.50 per person and

may be secured by calling Ann
Ingle at 15021 753-5131, ext. 133.
Wilder, who serves as chief of
the Nurse Corps Career Management Branch at the Air Force
Military Personnel Center., Randolph AFB, is a native of Calvin.
He graduated from Bell County
High School in Pineville and
earned his R.N. from the St.
Elizabeth School of Nursing in
Covington

He received the B.S. degree in
nursing from Murray State in
December 1974.
A specialist in the area of nursing administration, he has made__
numerous presentations on nursing management for middle
managers. Wilder holds an •Air
Force Commendation Medal
with three oak leaf clusters and a
Meritorius Service Medal with

three clusters.
He has chaired nursing services departments at Moody and
Vandenberg AFBs, the department of critical care nursing at
Lackland AFB and the department of nursing at Clark AFB in
Phillipines. Wilder also served
as medical inspector at the Air
Force Inspection and Safety
Center, Norton AFB.

120 Days-No Finance Charge
NO PAYMENT UNTIL FEBRUARY
(With Approved Credit)

*Whirlpool Appliances
& Microwaves
*PhiIto TVs & VCRs
*Panasonic TVs
*Stereos & Vacuum Cleaners
*Magnavox TVs In Stock
Will Be On Sale Thru October

SHOP FOR CHRISTMAS EARLY
Winterize Special
Drain and refill the radiator and cooling system
with up to 2 gallons of coolant/antifreeze.
Pressure test the system. Inspect water pump,
hoses, belts, and tighten all connections

44"

Limited Warranty for 6 months or 6.000 miles whichever comes first

Computerized Lifetime*
Wheel Balance
$
6
"
per tire

'For the life of the tire and wheel ossembly
FREE Tire Rotation When You Purchase 4 Wheel Balances

Disc Brake Service
New front disc pods, repock wheel bearings, resurface front rotors. Conventional rear wheel drive
vehicles. Prices vary for front wheel drive Hydraulic
service will be recommended if needed for sole
operation Metolic pods extra

JONES GOODYEAR
721 S. 12th

Support

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE8

753-0395

the Racers
Pregame...

Family Steak House

"Homecoming Specials"
*7-oz. Choice
Ribeye Steak

$6.79
*6-oz. Sirloin Steak

Warranted In 12 months or 12.000 miles, whichever comes fist

A pediatric nurse practitioner
in the USAF clinic at Kelly AFB.
Mrs. Wilder grew up in Columbus, Wis. She graduated from
Presbyterian St. Lukes Hospital
School of Nursing, Chicago. in
1966'andearned the B.S. degree
in nursing at Murray State in
1975. She also has a master's
degree in maternal child health
from the University of Texas
Health Science Center.
A member of the U.S. Navy
nurse corps for 10 years, she
transferred into the Air Force in
1976. She has served as an educational coordinator at Robins AFB
and as a pediatric nurse practitioner at Randolph, Vandenberg,
Clark and Norton AFBs.
Mrs. Wilder received an Air
Force Commendation Medal
with two oak leaf clusters and a
Meritorious Service Medal with
one cluster. She has given
numerous presentations on
pediatric nursing for nursing
professionals.
The colonels are members of a
variety of professional organizations, including the American
Nurses Association, the Texas
Nurses Association and the Air
Force Association.
The 1987 Homecoming celebration marks the 23rd year of the
Department of Nursing's BSN
program and the 40th year for
the diploma program. The
diploma class of '58 and the BSN
class of '75 will be recognized.
Additional information about
the banquet may be obtained by
calling the Department of Nursing, 1502) 762-2196.

$4.99

Includes: •Delicious Hot Food, Salad,
Dessert & Soup Bar
•Choice of Potato
•Hot Roll

Hwy. 641 S. — Bel-Air Center
Look For The Big Bull

(0)nt'd from page 21)
tradition: the MSU Concert
Choir and alumni of the university's choral groups will perform
"Battle Hymn of the Republic."
The winning floats from Saturday morning's parade will be on
display at the stadium, as well as
spirit banners sponsored by a
variety of organizations on
campus.
President and Mr. Stroup will
host a reception for all Murray
State friends, alumni and
students at Oakhurst, the president's residence, following the
game.
Persons interested in additional information about 1987
Homecoming activities may call
the Office of Alumni Affairs,
(502) 762-3737, or the Homecoming Hotline, 762-2020.
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Great music and
dancing make for
Golden Memories
Great music, great dancing,
romance — three elements that
add up to the seventh annual
Golden Memories Dance on
Homecoming Eve Friday, Oct.
30, at M.urray State University.
One of the most popular
events of the Homecoming
weekend, the dance is scheduled from 9 p.m. until midnight in
the Curris Center ballroom on
campus.
The dance will feature the
Alumni All-Star Big Band, a
group of Murray State
graduates. faculty and students
playing the Big Band standards
of Glenn Miller, Count Basie,
Artie Shaw, Tommy Dorsey
and Harry James.
Amy Reser, from Carmi, Illinois, was crowned queen of the I9*6 homecoming at MSr by university president Dr. Kala M. Stroup.

Center of attention
Curris Center: homecoming headquarters
a

Murray State University's
Curris Center will serve as a
Homecoming headquarters for
out-of-town alumni and guests
participants in "It's a 'Trick or
Treat' Homecoming" festivities
Friday and Saturday, Oct. 30-31.
According to Donna Herndon,
director of alumni affairs at
Murray State, the information
desk on the second floor of the
Curds Center will be a check-in
point for homecoming visitors.
Tickets for scheduled
Homecoming events may be
picked up at the desk until 12:30
p.m. Saturday. Game tickets
that have not been picked up by
that time will be moved to the
Will Call" window at Itc)y
Stewart Stadium.
A Homecoming Hotline, also
based in the Curris Center, will
be available with information
about the weekend's events and
activities. The Hotline number is
(5021 762-2020 and will be in service beginning Thursday, Oct.
29.
Mrs. Herndon noted that alum-.
ni and friends should also call the
Hotline to register their names
and where they are staying. The
registration service will allow
Homecoming participants to call
the number and find out about
their friends who are in town for
the celebration.
"1 want to especially On-

courage local people to register
with the Hotline," Mrs. Herndon
said. "The best part of the
weekend is being able to meet
with friends we haven't seen in a
while, and the register helps to
facilitate some of those
contacts."
The Curris Center will also
serve as a departure point for a

Tickets for the Golden
Memories Dance cost $5 per
person or $10 per couple and
may be ordered by mail or
phone — 5021 762-6339 — or
purchased by visiting the
Department of Music on the second floor of the Doyle Fine
Arts Center between 8 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. weekdays.
Mail orders may be addressed: Golden Memories Dance,
Department of Music, University Station, Murray, Ky.,
42071.
Checks should be made
payable to the MSU Department of Music. All proceeds
from the dance will go for
scholarships.

111.1610111.0111.1161011,111.

Congratulations
Cheryl Billington
INIHS Homecoming Queen

shuttle to the football game.
Transportation will be provided
from the front of the student
center to the stadium from approximately 12:15 p.m. until
game time, Mrs. Herndon said.
Additional information about
Homecoming weekend may be
obtained by calling the Office of
Alumni Affairs at l502) 762-3737.

et
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iCS A Valiable.

he ydur
Christmas shopping heacicitiArfcrs,
ya V17 ys wel('ome!
Let US

Let us capture that special moment with
professional photos by

Treasure House
of Gifts
)(itlisicle Alanor
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'--41111A4
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607 S. 4th St.

Harry Alli.on
Cindy Chrinmstn-Veach

753-R809
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Darcy's

Homecoming '57 Section

Pizza Villa
October Special
2 Medium Thin

Pizzas
99

'
111;

a

moirS.

12

Any combination of items
Dine In, Pick Up, Free Delivery
Fri. & Sat.
Cajun Ribs & Chicken
Dine-In or Carry-Out
For Homecoming or Great Food For a Tailgate Party

753-0900

Across from MSU Staduim

Racer hand member Alan Mattingly, now a field commander, was a horn soloist last year.

Homecoming '87 Decade classes welcomed
Order your Baked
Country Ham
For. Homecoming Now!
Whole, 1/2 or center cut slices.
We Ship Hams Nationwide!

Remember that "prince" of a
guy you used to drink coffee with
in the T-Room? And the girl who
everybody on campus thought
was a real "princess"?
Well, those Murray State
and
alumni
University
thousands of others will be
returning to the campus for
their decade class reunions as

part of Homecoming 1987 on
Oct. 30-31.
Members of the classes of '37,
'47, '57,'67 and '77— "Royalty"
and some ghosts and goblins, too
— will be honored guests for
'It's a 'Trick or Treat'
Homecoming," Murray State's
64th annual celebration.
Decade classes will have
special tables at the Homecom-

Joyce's Beauty
Salon

We Also
Bake
Gibson's
Country
Hams

Haircut Special

i:rot
Ovir
44464,1

$6

- •

through October
Central Shopping Center
753-2511

ask for:
Gale Anderson
Karla Dodd

100% Quarter Pounders
14 lb. box

Ground Beef
Patties

$1946

Pl1rSBUIGH

PAIN

T

S

Choice Sides (225-300 lb)

Beef

$1 39
•Carpet

No Charge for cutting, wrapping or freezing.

_
Gibson Ham Co.

•Flooring

•Wallpaper •Paint

— Wholesale & Retail Meat

Phone 753-1801
7am-5pm Mon -Fri.
Wo Accept
107 N. 3rd St.
7am-12pm
Food Stamps
"Only Federal inspected Meat Market in Murray"

9

4_

Terry's Paint & Decorating

Southside Shopping Center

753-3321

mg smorgasbord, scheduled
from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on
Saturday, Oct. 31, in the Curris
Center ballroom. Homecoming
'87 is the fifth year the decade
class recognition was started in
1983, according to Donna Herndon, director of alumni affairs.
A "Hotdogger Cartoon Fest"
for youngsters, featuring hot
dogs, soft drinks and a program
of animated favorites, is planned in conjunction with the
smorgasbord. Admission is 12
per child. Sponsored by the Student Alumni Association, the
event will be held in the Curris
Center Theater.
Members of four of the decade
classes are helping contact
classmates with invitations to
join in the reunion. Others
wishing to serve as hosts may do
so by contacting the MSU alumni office or the following
volunteer host coordinators:
Class of '47 — Betty Chambers
Scott, Hewlett Cooper and Fay
Nell Flora.
Class of '57 — Patsy Rowland
Dyer, Charles H. Chaney, Ken
Winters and Chad Stewart.
Class of '67 — Dave Hornback,
Andrea Lassiter Hogancamp,
Jack D. Rose and Lashlee Bell
Foster.
Class of '77 — Joyce Brandon
Gordon, Rick Lamkin, Stan Key
and Randy Wilson.
Additional information about
1987 Homecoming activities
may be obtained by contacting
the Office of Alumni Affairs,
fourth floor, Sparks Hall, Murray State University, Murray,
Ky., 42071, telephone (502)
762-3737.
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"Make Your
Homecoming
Special. . .Let Us
Desigy Your Mum'

Immortals
Five inductees picked for
MSU Athletic Hall of Fame
Four former Murray State'
University athletes and a former
coach, only the second woman to
receive the honor, will be inducted into the Murray State
University Athletic Hall of Fame
during ceremonies in the University's Curds Center on the evening of Thursday. Oct. 29.
Golfer Ron Acree, cross country and track runner Jim Krejci.
baseball player Jack Perconte,
and basketball player Les Taylor
are the former MSU athletes to
be inducted. They are joined by
Nita Head, who served 15 years
as women's tennis coach and
women's administrator during
the formative years of the Lady
Racer athletic program. The five
increase the size of the MSU
Athletic Hall of Fame to 57
honorees.
This class is the second since
the Hall of Fame was revived
after a four-year hiatus. The
renewal of the annual honor to
former MSU standouts . was
made possible by a $10,000 donation by a member of the Hall of
Fame, according to MSU
baseball coach Johnny Reagan.
who oversees the Hall's selection
committee.
The generous gift we received last year is being used as an
endowment for funding of the
Hall of Fame banquet on a permanent basis," said Reagan,
himself a Hall of Fame member.
"It provided us with half of the
total necessary for the annual
funding of the banquet. We hope
to raise the other half from other
Hall of Fame members and other
interested parties."
The Hall is a way to stimulate
Interest in Racer athletics by
remembering the outstanding individuals who have helped shape
the championship heritage of
Murray.State athletics.
"The Hall of Fame is the
highest honor we can bestow on a
Murray State athlete or coach,"
Reagan said. "We're pleased to
be able to continue this tradition
of recognizing those who have
made memorable contributions
to our athletic tradition."
The Hall of Fame Banquet will
be held Thursday, Oct. 29, in the
Curris Center Ballroom. The inductees also will be honored at
the Homecoming football game
against Morehead State on Oct.
31.

Ron Acree
When Ron Acree came to Murray State in 1964, he already held
acclaim throughout Kentucky.
The 1963 Kentucky high school
golf champion and third-place
finisher in 1964 out of Waggener
High School in Louisville, Acree
began his Murray State career
as the eighth-ranked amateur in
the Commonwealth.
As a freshman for Murray
coach Buddy Hewitt, Acree
displayed the cool head of a touring pro. Early in the season,

Acree set a collegiate course
record at Fort Campbell against
Middle Tennessee and Austin
Peay.
But the best was still to come.
With a personal undefeated dual
match record in 1965, the
freshman shocked the
Elizabethton, Tenn., Municipal
Golf Course gallery at the Ohio
Valley Conference championships. Acree fired a 143, winning
conference medalist honors and
leading Murray to within two
strokes of the OVC title.
That astounding rookie performance led Acree to OVC Golfer
of the Year and team Most
Valuable Player honors.
After leading Murray to a 5-1
dual match record in 1966, Acree
again shined in the OVC Tournament. He shot a 146, good enough
for third place, as Murray again
came within two strokes of the
league title.
But in 1967, Acree received his
biggest honor when MSU hosted
the NCAA College Division Golf
Championships. After leading
the tournament after the first
round, Acree finished sixth
overall, aiding Murray to a
runner-up NCAA finish.
Afterwards, Acree received an
invitation to play in the NCAA
(Cont'd on page ?6)
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•1-'11.-sh & Silk Arningrinents
lint.ss • Unique Gifts
motklay-Saturddy
110 N. 12th Sr
-53-/ 5J 5

- HOMECOMING
SPECIALS!
Ladies
Dress & Casual Shoes
(Several styles & colors to choose from)

Only

New Shipment of Ladies
Dingo Boots

Ladies Short Lace-Up
Safari Boots

$20" $2395
tO

Ladies Denim Boots
(Regular. Prewash & Black)

Wendy Williams
of Murray
Several weeks ago you saw a
picture of Paula Sills Paula lost
100 lbs. & has kept it off for 2'/,
years Isn't that wonderful/
Now, we want you to see Wendy Wendy lost 60 lbs & she's
1 7 years
kept it off for 1 /
It's really a big inspiration to see
these two dedicated dieters
because they look & feel so
healthy Let them be an inspiration to
you. Believe in yourseU and know
that you can lose weight and
believe in your ability to keep it lost
forever lN ATTHG1O,ow,

Good Selection of Men's
Dingo Boots

$4795
Men's Dress & Casual
Leather Shoes

$2000

4(3°

M-F
Sat, 10:00-Noon
1210 Johnson Blvd.
753-0020

\,
Factory Discount Shoes
753-9419
6th
„ & Maui
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Hall of Fame...
(Cont'd from page 2.5)
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WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
Home °face Omaha, Netxaska

;11
Jim D. Crick
Rt 2. Box 14A
Murray
ltyeP'xine 489-2k-:
489-2322

University Division tournament
and was named NCAA College
Division All-American for 1967.
Acree closed his celebrated
career in 1968, serving as team
captain. He earned team MVP
honors and played in the NCAA
College and University division
golf tournaments, finishing sixth
nationally in College Division
play, completing his career as
one of Murray State's finest
athletes.

Homecoming '57 Section

ference cross country champion
at Edwardsville High School.
Krejci came to Murray State in
1965. He began his Murray
career for Coach Bill Cornell by
contributing to the 1965 Ohio
Valley Conference runner-up
squad.
Krejci then left school to join
the Peace Corps. After spending
two years in Micronesiatelping
rehabilitate agricultural production. Krejci returned to Murray
State to rewrite the record books_
As a senior in 1971, Krejci
displayed his finest performances. After a fall season of
setting and resetting the school
six-mile cross country record.

Happy Homecoming
Stop in and See Us and
Enjoy a Fresh Cup of Hot Apple
Cider

Flippen's HillbUly Barn
408
N. 12th ‘,1 \

r,
•11.

4,4•1,
•

•/ -

\'41/
\
Jim Krejci

WHAT-A-PIZZA!
WHAT-A-DEAL!
.WHAT-A-WEEK!

•
•

A WHOLE WEEK OF SAVINGS FROM
DOMINO'S PIZZA.
No coupon needed Just call and ask for the day a special

SUP
ER SUNDAY
$2 of/ any large p.zza'
12 to00.09

MON
DAY MADNESS
2 free bottles of Co6.e•
wdn any p6tra

TWO FOR TUESDAY
Donner to, two A regular

Inopor,g owa and 2 bottles

of Coke • for $8 99

WAC
KY WEDNESDAY
i•re pepper-in,'fn.
"

r•ne C,PV topo,nol

TERR
IFIC THURSDAY
51 off env puza
FRI
DAY FEAST
Dinner to. 4 A large ioppng

pura and 4 ser•engs

of Coke' /Or only S1/ 99

PACK SATURDAY
SIX
S.a pack of Doke• for 99e *rah any
puza nrder

Expres 1118/87

apfrI•lam

itam -2 a m
11 am-1am

Ask for a FREE NOID
COLLECTABLE when
you order a large
pizza from
participating
Domino's Pizza'
stores Call now and
call often, because a
new collectable will
be avilable every
three weeks Start
now, and collect all
four Domino's Pizza
Delivers' you hot.
delicious pizza, and
your FREE NO10

COLLECTABLE. in
less than 30 minutes
Limited tome offer,
while supplies last

Mon -Thu
Fri & Sat
Sun

753-9844
810 Chestnut
r10,
"•••0 P.1is OM

thi

After being cut from his high
school football team during his
freshman year, it's unlikely Jim
Krejci envisioned a stellar collegiate track career. But
because of that cut, Krejci decided to turn his attention toward
distance running, and things
couldn't have turned out better
for the Edwardsville, Ill. native
After developing into a con-

Jack Perconte
Though he was one of Murray
State's all-time great hitters.
Jack Perconte broke into the
Thoroughbred baseball lineup
for other reasons.
"I wanted him in the starting
lineup primarily for his speed
and glove," coach Johnny
Reagan said at the time.

Krejci and his MSU teammates
earned a trip to the NCAA Championships in Knoxville, Term.
There, Krejci placed 16th
overall, finishing behind future
world -class runners Steve
Prefontaine and Dave Wottle.
Krejci's effort boosted MSU to a
20th-place finish overall and for
his efforts, Krejci received allAmerican honors.
During the spring track season
in 1972. Krejci continued to wear
down the statistician's erasers.
Krejci established MSU records
in the mile (4:0744i, two-mile
(8:51.01. three-mile 113:40.11,
and six-mile f 28i58.41 runs, often
breaking his own records
Not only did Perconte display
fine speed and defense, he also
hit the ball hard and often.
After batting a solid .323 as a
sophomore. the scrappy second
baseman was among the national batting leaders as a junior,
hitting .404 as the 'Breds hit a nation's best .332. That 1975 team
was one of Reagan's best, winning a school-record 40 games,
claiming the Ohio Valley Conference championship, and appearing-In the team's first NCAA
tournament.
The next year, Perconte hit
"only" .333, finishing his career
with a .349 batting average,
which is the fourth best ever at
MSU.
Perconte still holds more than
a dozen MSU records, including
all of the on-base records. He
also is the all-time leader in
games played and stolen bases
and still holds the OVC record for
career walks with 167.
(Cont'd on page 27)

Shirley's Florist
& Garden
Center
Football Mums
and
Homecoming
Corsages
isa and MasterCard Accepted
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Don't miss the parade
Happy Hornecoming!
Juanita,'s Flowers
Ye Olde Antiques
917 Coldwater Road
Phone: 759-9920

Beauty Supply, Inc.
We invite all licensed beauticians,
barbers and stylists to visit our
NEW Murray Location.
Serving Professionals for 41 Years

The Calloway Coun4 High School Rand used flags for color in last year's parade.

Thank you for your business.
200C North 12 St.

MSU hosting golf tourney
at Miller Memorial course
Men's, women's, mixed and
senior men's scramble teams
will be competing in Murray
State University's 18th annual
Homecoming Golf Tournament
Friday, Oct. 30, at the 18-hole
4. Frances E. Miller Memorial
Golf Course.
Buddy Hewitt, Murray State
golf coach and tournament
director, said as many as 240
golfers can be accommodated
with the popular four-member
team scramble format, with
starting times between 8 and 10
a.m. and 12:30 and 2:30 p.m. on
the first and 10th tees.
Play will mark the fifth year
for the tournament on the course
built by the MSU Foundation on
a 173-acre site six miles east of
Murray. The land was donated
in 1979 by L.D. Miller of Murray,
a 1936 alumnus and named in
memory of his wife, who was an
avid golfer.
Construction of the 6,619-yard
championship course — located
on Ky. 280, which forks off Ky.
94 — required twdyears. It was
opened for play on Memorial
Day weekend of 1983,
Hewitt said individual plaques
will be aWarded to the winning
teams of four men, four women,
four senior men (60 and older)
and mixed (two men, two
women). Other awards include:
closest-to-the-pin on a par three
hole; long drive on No. 14, which

is 435 yards: and the alumnus
who travels the greatest
distance to participate.
Information about other
Homecoming weekend activities

759-1263

We Put OurHeartAnd Sold In It!

Oct. 30-31 may be obtained by
visiting or calling the Office of
Alumni Affairs in Sparks Hall on
the campus, telephone 5021
762-3737.

For Non-Stop Service

Judy Johnston, Managing Broker
437-4446
Ntr

.... •

WE'RE FRIENDS YOU
CAN DEPEND ON.
Ask Sl,111C,flo
did! ! rt
t.tv, good serv,,
c
,
t1,1
ri
out how important it is I specially it the service they expectO incf
ShbUld have corm, from their insurance agent

•

That's where we corne in Our business is providing depet
service at all times and protection plans based on your indiviituai needs

,

When you need u. well be there
May we serve you' Just owe us a call You'll find were friends you can depend on

Purdom, Thurman
& McNutt Insurance

407 Maple Street
(Southside of the Cf. Square)
753-4451

j
imi
ri state Auto Insuranc•

Dean Lampkins
753-12,58

Joan Whayne
753-2,643

Jean Bird
753- 3.584

SOLD

Kira
Oh Better
I Ifil H9119,T,t.'
r" 2

Trust Your Home To
Better Homes and Gardens
Olympic Plaza, 641 N
753-4000
•
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Hall of Fame...
1('ont'd from page- 28)
Dodgers organization.
A native of Joliet. Ill., Perconte was a standout at Joliet
Catholic High School. During his
four years with the 'Breds. the
team won 142 games, the best
four-year total in team history
In 1976, he was named Scholar
Athlete of the Year at MSI.'

points per game for the itace-r
freshman team
•
In 1971, his first season with.
the Racer varsity. Taylor burst
onto the Ohio Valley Conference
scene. Averaging 15.S points and
8.8 rebounds per game. Taylor
gained All-OVC and conference
Sophomore of the Year honors
The next year. Taylor put
together one of the finest seasons
ever by a Murray State player.
twice scoring 39 points in a game
and winning Most Valuable
Player honors at the Evansville
Holiday Tournament. He finished the season with 25.6 points per
game — a school record which
still stands — and 8.3 rebounds
per game. He placed eighth on
the NCAA scoring charts, and
was selected All-OVC and' conference Player of the Year.
As a senior. Taylor again caused opposing coaches to shudder.
With another 39-point game
Taylor finished his Racer career
averaging 22.4 points per game
— 38th place nationally — and
with another All-OVC and OVC
Player of the Year award.

The MurrayMigh School Band stepped smartly along Main Street in the 1986 parade.

Les Taylor

-, ELECT
LESLIE
FURCHES

Les Taylor arrived at Murray
State with a bag full of accolades. The 6-3 forward from
Carbondale. Ill. High School
already was a prep all-American
and considered one of the finest
players to ever enroll at MSU.
Taylor disappointed no one. In
his first season he averaged 22.4

Calloway County

DISTRICT
JUDGE

Taylor was the kind of player
who played taller than his height.
His coach at MSU, Cal Luther,
said of Taylor: "He is the most
complete player I've ever coached and one of the best I've seen."
Taylor currently ranks second
in career points per game at,
MSU (21.10), fourth in free
throws made 1353), eighth in
and ninth in field
points 1,47)
goals made 1562).
((ont'd on page ?9)

ON

Nov. 3rd
*Murray State University graduate.
*Law degree from University of Louisville.
*Practicing attorney in Murray since 1983.
*Public Defender attorney 1983-1985.
*Member of Murray/Calloway Co. Spouse
Abuse Shelter Governing Board.
*Member of Calloway Co. task force on
Children's Health and Mental Protection.
(CHAMPS).
*Experience in all types of cases before
District Court.
*INTEGRITY *EXPERIENCE *ENTHUSIASM
ELECT LESLIE FURCHES FOR
DISTRICT JUDGE
Paid for by William Furches, treasurer

SINK A SUBMARINE
AT

Tubby's

There ain't no substitute!T"

CHESTNUT HILLS
SHOPPING CENTER

MURRAY

753-5095

PARTY TIME
10% DISCOUNT
ON ALL 3-5 FOOT
PARTY SUBS

PARTY SUB ORDERS REQUIRE
48 HOUR NOTICE
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray. KY

DEPOSIT REQUIRED
No Phone Orders Accepted
CANNOT BE USED WITH OTHER
COUPONS OR DISCOUNT OFFERS
EXPIRES 10-31-87

753-5095

1.••••
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program. but she maintained
that program as a Murray
showplace.
When she initiated the program in 1967, there was little
reason to expect overnight success. But coach Head's teams
began writing history with a
flourish.
Undefeated in their first two
seasons (14-0). Head's teams
would eventually compile a
204-67 record, good enough for a
.753 winning percentage. That included three undefeated seasons
Her
— 1967. 1968, and 1973 1-0).
1981 team finished with a schoolrecord 30 victories, including a
Kentucky Women's Intercollegiate Conference Tournament championship over the
University of Kentucky. In Ohio
Valley Conference . play, Head
was named 1981 KWIC Coach of
the Year.
Head, who taught physical
education at MSU, was named
the school's athletic coordinator
for women in 1979. She retired
from coaching and administrative duties in 1982, leaving behind a standard of excellence which few could equal.

Hall of Fame...
(Cont'd from page ?-8)
Nita Head had the opportunity
to do what few coaches can only
dream about — build an athletic
program from the ground up.
Not only did she construct the
Murray State women's tennis

Anniversary Sale
October 29-30

TWO DAYS ONLY

40% off All Prints
(Excluding Frace'l

FRAMERS GALLERY
Dixieland Center

Homecoming &
Halloween Specials
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite
Diet Sprite & Tab

r=
"

2 liter
Bottle

Racer fullback David Williams celebrated a score in last season's homecoming win over Tennessee Tech.
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For that special Homecoming Fashion. . .
Make the right choice, go to A Perfect choice
*Casual Fashion
•Handmade sweaters from Peru *Rag sweaters & jackets
*Cosmetics & perfume •Gitts & flowers
'Unique sweatshirts by G J Originals

\

Frit°
Laitt
4
1-atT

Viirogniazi4r,
_POtat9
701 A

990

Frito Lay
Potato Chips

89.

7 1/2 Bag
Reg.-1.39

A Perfect Choice
central Shnipping center

-59- 12,-att

•

Otitcligit6•
_1+

<
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Hwy. 641 N.

Murray
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Have a Safe
& Happy
Homecoming '87
from your
"Nearly New Shop

Yours,'Mine
& Ours

Clothing for the entire family
Downtown Murray
753-4087

Section

Varied colors to highlight MSU
homecoming parade Saturday
Color combinations of blue.,
gold, orange and black and outfits that change the wearer's appearance will be part of the
scene in Murray on Saturday
morning, Oct. 31 as spectators
line the streets for Murray State
University's Annual Homecoming Parade.
The 120-unit procession, one of
the highlights of this year's "It's
'Trick' or Treat' Homecoming,- will form downtown and
(Cont'd on page 31)

0 11070
OF'FI
Over 100 Selected Styles
of Men's, Women's &
Children's Shoes

Kentucky Attorney General Daye Armstrong, a Murray State
University graduate, took part in last year's homecoming parade.

-Wits
MYERi"

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450

Select From These Famous Name Brands:

/Nike
/Reebok
/Converse

Open: ItIon-Fri 7-5 Sat. 8-12

/New Balance /Brooks
/Prince
/Saucony
/Pony
/And More

DENNISON-HUNT swIrting G's
1203 Chestnut

Everythtng for that SPORT in YOUR life

753-8844

Visa-MC-Discover

CLEAN UP, PAINT UP
FIX UP...
'Lumber 'Trusses 'Doors
'Roofing 'Electrical
'Power Tools 'Hardware 'Plumbing
'Insulation •Windows •Porter Paint
•Vinyl Siding 'Brick and more!
•
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Happy
A,
Homecoming!

="1:23.

town & countRy
1)1XIC1.111(1 (A:111 t'

Before the Game...
tackle one of our
delicious
homemade
sandwiches!

Welcome
Alumni and
Good Luck
Racers!

Sammon's Bakery
753-5434

Chestnut St.

M5•51-47g7
iP

Racer I, with jockey Kim Kimmel aboard, will be circling the track at Stewart Stadium after each Racer
score.

nor necessarily mean fashion alone
does not

Parade...
(('ont'd from page 30)
proceed west along Main Street
past a judging stand at Murray
Middle School on the way to the
campus where it will disband in
the parking lot of Sparks Hall.
Lineup will begin in the parking lots of the Bank of Murray,
Briggs and Stratton, Kenlake
Foods and on nearby side streets
and the parade will begin at Second and Main Streets at 9:30
a.m., according to Itsy Galloway
of Owensboro, who is chairman

A Great Tan. . .
Good Physical
Conditioning. . .
and
A Healthy Appearance
found out toda
successful business
woman's looks.

Tackle
Spaghetti & Pizza

4p-

STOP BY AND SEE US1 At()nin

Unlimited Toning
$3995

(Cont'd on page 32)

Only
I ,11(nith

Enjoy Mr. Gatti's
spaghetti & pizza buffet
before and after the game

Chestnut St.
Murray

Unlimited Tanning
$3995
Only

Wolff System
.Tanning Center
The heel pieta In terve ri

Wewtit-/

753-6656

_

Olympic Plaza

753-965.1
e
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\birching- along Main

The Racer Band will be featured again this year in the parade.

Announcing the opening of

Key Mini Warehouses
Hwy. 121 South
Suitable for storing:
•Boats •Household Furniture
Any type of storage
Sizes 5 X 10 thru 10 X 30
Phone 75*9918
After 5 p.m. & weekends
753-0996 or 753-6078

Parade...
(('ont'd from page 31)
of the Homecoming Committee
of the University Center Board.
Jackie Hays, news anchor for
KYW, and NBC affiliate in
Philadelphia. Pa., will be the
parade grand marshal. A 1979
Radio-TV graduate, Miss Hays
was the recipient of a special
Presidential Scholarship and
selected as the Outstanding
Senior in Radio-Television at
Murray State.
Members of Coach Roy
StewaA's 1937 Southern Independent Athletic Association (SIAA)
champion football team will ride
in the parade with their former
line_ coach, Dr. James W. Moore
of North Haven, Conn. The team
finished the 1937 season with an
8-1-1 record to capture the SIAA
title and etch its name in the
history of MSU football.
(Cont'd on page 34)

HOLLAND DRUGS
Cards & Gifts
Downtown • 753-1462

Murray Cablevision will be broadcasting the parade again this year
on cable channel 34 for those who are unable to attend in person.

We Invite You
To Come In and Browse
Thru Our Many Gift Selections!
•Pumpkin Napkin Rings
•Rugs •Wreaths
•Jewelry •Pictures
•Country Furniture

25%

Off Watermelon Accessories

Christmas Ornaments
•Wooden & Porcelain Santas
•Christmas Sweatshirts
•Christmas Plates & Napkins
C,Ift Wrap & Cards for
lb occasIonsf

Happy
Homecoming
Order your Bar-B-0
now for your parties by
the pound or boston
butt.

Tars
Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045

Wilson Real Estate
F1F Al TOP

"Let Us Help You
With Your Homework"
Kim Wilson
Teddy c,colsoon
Joyee Retsworth
Virginia Bolen

Wayne Wilson
Rita Elkins
Janis Flicks

Sharon Wilson
Jackie Rushing
Ron Talent

mr,s
302 S. 12th St. Multiple Listing Service

l'at Armstrong
Steve Durbin
Wilbur 'Lumpy
Judy Barge

753-3283
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Racer tailback Rodney Payne,
at right, will be looking for yar.
dare Saturday when the Racers
host Morehead State University
at Stewart Stadium. Below,
Pete O'Rourke offers a friendly
wave from a car in the 1986
parade. The parade begins at
9:90 a.m. downtown; the
ballgame is set for 2 p.m.

Coordinate Your
Homecoming Outfit
at Sue's
Fall Sweaters (Large

Rack)

s 1 400

Coordinating Skirts at fantastic prices'

CY

„val
or
*4-A
LLow
No 04. AY co
mecomittic*
firgt.

Sue's Discount Jeans
•
•7" .6

Of •••••_

••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••
•70
40
117.
•
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Welcome
Alumni!

sloirejoes
Set the pace this fall with style
Specializing In:
•Perms

•Haircoloring & Tinting

•Waxing

•Cuts & Styling

*We carry a full line of Paul Mitchell Products

Patty's Family Hair Care
Located on Southpleasant Grove Road
Open Fri. & Sal.
Shop: 492-5W
'Jr
Knott
Patty
(all for appointment
753141R

Good
Luck
Racers!
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Houses along Main Street. like the Pete Lancaster residence at right.
will make prime viewing locations for the Homecoming '87 parade
Saturday at 9:30 a.m.

[fOOTEIA
HOMECOMING
Saturday, Oct. 31
2 p.m.
Murray State vs.
Morehead State

Parade...

"We're the bank who makes
you feel at home"

PEOPLES BANK
cy/

MURRAY
KY.
Mernber FDIC
Main Office

North Branch

5th & Main
753-3231

North 12th & Chestnut
753-3231

South Branch
South 12th & Story
753-3131

vt•-•

Hoffman, a senior from
Louisville; Lisa Jackson, a
Along with the usual array of senior from Paducah; and
floats, the parade will feature six Stephanie Stephens, a junior
finalists for 1987 Homecoming from Marion, Ill.
Monica Hobbs of Cunningham,
Queen, 15 area high school and
the
reigning Miss Murray State
middle school marching bands,
Univers
ity; Suzanne Pitman of
special guests and a variety of
Murray, 1987 Miss Kentucky
other entries
Homecoming Queen finalists USA; and Amy Roser of Carmi,
for 1987 are Karen Caruthers, a Ill., the 1986 Homecoming
senior from Paducah; Susan Queen, will also ride in the
Dickinson, a senior from parade.
Murray State's Racer MarGuthrie; Valerie Fister, a senior
from Memphis, Tenn.; Peggy ching Band will be the first band
In the procession, followed by
(Cont'd from page 32)

WHERE'S THE BOOTS?
HERE'S THE BOOTS!
We've got the boot to
go with any Homecoming outfit! Large selection to choose from.
Acid Wash

Purses 20%

Off

Dakota

hoe
hack

Check out our sale
rack! Lots and lots
of bargains!
Olympic Plaza
Open Evenings
Sundays 1-5 p.m.

high school bands from Calloway
County; Murray; Graves County; West Carroll; Dyer County,
Tenn.;Puxico, Mo.; and Carmi,
Cobden, Eldorado and Vienna,
Middle school units scheduled
In the lineup are Calloway County, Murray, Mayfield, Henderson
County North and Burns.
Dr. Forrest Pogue, '31, will be
a guest of honor in the parade.
The author of "George C. Marshall: Statesman 1945-59," Pogue
received the Outstanding Alumnus of Kentucky (OAK I Award
from the Kentucky Advocates for
Higher Education on Oct.28.
Other special guests will include MSU President Emeritus
Dr. Harry M. Sparks;-Vr. James
Hammack and Irma LaFollette,
representing the board of
regents; U.S. Rep, Carroll Hubbard of Mayfield, who represents
Kentucky's First Congressional
District; Murray Mayor Holmes
Ellis; and Kentucky Rep. Freed
Curd.
Dr. Kala M. Stroup and her
family will also ride in the
parade.
A color guard from the campus
ROTC unit and representatives
of the Murray police and fire
departments and the Calloway
County sheriff's office and fire
and rescue squad will be in the
procession.
The Murray State
cheerleaders and Dunker, the
school mascot, will participate in
the parade, as well as Racer I,
the thoroughbred which circles
the track in Stewart Stadium
each time the football team
scores.
Fred Schultz, president of the
MSU Alumni Association, and
(Coni'd on page 3.5)
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Parade...
((ont'd from page 34)
Donna Herndon, director of
alumni affairs, will ride in the
parade, as will Student Government Association officers Chris
McNeill, president, and Dana
Shannon, treasurer.
Among other entries will be
Shriners, clowns, campus
organizations, fraternities and
sororities and area businesses.
Thousands of alumni,students,
friends of the university and
community residents are expected to turn out over the
weekend to enjoy the activities of
the 55th Homecoming and to
renew friendships at the annual
fall get-together.

-Amur

Time keepers

Racer band members will be trying to drum up a win Saturday when NISI- hosts Morehead in an OVC football
clash. Gametime is set for 2 p.m. at Stewart Stadium.

Beat Morehead!

1%

RACERS
111111.11111111111111111•111111111111111111111111111111111

WHAT A TEAM!
COUPON

500 of,

Arbgt

Any Breakfast Platter
or Croissant.
Expires Nov. 9th, 1987

COUPON

Regular

Roast Beef

99

Arbgt

Expires Nov. 9, 1987
_J
•
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This Page is Dedicated To Murray State's
The Scout Team Watches Films Of The Upcoming Team's And Try To Emulate These Team
Characteristics. By Doing So, The MSU First String Players Learn How To Play Their
Opposition.
Congratulations To All The Guys That Make M.S.U. Football A Winning Tradition. Keep
Workin: Hard And You're First Strin: Bound.

